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Foreword
The workshop documentationfor the 911 Carrera (996) model has the designation
"911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manual
and containsTechnical Information as well as instructions on Repairs.
The integration of the technical informationpublishedin the "911 Carrera (996)" Tec~nical Manualwith
the instructions on repairs provides the user with a complex reference work that conPbinesinto one book
associated or cross-referencedmaterial of relevanceto workshops and originating frpm various information media.
The "911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manualconsists of 15 folders, subdividedinto the following Groups
0
Entire vehicle -General
0
Diagnosis,part 1 (up to Repair Group 45) .1
0
Diagnosis,part 2 (as of RepairGroup 61) .2
1
Engine,part 1 (up to RepairGroup 13) .3
1
Engine,part 2 (as of RepairGroup 15) .4

*1

2
3
3
4

Fuel, exhaust,engine electronics
Transmission,manualtransmission
Transmission,automatictransmission
Runninggear

5

Body

6
7
8/ 9
9
9

Body equipment,exterior
Body equipment,interior
Air conditioning/ Electrics
Circuit diagrams, part 1 (up to and includingthe '99 mod I) .5
Circuit diagrams, part 2 (as of the '00 model) .6

The two folders with Group 0 are to be regarded as one folder; i.e. file the "Tfchnicallnformation'
notices only in front of the repair descriptions in the folder "Group0 -Diagno~is, part 1"
(up to Repair Group 45).

I

..2

The second folder "Group0 -Diagnosis, part 2" (as of Repair Group 61) ircludes the further
RepairGroups belonging to Group O.

*3

Thetwo folderswith Group1 are to be regardedas one folder;i.e. file the "Tfchnicallnformation"
noticesonlyin front of the repairdescriptionsin the folder"Group1 -Engine,lpart 1"
(up to Repair Group 13).

*4

I

The second folder "Group 1 -Engine, part 2" (as of Repair Group 15) incl~desthe further Repair
Groups belongingto Group 1.
I
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The two folders with Group 9 are to be regarded as one folder; i.e. file the "Technifallnformation"
notices only in front of the repair descriptions in the folder "Group 9 -Circuit diagr+ms, part I" (up to
and including

*6

the

'99 model).

:

The second folder "Group9 -Circuit diagrams, part 2" (as of the '00 model) includes the further
circuit diagrams belongingto Group 9.

The "911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manualhas the same structure in each folder, with the following breakdown for all Groups:
Title page: "911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manual
> Foreword
Title page: "Technical Information"
> Table of Contents,Technicalinformation
> Technical information
TiUe page: "Repair"

>
>
>
>

Repair Groups: overview
Table of Contents,repairs
General/technical data
Instructionson repairs

As can be seenfrom the breakdown,
the publishedTechnicalInformationis in the frontpa~ of eachfolder -numbered accordingto the Groups.TheTableof Contentsassignedto eachGroup~ill be periodically updated.

I

Followingthe Technical Information,separated by a title page, the instructions on repairs i assigned
according to the Groups or broken down into RepairGroups -are includedin the folders. I

Theinstructionson repairswill be extendedandupdatedby meansof supplements.

Note
Sheets
that already
existbyinathe
"911 Carrera
(996)" Technical
Manualand
are Revisions
updated oror feVised
and
thereby
exchanged
supplement
are designated
"replacement
sheet".
technical
modifications on pages of these replacementsheets are identified for the user with a verti al bar at

the margin.
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*5

The two folders with Group 9 are to be regarded as one folder; i.e. file the "TechnicalInformation"
notices only in front of the repair descriptions in the folder "Group9 -Circuit diagrams, part 1" (up to

and including the '99 model).
.6

The second folder "Group9 -Circuit diagrams, part 2" (as of the '00 model) includesthe further

circuitdiagramsbelongingto Group9.
The "911 Carrera (996)" TechnicalManualhas the same structure in each folder, with the following breakdown for all Groups:
Title page: "911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manual
> Foreword
Title page: "Technical

Information"

> Table of Contents,Technicalinformation
> Technicalinformation
Title page: "Repair"

>
>
>
>

Repair Groups: overview
Table of Contents,repairs
General/technical data
Instructions on repairs

As can be seen from the breakdown,the publishedTechnicalInformationis in the front part of each folder -numbered according to the Groups.The Table of Contentsassigned to each Group will be periodically updated.
Followingthe Technical Information,separated by a title page, the instructions on repairs -assigned
according to the Groups or broken down into Repair Groups -are included in the folders.

Theinstructionson repairswill be extendedandupdatedby meansof supplements.

Note
Sheets that already exist in the "911 Carrera (996)"Technical Manualand are updated or revised
and thereby exchanged by a supplementare designated "replacementsheet", Revisionsor technical
modificationson pages of these replacementsheets are identified for the user with a vertical bar at

the margin.
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Group 0:

Group 0:

Overview of repair groups

Entire vehicle -General

0

Salescheck
Maintenance

01

Diagnosis

0

03

On-boarddiagnosis
DMEdiagnosis
Tiptronicdiagnosis
ABSdiagnosis

Group 0:

Group 1:

03
24

37

45

Diagnosis

0

Convertible-topdiagnosis
Airbag diagnosis
Roll-overprotection system diagnosis
Seat memory diagnosis
Heating diagnosis
Alarm system diagnosis
PCMdiagnosis
ParkAssistentdiagnosis
HBAdiagnosis

61
69
69
72
80
90
91
91
94

1

Engine
Engine-Crankcase, suspension
Engine-Crankshaft, pistons

Group 1:

Group 2:

Group 3:

13

Engine

1

Engine-Cylinder head,valve drive
Engine-Lubrication
Engine-Cooling

15
17
19

Fuel, exhaust, engine electronics
Fuelsupply,control
Exhaustsystem,turbocharging
Fuelsystem,electronicinjection
Fuelsystem,K-Jetronic
Exhaustsystem
Starter,powersupply,cruisecontrol
Ignitionsystem

Transmission, manual transmission
Clutch, control
Manualtransmission -Actuation, housing
Manualtransmission-Gears, shafts, intogearsh.
Final drive, differential,differential lock

Group 3:

10

2
20
21
24

25
26
27

28
3
30
34
35
39

Transmission, automatic transmission

3

Torque converter
Automatic transmission-Actuation, housing
Automatic transmission-Gears, control
Final drive, differential,differential lock

32
37
38

Overview of repair groups
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Group 4:

Group 5:

Group 6:

Group 7:

Group 8:

Group 9

Group 9:
Group 9:

911 Carrera (996)

Running gear

4

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts
Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts
Wheels, tires, suspension alignment
Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS)
Brakes -Brake mechanics
Brakes -Hydraulics, regulator, booster
Steering

40
42
44
45
46
47
48

Body

5

Body front
Body center, roof, frame
Body rear
Lids, flaps
Door front, central locking system

50
51
53
55
57

Body equipment,

6
60

exterior

Sliding roof
Convertibletop, hardtop

61

Bumpers

63
64
66

Glazing,windowcontrol
Exterior equipment
Interior equipment
Passengerprotection

68

Body equipment, interior

7

Linings,insulation
Seatframes
Seatupholsteries,
covers

70
72

69

74

Air conditioning

8

Heating
Ventilation
Air conditioning
Auxiliaryair conditioningsystem

80

85
87
88

9

Electrics
Instruments,alarm system
Radio,telephone,on-board computer, navigation
Windshieldwiper and washer system
Lights, lamps, switches exterior
Lights, lamps, switches interior, theft protection

90

Circuit diagrams

9

Wiring(upto andincludingthe '99 model)

97

Circuit diagrams

9
97

91
92
94

96

Wiring (from the '00 model)
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Running gear

Overview of 911 Carrera (996) running gear

Front axle / steering
McPhersonwheel suspensionwith offset spring. Twin-tubegas-filledshock absorbers in standard or
sports version.
In order to obtain greater stiffness with reduced intrinsic weight as compared with steel, the following
components have been made from aluminium:
Control arms, diagonal brace, track rod, wheel carrier and cross member / side member.
Rack-and-pinionsteering gear (i = 16.9 : 1) with hydraulicassistance.
Steering wheel longitudinally adjustable (40 mm).
Further

improvement

of steering

precision

and reduction

in the turning

circle

(10.6 m) as com-

pared with the previous 911 Carrera (993).

\'...
~-~
386 -97

4

Overview of 911 Carrera (996) running gear
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911 Carrera (996)

Rear axle
The multi-linkrear axle used in the 911 Carrera (993) served as the basis for the further developmentin
the new911 Carrera (996). Important considerationshere were to achievefurther weight reduction while
preserving the familiar good vehicle dynamic properties.
The longer wheel base offered additionalpotential for improvementsin driving comfort and handling.
The wheel suspension consists of five aluminium

control arms, of which the two upper control

arms

are aluminium forgings.

Gas-filledshock absorbers in standard or sports version.

387-97

4-2

4
9964_1

Overview of 911 Carrera (996) running gear
Printed in Germany, 1997
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Running gear

Wheels and lyres

Brakes
Front

Standard
Wheels:
Tyres:

Rear

Hydraulic dual-circuitbrake system with frontaxle / rear-axlebrake-circuitdistribution.
Vacuumbrake booster, internallyventilated and
perforated brake discs with four-pistonmonobloc fixed caliper at front and rear axles.

7JX17
9J X 17
205/50 R 17 255/40 R 17

Option
Wheels:

Tyres:

7.5JX 18

ABS 5.3 (3-channelsystem)standard.
ABS/TC 5.3 (4-channelsystem) on request.
TC = Traction Control, consisting of ASR (antislip control) and ABD (AutomaticBrake differ-

10JX 18

225/40 R 18 265/35 R 18

ential).
Parking brake (handbrake):
Drum brake acting mechanicallyon both rear
wheels.

/

\\~

-?""
~

~

~
~
~

~

388 -97

4
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Running gear

Stabilizer allocation

Front axle
Version

Transmission type Country
allocation

Tube-type

-Series

Manualtransmissionworld-wide

23.1 x 3.4
(0.91 x 0.13)

09

-Sport

Manualtransmission world-wide

23.6 x 3.5
(0.93 x 0.14)

04*

-Series

Tiptronic

world-wide

23.6 x 3.5
(0.93 x 0.14)

04*

Manualtransmission world-wide
and Tiptronic

23.6 x 3.5
(0.93x 0.14)

04*

stabilizer

Index part No.

8 in mm (8 in inch)

Coupe:

and Sport

Cabriolet
-Series
and Sport

Stabilizer allocation for rear axle on Page 4 -6

* Identical part at front axle

4 Stabilizer

4-5

allocation

Printed in Germany

-7,

1998
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Running gear

Stabilizer allocation

Rear axle
Version

Index part No.

Transmission type Country
allocation

Tube-type

-Sport

Manualtransmissionworld-wide

19.6 x 2.6
(0.77 x 0.10)

13

-Series

Manualtransmissionworld-wide

18.5x 2.5
(0.73x 0.1)

12*

-Series

Tiptronic

world-wide

18.5 x 2.5
(0.73x 0.1)

12*

18.5x 2.5

12**

stabilizer

0 in mm (0 in inch)

Coupe:

and Sport

Cabriolet
-Series
and Sport

Manualtransmission world-wide
and Tiptronic

(0.73x 0.1)

* * Identical part at rear axle

4 Stabilizer

4-6
9964_5

allocation
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Removing spring strut locking devices -Carrera

and GT3

General

Removing spring strut locking devices

Spring strut locking devices are installedon the
front axle of the following new vehiclesin
order to protect the vehicle during transport
(e.g. driving on and off during lorry transport):

1. Lift the vehicle (wheels at the front axle
must be free).
The wheels need not be removed.
2. Removespring strut lockirllgdevices from
all spring struts. To do this, pull spring
strut locking devices off the springs.

RoWnew vehicles with the option "Sports
package" P70 (manualtransmission)or
P71 (Tiptronic transmission)
911 GT3

This increasesthe ground clearance of the
vehicle.
Tests have demonstrated that spring strut
locking devices are not necessary at the
rear axle.

The spring strut locking devices must be
removed before a test drive and before the
vehicle is handed over to the customer!
If the spring strut locking devices are not
removed, this will seriously impair the handling
behaviourand thus the driving safety.
Send the removed spring strut locking
devices to the Porsche WarrantyTest Office
in Ludwigsburg.
Includethe spring strut locking deviceswith
the normal warranty goods consignment.

4
Printed

Removing
in Germany

spring
-25,

1999

strut locking devices -Carrera
9964_5

and GT3
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Running gear

Running gear, general -GT3

General
The 911 GT3 is availablein the road version MO02 and in a Club Sport version MO03
The vehicle height of both designs (MOO2and MOO3)is approx. 30 mm less than the
911 Carrera (996).
The 911 GT3 (M 002 and M 003) can be visually distinguishedby its red brake calipers and Aerokit,
consisting of a front spoilerJside members and a large rear spoiler.
The large rear spoiler has an adjustablespoiler wing. The Club Sport design (MO03)also has a
removable roll cage.
The roll cage includesthe spring strut supports on the rear axle for stability. This further improves
precise guidance of the rear wheels.
Important: The adjustable spoiler is set to the lowest (horizontal)position for street use. Changesto
the setting -to individuallymatch the personal driving style -are intended only for the racing track.
The spoiler wing must be moved to the lowest position for use in publictraffic.

4~99

4
Printed

Running gear, general
in Germany

-25,

1999
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Running gear

Notes on repair instructions

-GT3

General

The stabilizer block is also adjusted for

The 911 Carrera (996), and also the 911
GT3, is the basic model covered by the repair,
assemblyand adjustmentoperations in the
"911 Carrera (996)" TechnicalManual.
Onlythe GT3-specificprocedures which
deviate from this are additionallydescribed
in this Technical Manual.

replacement dampers.

Tightening

2
1

torques

Adjustment

work on the front and rear

axle spring struts
The front and rear axle spring strut has

3

~

Tighteningtorques for the 911 Carrera (996)
and 911 GT3 are almost the same.
Tighteningtorques that deviate or are additional
are contained in the tables of the appropriate
Repair Group for the 911 Carrera (996).

4

Front axle
1 -Lock nut
2 -Height adjustingnut
3 -Lock nut
4 -Stabilizer block

76_99

a thread and a height adjusting nut No.2
for height adjustment.
The height adjusting nut No.2 is secured
against turning by the lock nut No.1.

The stabilizer block -No.4 -(mounting saddle
for the stabilizer mount) is also fitted on the
thread. The stabilizer block can be vertically
adjusted and it is provided with a lock nut No.3.
This adjustment possibility is only useful for
racing. It can be used to ensure that enough
clearance is availablefor the stabilizer mount
even for deviating vehicle heights (onlyfor
racing) and also that the stabilizer mount can
be fitted free of tension.
The stabilizer block No.4 does not need to
be adjusted for the vehicle height prescribed
for street use.

4

Notes on repair instructions

Printed

in Germany

-25,

1999

3
,1

-t
Rear axle
1 -Lock nut
2 -Height adjusting nut
3 -Lock nut
4 -Stabilizer block

77_99

4-11

-GT3
9964_9
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Note

The special tool 9647 is required together
with a torque wrench in order to adjustthe
vehicle height.
Description under 911 GT3 suspension
alignmentin Repair Group44.

Suspension

alignment

The adjustmentprocedures and valueson
the front and rear axle differ in a number of
respects from those of the 911 Carrera (996).
Adjustmentvalues in Repair Group44.
The suspension

alignment

-911

GT3 is

located behind the suspension alignmentfor
911 Carrera (996).

Brakes -General

Bleedingand brake fluid change is the same as
for 911 Carrera (996).
The GT3 is equipped with 3-channelABS without
TC (Traction Control).
The fastening screws on the front axle brake
calipers and the rear axle calipers are 5 mm
longer than those on the 911 Carrera (996).

Brake unit
If the brake unit is replaced, observe correct
allocation according to the Spare Parts
Catalogue(modified speed ratio and larger
piston diameter in the brake master cylinder)
compared with the 911 Carrera (996).
Important: Boost factor GT3 = 3.15 : 1.
911 Carrera (996) = 3.85 :1.

4

4 -12
9964_9

Notes on repair instructions
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Tests / notes -GT3

Note

Front and rear stabilizer

The tests and notes apply for the street version
(base version) MOO2and for the Club Sport
version MOO3.

The front and rear stabilizerscan be
individuallyadjusted, by means of 5 bores
at the front and 4 bores at the rear.

Lifting

platforms

setting

The front stabilizer with 26.8 x 4 mm diameter
is adjusted (fitted) to the centre position.

/ test stands

Ensure clearance of the spoiler(s)and side
members when driving onto lifting platforms
and wheel alignmentplatforms.

The rear stabilizer with 20.7 x 2.8 mm
diameter is adjusted (fitted) to the second
softest position (second bore / arrow).

'=
Wheel alignment

platform

'-::0
\

~\~

It is only possible to drive onto wheel alignment
platforms if additional access ramps, for
example 959 access aids, are used. A platform
without a sloped position is unsuitable.
Suspension alignment 911 GT3 see

~

Repair Group 44.

-

Note on brake test
Whendriving onto the brake test stand,
make sure to drive on as carefully as possible,
especiallyduring compression. This helps to
prevent the vehicle from bottoming out.

-Rear stabilizer
-Standard setting (arrow)
This standard

setting

175_99

must not be changed

for use on public roads.
Important: Changes to the setting -to
individually match the personal driving style are only permitted for the racing track.

Note on power test
Power test stands can normallybe driven
onto without difficulty.

8
4

4-13

Tests / notes -GT3
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Spoiler setting
The spoiler wing is set to the lowest (horizontal)
position for street use.
Changesto the setting are only intendedfor the
racing track.
The spoiler wing must be moved to the
lowest position for use on public roads.

Racing camber values
Front and rear racing camber values should
only be adjusted for use on racing tracks.
For use on public roads, only the values
listed in Repair Group 44 are permitted.

4

4 -14
9964_9

Tests / notes -GT3
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Tightening torques for front axle

Important:

Do not grease screwed connections in Dacromet finish -aluminium

Cross member/side

member

colour

(1 component)

Cross member/side member on body
(front and rear)

M14 x 1.5

160 (118)

Corner plate on side member

MID x 1.5

65 (48)

Corner plate on body

M12 x 1.5

100 (74)

Cornerplateon body
(withdiagonalarm and side member)

M14 x 1.5

160 (118)

M12 x 1.5

100 (74)

Control arm on side member

M12 x 1.5

120 (89)

Control arm on diagonal arm

M14 x 1.5

160 (lIB)

Control arm on wheel carrier
(ball joint)

M12 x 1.5

75 (55)

Basiccambersettingon
2-partcontrolarm 911 GT3

M8

27 (20)

Diagonal brace
Diagonal brace on body and
side member

Control arm

40 Tightening
Printed

torques

in Germany

-39,

40 -1

for front axle

2000

996401
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Spring strut/wheel

911 Carrera (996)

carrier

Spring strut on wheel carrier
(stabilizer mount)

Carrera

2

M12 x 1.5

85 (63)

(shock-absorber
tube clamp)

Carrera

4

M12 x 1.5

85 (63)

4

M6

10 (7.5)

Spring strut mount
911 GT3
on body

M8
M8

37 (27)
35 (26)

Spring-strut mount

M14x 1.5
M14x 1.5

80 (59)

M52 x 1.5

50 (37)

M52x 1.5

50 (37)

Brake cover plate on wheel carrier

M6

10 (7.5)

Brake disc on wheel hub

M6

10 (7.5)

Brake caliper on wheel carrier *

M12 x 1.5

85 (63)

Speed sensor on wheel carrier

M6

10 (7.5)

Combinationcoupling on wheel carrier

M6

10 (7.5)

Retainerplate for wheel bearing to
wheel carrier

M8

37 (27)

Wheelhubon wheelcarrier

M22 x 1.5

911 GT3
Spring seat clamp

on piston rod

Carrera

911 GT3

Stabilizer mating bearing on spring strut
(lock nut)
911 GT3

80 (59)

Height adjustment on spring strut
(lock nut)

911 GT3

460 (340)

Replace screws -at front and rear axles-whenever they have been removed.
40 Tightening

40 -2
996401

torques for front axle
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Front-axle final drive / drive shaft
(911 Carrera 4)

Front-axledrive shaft on transmission
Front-axledrive shaft on wheel hub

M8

39 (29)

M22x 1.5

460 (340)

Rear front-axletransmission support
on transmission mount

MID

65 (48)

Rear front-axletransmission support
on body

MID

65 (48)

Front front-axletransmission support
on front-axle cross member

MID

65 (48)

M8

20 (15)

on transmission

MID

65 (48)

Tank strap on body

M8

23 (17)

On side member

MID x 1.5

65 (48)

Stabilizer mount on stabilizer

MID

46 (34)

M12 x 1.5

85 (63)

MID

46 (34)

M52 x 1.5

50 (37)

Stud on front-axle cross
member
Front-axle transmission support at front

Stabilizer

Stabilizer mount at
shock-absorber tube and
wheel carrier

Carrera

2

Stabilizer mount at Carrera 4 /
spring strut
911 GT3

Stabilizer mating bearing on spring strut
(lock nut)

40 Tightening
Printed

in Germany

911 GT3

40-3

torques for front axle
-39,

2000

996401
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Location

ThreadI

Tightening

torque

Nm (ftlb.)

:

Steering
(Unlistedvalues in
Repair Group 48)
Track rod (ballioint pin) on
steering arm

Universaljoint (steering shaft)
on steering gear *
Steering gear on cross member * *

M12 x 1.5

75 (55)

M8

23 (17)

M lOx 1.5

65 (48)

Wheel fastening
Wheel to wheel hub * * *

M14 x 1.5

130 (96)

Replace fit bolt whenever it has been removed,
Replacefastening screws wheneverthey have been removed.
* * * Thinlygrease thread, shank and under head (between screw head bearing surface and spherical cap
ring) of the wheel bolts with OptimolyTA (aluminiumpaste). Do not grease bearing surface of the
spherical cap facing the wheel. If heavilycontaminated,clean bolts first with a lint-freecloth.

40 Tightening

40 -4
996401

torques for front axle

Printed in Germany
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40 85 19

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing front spring strut

Removal
1. Lift the vehicle. Removefront wheel.

5. Loosen holder for brake line/brake hose
at wheel carrier.
Loosen brake caliper from wheel carrier
and attach in wheel arch.

2. Loosen stabilizer mount at stabilizer
(counter with open-ended wrench).

6. Loosen fastening nuts (3 ea. M8) at
spring-strutmount.
Before doing this, mark the installed position
of the spring strut mount (position of the
three collar nuts),

3. Loosen track rod and control arm at wheel
carriers and press off the ball joints with
special tool 9560.
Whenlooseningfastening nuts, counter
with special tool 9546 (Torx screwdriver)
at the ball-jointpins.

Pull out spring strut with wheel carrier.

@

:.:r1lflI

L

16_1_96
37_97

7. Loosen clamped connection between spring
struVwheel carrier (ball joint of stabilizer
mount), Counterwith open-endedwrench.

4. Disconnectplug connection at wheel carriers
and pull out plugs.
Undo plug connection at wheel carrier and
unclip the electrical wires at the spring strut.

Pullout

40 85 19 Removing and installing front spring strut
Printed

in Germany

-25,

1999

996401

spring strut from wheel carrier.

40-5
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Installation

4. Check and adjust steering-geometryvalues
at the front axle.

1. Install in reverse order. Before installing,
give the parts a visual check. Replace
brake caliper fastening screws.

Note
If assemblywork was performed or parts
replaced that affect the vehicle height, a
complete wheel alignment is necessary.

2. Do not grease screwed connections in
Dacromet finish -aluminium
Use correct

tightening

911 Carrera (996)

colour.

torques.

3. Insert spring strut into vehicle. Note the
installed position of the spring strut mount.
The arrow markings must point to the outer
side of the vehicle (A). The shock-absorber
piston rod is thereby shifted outwards. Use
new fastening nuts.
Before tightening the fastening nuts, adjust
spring strut mount in accordance with the
applied marking (position of the three
collar nuts).
Use correct tightening torque.
A = Outer side

40-6

B = Inner side

40 85 19 Removing and installing
996401

Printed

front spring strut
in Germany

-25,

1999
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40 85 19

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing

front spring strut -GT3

Removal
1. Lift the vehicle. Removefront wheel.
2. Loosen stabilizer mount at stabilizer (counter
with open-endedwrench).

~

00

"'~

~

4085001.

4. Disconnectplug connection at wheel carrier
and pull out plugs.
Undo plug connection at wheel carrier and
unclip the electrical wires at the spring strut.

,-1'
40850019

5. Loosen holder for brake linejbrake hose at
wheel carrier.
Loosen brake caliper from wheel carrier and
attach in wheel arch.

3. Loosen track rod and control arm at wheel
carriers and press off the ball joints with
special tool 9560.
Whenloosening fastening nuts, counter with
special tool 9546 {Torx screwdriver)at the
ballioint pins.

40 85 19
Printed

Removing

in Germany

-39,

and installing
2000

front spring strut -GT3
996406A

40 -6a
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6. Loosen fastening nuts (3 ea. M8) at
spring-strut mount (arrows). Before doing this,
mark the installed position of the spring strut
mount (position of the three collar nuts).

911 Carrera (996)

8. Loosen clamped connection between spring
strut/wheel carrier (arrow).

00
00

000~.

.

II:

40850017

16_1_96

9. Pull out spring strut from wheel carrier.

Pull out spring strut with wheel carrier.

40850018

40850016

40

-6b

40 85 19

Removing and installing

996406A

front spring strut -GT3
Printed

in Germany

-39,

2000
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911 Carrera (996)

Installation
1. Install in reverse order. Before installing,give
the parts a visual check. Replacebrake
caliper fastening screws.
2. Do not grease screwed connectionsin
Dacromet finish -aluminium colour.
Use correct

tightening

torques.

3.1 Insert spring strut (A) as far as it will go into
the whee! carrier (B). Before tightening the
fastening screw No.6, twist (align)the
spring strut (A) until the stablizer block is in
the correct position with respect to the
wheel carrier (B).
The correct position is described in Point 3.2.
Note

As the installation conditions are confined,the
correct position (fitting) of these parts is a
prerequisite for adequateclearance of the
stabilizer mount in the area of the wheel
carrier/stabilizer block.

3.2 Correct position with respect to the wheel
carrier means:
The receiving bore for ~hestabilizer mount in
the stabilizer block must be centred
(aligned)with respect to the cutout of the
wheel carrier (arrow).
This prevents the stabilizer mountfrom
coming into contact with the wheel carrier
when the wheels are turned completelyto
the right or left.
Note

Contact marks are visible on the housingin
individualcases. These mar!ksare due to the
incorrectly positioned stablizer block (spring
strut to wheel carrier). The stabilizer mount is
not damaged,however.
Stabilizer mounts with contact marks can be
replaced if assemblyis to be conducted in this

area.

A = Spring strut
B = Wheelcarrier
4 = Stabilizerblock

40850021

Arrow = cutout in the wheel carrier (clearance)
for the stabilizer mount

40 85 19

Removing

Printed in Germany

-39,

and installing
2000

front spring strut -GT3
996406A
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

4. Place the wheel-carrier/spring-strutassembly
into the vehicle.

911 Carrera (996)

Note

The three unused bores in the spring strut
mount are intended only for driving on racing
circuits. The three fastening bolts (M8)are fitted
in these holes in this case. This increasesthe
negativecamber.

40850016

5. Note the installed position of the spring
strut mount. Outer side (A}/inner side (B).
The shock-absorberpiston rod is thereby
shifted outwards. Use new fastening nuts.
Before tightening the fastening nuts, adjust
spring strut mount in accordancewith the
applied marking (position of the three collar
nuts).

A -Outside of vehicle
B -Inside of vehicle

40850015

6. Fit brake caliper on wheel car~ier.Replace
fastening screws. Tighteningtorque 85 Nm
(63 ftlb.).
Fastenholder for brake line/brake hose on
wheel carrier.
Note
The brake caliper fastening screws -on the
front and rear axles -are 5 mm longer with
the GT3.
The screws are also different colours.
911 GT3
= red (77 mm long)
911 Carrera (996) = silver (72 ~m long)

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
911 Carrera (996)

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

7. Fit stabilizer mount in centre position (arrow)
on the stabilizer.

~
0

,,~
~
,\\ f J

40850019

8. Checkand adjuststeering-geometry
valuesat
the front axle.
Note

If assemblywork was performed or parts
replaced that affect the vehicle height, a
complete wheel alignment is necessary.

40 85 19

Removing

Printed in Germany

-39,

and installing
2000

front spring strut -GT3
996406A
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40

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Disassembling and assembling front spring strut

Tools

672_96

No.

Special tool

Designation

Commerciallyavailable
Clampingrange of spring holder
up to 165 mm spring diameter on
one side and 195 mm spring
diameter on the other side

Spring clamp,
e.g. from Klann,
with spring holder

40

Disassembling

and assembling

Printed in Germany -21, 1999

Explanation

front spring strut
996407

40 -7
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Disassembling and assembling front spring strut

~1
<@)2

8

(

-9

10

I

661_96

40 -8

40

Disassembling
996407

and assembling
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No. Designation
1

Fastening nut
M 14x 1.5

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Note:
Qty.
1

Removal

Installation

Before looseningthe
fastening nut, tension
coil spring with the spring

Use newfasteningnut.
Tightento 80 Nm
(59 ftlb.)

clamp.
Counter at the piston rod
when looseningthe nut

2

Stop plate

1

3

Spring strut mount

1

4

Stop plate

1

5

Mount

1

5a

Back-upring

1

6

Spring plate
(compensationpart)

1

Mountin correct position
(No.2 and No.4 are
identical parts)

Mountin correct position
(No.2 and No.4 are
identical parts)
Removethe mountfrom
back-upring No. 5a only
when replacingthe mount,
otherwisethe mount could
come off

Make sure it is seated
properly in the spring
strut mount No 3

Observeallocation
(Page 40 -11). Join in
correct position with
back-upring

7

Cup washer

1

Mountin correct position

8

Additionalspring

1

Mounton protective
bellows (No.9)

9

Protectivebellows

10

Coil spring

1

Observeallocation as per
Spare Parts Catalogue

11

Vibration damper

1

Observeallocation as per
Spare Parts Catalogue.
The vibration dampersfor
the right and left sides
are identical parts

40

Disassembling and assembling front spring strut

Printed in Germany.
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911 Carrera (996)

Disassemblyand assembly instructions
Preliminary work and notes on assembly

Disassembly
Tensionthe coil spring with the spring clamp
until the piston rod is relieved.

Replace nut for fastening the piston rod on
the spring strut mount.

It is recommendedto replace the coil
springs only in pairs.

Note
If the coil springs are exchanged,it might be
necessaryto use a different spring plate than
before.
The following spring plates (compensationparts)
are available:
Allocation of the spring plate according to the
coil spring tolerance group (see P. 40 -11).
1 green line =

6.5 mm thick
compensatiol1l
part.

1 white line =

;74_96

3.0 mm thick
compensatioltlpart.

(piston rod to spring
strut mount) counter at the piston rod with
special tool 9630 or a 7-mm Allen key.e
Important: Never us an impact bolter to
loosen or tighten the fastening nut.

To undo the connecti

Removeall parts from the pistonrod.
Note

Wheninstalling new parts, observe the allocation
according to the Spare Parts Catalogue.

676_1_96

40 -10

40

Disassembling and assembling front spring strut
996407
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Press spring plate No.6 (compensationpart)
into the assemblyconsisting of mount No.5
and back-upring No. 5a and complete with
the spring strut mount No.3..

Distinguishing
dampers

feature

of coil springs and

-,
3

6

I!
...,

68O_1_96

685_1_96

Fit protective bellows on additionalspring.

A = Identificationof the runninggear version

Observe the correct allocation (running
gear version) when installing new

(spring constanVspring length) by two
different coloured lines (for example,
1 x blue and 1 x white). Refer to the
Parts Cataloguefor the allocation.

springs and/or dampers.
Tension coil spring with spring clamp,

B = Identificationof the coil spring tolerance
group (load group) for determinationof the
compensationpart (spl1ingplate)thickness.
1 white line =

3.0 mm thick
compensationpart.

green line =

6.5 mm thick
compensation part.

C = Colour dot (colour label)to differentiatethe
damper identifier.
White dot = Standard runninggear RoW/USA
Green dot = Sport-typerunning gear RoW/USA

40
Printed

Disassembling and assembling front spring strut
in Germany
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911 Carrera (996)

Assembly
-Slide
the protective tube/additional spring
assemblyon the piston rod.
Slide the cup washer No.7 and stop plate
No.4 as far as they will go into the correct
position on the piston rod.

679_1_96

Use a socket wrench insert open on one
side to tighten the fastening nut on the
spring strut mount.
In this way the specified tightening torque
can be adheredto exactly. It is also possible
to counter at the piston rod with special tool
9630 at the same time. Never use an
impact bolter to tighten the fastening nut.

675_1_96

Pushthe pretensionedcoil spring onto the
vibration damper so that the end of the coil
spring rests against the stop of the spring
plate.
Place spring strut mount (assemblyof
mounVback-upring/spring plate) onto
the piston rod so that the end of the coil
spring is located in the spring plate.
Place stop plate in the correct position on
the spring strut mount and screw a new
fastening nut onto the piston rod.
Make sure that the rubber part of the
mount is properly seated in the recess
in the spring strut mount (arrows).

40 -12

2047_40

40

Disassembling
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Printed
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

40

and assembling

Disassembling

Notes about adjustment

front spring strut -GT3

work on the spring

struts
The spring

strut has a thread and a height

adjusting nut No.2 for height adjustment.
The height adjusting nut No.2 is secured
against turning by the lock nut No.1.

The stabilizer block -No.4 -(mounting saddle
for the stabilizer mount) is also fitted on the
thread. The stabilizer block can be vertically
adjusted and it is provided with a lock nut No.3.
This adjustment possibility is only useful for
racing. It can be used to ensure that enough
clearance is availablefor the stabilizer mount
even for deviating vehicle heights (only for
racing) and also that the stabilizer mount can be
fitted free of tension.

1 -Lock nut
2 -Height adjustingnut
3 -Lock nut
4 -Stabilizer block

The stabilizer block No.4 does not need to
be adjusted for the vehicle height prescribed
for street use.
The stabilizer block No.4 -dimension

40850002

DimensionA = pre-setting dimensionfor
production (273 mm). The dimensionmay be
different with the prescribed vehicle height.
If the damper is replaced, the actual dimension
must be transferred to the new damper.

B-

is also set with replacement dampers.

Dimension
B = 198 mm (plws/minus
0.5 mm)

40
Printed

Disassembling
in Germany
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front spring strut -GT3
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Disassembling and assembling front spring strut -GT3
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40850001

40 -12b
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No.

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Note:
Qty.

Designation

1

Fastening nut

M 12x 1.5

Removal

Installation

If necessary,pre-tension
with the spring clamp
before looseningthe
fastening nut. This depends
on the adjustment
(pre-tension)of the coil

Use Inewfastening nut.
Greasethread of the
piston rod with Optimoly
HT(copper paste).
Tightento 80 Nm
(59 ftlb,),

spring.
Support at the piston rod
with a 7-mm Allen key when
looseningthe nut.

2

Assemble spring
strut mount

3

Spring mount

4

Rubber support

1

5

Bellows

1

6

Coil spring

1

1

Removecomplete
assembly(mountwith
No.8., No.9 and No. 10).

The spring strut mounts
for the right and left
side$ are identical parts.

Availableas spare part
only !in sets

7

Vibration damper

8

Spacersleeve

9

Retainerspring

10

Rubber bellows

11

Spring strut mount

40

Disassembling

Printed in Germany

-39,

and assembling
2000

1

The vibration dampersfor
the ~ightand left sides
are identicalparts.

1

1

The ppring strut mounts
for tlle right and left
side$ are identicalparts.
In the case of used
mounts,the bearing shell
can be regreasedwith
Autol Top 2000.
Manlfifacturer:Autol-Werke
Paradiesstr. 14
97080 Wurzburg

front spring strut -GT3
9964012a

40 -12c
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911 Carrera (996)

Disassembly and assembly instructions
Disassembly
-If

necessary,tension the coil spring with the
spring clamp until the piston rod is relieved.
To undo the connection (piston rod to spring
strut mount), counter at the piston rod with a
7-mm Allen key.
Important: Never use an impact bolter to
loosen or tighten the fastening nut.

Removeall parts from the piston rod
Preliminary

work and notes on assembly

-Replace
nut for fastening the piston rod on
the spring strut mount.
Grease thread of the piston rod with
Optimoly HT (copper grease/only at the front
axle),
Note
If the vibration damper is to be replaced, set the
height adjusting nut No.2 to the same position
as on the old vibration damper (transfer the
actual dimensionA to the new vibration damper).

4 -Stabilizer block

40850002

Attention: The stabilizer block need not
be adjusted for street use.
The stabilizer block -dimension B (198 mm
plus/minus 0.5 mm) -is also set on replacement
dampers.

A hook wrench insert -special tool 9647 -is
required for this purpose.
Special tool 9647 is required for changingthe
vehicle height (dimension A) and for adjusting
the stabilizer mating bearing (dimension B).
The special tool is used together with a torque
wrench to tighten the lock nuts (slotted nuts) on
the spring struts. Tightening torques in Repair
Group40/42.
Special tool 9647

40 -12d

40

Disassembling
9964012a

and assembling

072_99

front spring strut -GT3
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Assembly

Push the spring strut and mount assembly,

-Put
coil spring No.6, spring plate No.3 with
rubber ring No.4 and bellows No.5 onto
the vibration damper.

consisting of parts No.8, No.9, No. 10 and
No. 11, onto the pistonlrod.
Note

!
i

Note

The mountsfor the right an~ left sides are
identical parts.
In the case of used mounts, the bearing shell
can be regreasedwith Autol Top 2000.
Manufacturer:
Autol-Werke
Paradiesstr. 14

The tighter winding of the coil spring must face
down -toward the damper tube.
The coil spring is equippedwith an approx.
50 mm-longprotective sheath.
This protective sheath is not yet present on
vehicles from the initial production run.

97080 Wurzburg
('"@J

~3
~-4

2

40880001

40850003

40

Disassembling
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2000

Fit new fastening nut and tighten it on the
pushrod thread, which has been greased
with Optimoly HT (copper paste).
Tighteningtorque 80 Nm (59 ftlb.),
Whentightening the fastening nut, hold at
the piston rod using a 7-mm Allenkey.
Important: Never use an impact bolter to
tighten the fastening nut.

front spring strut -GT3
9964012a

40 -12e
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40 57 19

Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removingand installing front wheel bearing

Tools

42~97

Item

Designation

Special tool

Explanation

A

Pressurepiece

P 297 A

For pressing out the wheel hub

B

Separator

Commerciallyavailable;
refer to Workshop

Used as a support when pressing
out the wheel hub and when pressing
the wheel bearing inner race off the
wheel hub

(12-115mm0)

EquipmentManual,
Chapter 2.4, No. 111

c

Tubularpiece

VW415 A

For pressing the wheel bearing
out and in

D

Pressurepiece

9247/4

Use in combinationwith tubular piece
C to press in the wheel bearing

4057
Printed
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911 Carrera (996)

Removing and installing front wheel bearing

./
~~

I
)
/""

r
4

L__-"V ~~
*

28_99

* Use a new fastening nut A after disassemblingthe wheel hub screw connection,
Observetightening torque: 460 Nm (340 ftlb.)

40 -14

40 57 19
9964013

Removing and installing
Printed

front wheel bearing
in Germany
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Note:

No. Designation

Qty.

Wheelhub

1

Removal

Installation

Press out with pressure
piece P 297 A under a
hydraulicpress. For this
purpose, use the separator
and correspondingshims
for support

Press in under a hydraulic

press.
To do this, place the
wheel hub on the wheel
centring device and press
it on the wheel bearing
inner race using
pressure piece VW415 A

2

Hexagon-head
bolt (10.9)

4

Tightento 37 Nm
(27 ftlb.)

3

Lid

1

Fit in correct position
(groove down)

4

Wheelbearing

1

Heatwheel bearing housing
to approx. 1000 C
(max. 1200 C).
Press out wheel bearing
with tubular piece
VW415 A (tool C)

Heatwheel bearing
housingto approx.
1000 C (max. 1200 C)
Insert new wheel bearing
in correct position
(inscriptionfacing the
wheel hub),and then
press again slightly
using pressure piece
9247/4 (tool 0) and
tubular piece
VW415 A (tool C)

40 57 19
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Removing and installing front wheel bearing
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Notes on removal and installation
Note

Remove retainer plate (lid / four screws) and

The wheel bearing is removed and installed with
the wheel bearing housing removed.

brake disc cover.

Heatwheel bearing housingto approx.
1000 C (max. 1200 C).
Press out wheel bearing with tubular piece
VW415 A (tool C).

Removal
-Remove

brake disc and speed sensor.

Press out wheel hub with pressure piece
P 297 A (tool A).
Use the separator (tool B) for support.
If there is not enough space for the wheel
hub betweenthe press, appropriate shims
will additionallybe necessary.

~.A
~

c

A

25_99

Press inner wheel bearing race off the
wheel hub (Figure 426_97).
To do this, use pressure piece P 297 A
(tool A) in combinationwith the separator

B

(toolB).

24_99

Note

First pull the inner bearing race several
millimetres off the wheel hub (Figure 741_97)
so that the separator can be put into place.
For this purpose, use a two-clawpuller in
combinationwith a suitable pressure piece
(e,g. VW433).

40

-16
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts
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D

!"-""-"-;;-.;.-:~~
741_97

26_99

Fit brake disc cover and retainer plate (lid).
Unlessthere is a water drain on both sides,
fit the water drain (arrow)in the correct
position -i.e. facing downward.
Use correct tightening torques.
Brake disc cover = 10 ~m (7.5 ftlb.)
Retainerplate = 37 Nm 1(27ftlb.)

426_97

Installation
-Before
installation,clean the bore in the
wheel bearing housing and remove any
surface irregularities with a polishingcloth.
Heat wheel bearing housingto approx.
1000 C (max. 1200 C).
Insert new wheel bearing, and then press

35_99

again slightly using pressure piece 9247/4
(tool 0) and tubular piece WV415 A (tool C).

40 57 19
Printed

Removing

in Germany

-21,

and installing

1999

front wheel bearing
9964013
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Press in wheel hub.
To do this, place the wheel hub on the wheel
centring device and press it on the wheel
bearing inner race using pressure piece
VW415 A (tool C).

..J_l
c

29_99

40 -18

40 57 19
9964013

Removing and installing
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front wheel bearing
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Installing caster eccentric

Includes: Replacing series control arm by a
service control arm with caster eccentric.
Note
The caster is not adjustable on standard
vehicles.
A caster eccentric can be retrofitted in the
case of after sales service if necessary*,

Differences

with respect to the series

control arm
In order to realise caster adjustment,the
service control arm is provicledwith a special
bearing at the connecting p~int to the diagonal

arm.
This special bearing has a larger bore with
respect to the series control arm (dimension X).

The series control arm must be replaced by an
adjustablecontrol arm (service control arm) for
this purpose.
The installation of only one service control arm
is permissible.

There are also corresPOndi1g bearing surfaces
for the two eccentrics.

The service control arm is deliveredwith a
caster adjusting facility (as a set).
Part No. for vehicles with automatic headlight
beam adjustment = 996 341 941 01 (status:

~

/

October 1999). It can also be used for vehicles
without automatic headlightbeam adjustment.
The set consists of a special screw (A),two
eccentrics (8) and the fastening nut (C).
Onlythe fastening nut (C) is availableas a single
part.

,

@ ""

D
A-

lfJ @/B

A = Special screw
479_97
B = 2 eccentrics
C = Fasteningnut
i
D = Service control arm. Dimensionx = 20 mm
(dimensionX on series qontrol arm = 14 mm)
I

* ReGuirement: In the case of caster values lying outside the tolerance or excessi~ecaster difference
between the right and left sides, in combinationwith a complaint aboutthe handlin~. Requiredvaluesin
RepairGroup 44.
'
Prerequisitefor installation:wheel suspensionparts and body mounting points are lin order.
The caster eccentric must never be used to compensatefor incorrect caster v~lues resulting from
deformed parts.

40 19 23 Installing

caster eccentric

Printed in Germany

1999
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Installing caster eccentric

1I1I

E

For pressing off from the ball joint, use special
tool 9560.

,~
/"

/

~,'
./
48O_97

Adjusting

caster

I

t
i

With
caster
theby
fastening
turningthe
nutspecial
(C) loosene
scre (A).
adjustthe

-""--"""",,
Q

D

37_97

When installing

the control arm, make sure

that the control

arm fastening

tightened

only in vehicle

Adjusting valuesand suspensiona ignment in
Repair Group44.
Tightenfastening nut (C)to 160 Nm (118 ftlb.

(-<~~

screw (E) is

-!

.~

position

~''C
\
)

(Figure 48O_97).
Vehicle position means: Vehicle must be

~-~.

standing on its wheels, or the wheel suspension
is lifted with a universal lift until the markings

A

~

---

(arrow) line up.
Use correct tightening torques.

f'"

B~"

A = Special screw
B = 2 eccentrics
C = Fasteningnut

40

II"
~-l
==~~
~

/

Replacing series control arm by the service
control arm.

481_97

40 19 23 Installing caster eccentric
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Tightening torques for rear axle

Important: Do not grease screwed connectionsin Dacromet finish -aluminium coilour.

Carrier

side section/cross

member

Carrier side section to body

M12 x 1.5

Studs for carrier side section to
body only screw-intorque

M12 x 1.5

46 (34)

Cross member at rear
to carrier side section

M12 x 1.5

110 (81)

Cross member at front to carrier
side section

MID x 1.5

65 (48)

Brake hose holder to
carrier side section

M6

10 (7.5)

Diagonalbrace to body

M10x 1.5

65 (48)

Diagonalbrace to cross member

M12 x 1.5

110 (81)

MID x 1.5

23 (17)

M12 x 1.5
M12 x 1.5

100 (74)

110(81)

Diagonalbrace to carrier side section
{collar nut}

Axle strut

Control arm 2 (toe control arm)
to wheel carrier
to cross member (toe eccentric)

Control arm (lower control arm)
to carrier side section (camber eccentric) M12 x 1.5
to wheel carrier
M12 x 1.5
Diagonal control arm
to control arm
to carrier side section
Control arm 3 and control arm 4
(upper control arms)
to carrier side section
to wheel carrier

42
Printed

-39,

2000

100 (74)

75 (56)

M14 x 1.5
M14 x 1.5

160 (118)
180 (133)

M12 x 1.5

110 (81)
110 (81)

M12 x 1.5

42-1

Tightening torques for rear axle
in Germany

75 (56)

996421
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Location

Thread

911 Carrera (996)

Tightening torque
Nm lftlb.}

Wheel carrier
Wheelbearing to wheel carrier (lid)

M8

37 (27)

Speed sensor to wheel carrier

M6

10 (7.5)

Brake cover plate to wheel carrier

M6

10 (7.5)

Brake disc to wheel hub

M6

10 (7.5)

Brake caliper to wheel carrier*

M12 x 1.5

85 (63)

Holder for combinationwire to
wheel carrier

M6

10 (7.5)

MIa
MIa / 10.

46 (34)

M12 x 1.5

100 (74)

M12 x 1.5
M12 x 1.5

58 (43)
60 (44)

M52 x 1.5

50 (37)

M52x 1.5

50 (37)

M14 x 1.5

130 (96)

Spring strut
to body

911 GT3
to wheel carrier
Shock absorber to
mount (piston rod)

911 GT3
Stabilizer mating bearing on spring strut
(lock nut)
911 GT3

46***

(34***)

Height adjustment on spring strut
(lock nut)

911 GT3

Wheel fastening
Wheelto wheel hub * *

Replace screws at front and rear axle wheneverthey have been removed.
Thinlygrease thread, shank and under head (between screw head bearing surface
ring)

of

the

wheel

bolts

with

Optimoly

TA

(aluminium

paste).

Do

not

grease

bearing

1

nd

spherical

surface

cap

of

the

spherical cap facing the wheel. If heavilycontaminated,clean bolts first with a lint-fr~ecloth.
GT3 with roll-over bar: Carry out a test drive after performing assemblywork on ~heroll-over
bar/spring support on the body and then retighten the MIa fastening nuts (three p~r side)to the
same torque.

42

42 -2
996421

Tightening

torques for rear axle
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Location

Thread

Tightening
Nm (ftlb.)

Drive shaft

torque
I

I

to transmission

MID

to wheel hub

M22 x 1.5

81 (60)
460 (340)

Stabilizer
M8

23 (17)

MI0
MI0 /10.

46 (34)

M52 x 1.5

50 (37)

Engine mount to body

M8

23 (17)

Enginecarrier to engine
911 GT3

MIa
MIa

46 (34)

Engine mount to engine carrier

M12 x 1.5

85 (63)

Transmission
supportto body

MID x 1.5

65 (48)

Stud for transmission
support to body

MID

20 (15)

Longitudinalsupport to body

MID

65 (48)

Mount to longitudinal support

MID

65 (48)

to carrier side section
Stabilizer mount to
stabilizer and spring strut

911 GT3
Stabilizer mating bearing on spring strut
(lock nut)
911 GT3

65 (48)

Ancillary equipment mounts

Plug-in couplings

for clutch and steering

65 (48)

hydraulics

Steering pressure line

Wrench size 15

30 (22)

Steeringreturnline

Wrenchsize 19

40 (30)

Clutch line

Wrench size 15

30 (22)

42
Printed
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removingand installing rear spring strut

Removal
1. Raisevehicle,removerear wheel.
2. Loosen fastening nuts MID (3 ea. / arrows)
from the spring strut mount in the vehicle
interior.
Before doing this, mark the installed position
of the spring strut mount (position of the three
collar nuts).

180- 97

Installation
1. Install in reverse order. Before installing,give
the parts a visual check,
Replacefastening nuts.
2. Do not grease screwed connections
Dacromet finish -aluminium

in

color.

Use correct tightening torques.

75 -97

3. Loosen stabilizer mount at stabilizer (counter
with open-endedwrench).

3. Insert spring strut into vehicle.
Before tightening the fastening nuts, adjust
spring strut mount in accordance with the applied marking (position qf the three fastening
nuts).
Tighteningtorque: 46 N~ (34 ftlb.)

4. Loosen screw connection between spring
strut/wheel carrier (arrow). Pullout (remove)
spring strut.

4. When new parts are installed that affect vehicle height, suspensionalignment must be carried out.

42 71 19

Removing

Printed in Germany, 1997

and installing

rear spring strut
996425
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42

Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Disassemblingand assembling rear spring strut

Tools

672.96

No.

Specialtool

Designation

Commerciallyavailable
Clampingrange of spring holder
up to 165 mm spring diameter

Spring clamp,
e.g. from Klann,
with spring holder

42

Disassembling

Printed in Germany, 1997

and assembling

Expla natio n

rear spring strut
996427
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Note:
No.
1

2

Designation

Qty.

1

Fastemngnut
M 12 x 1.5

Removal
Before looseningthe fastening nut, tension coil spring
with the spring clamp.
Support at the piston rod
with a 7-mm open-ended
wrench when looseningthe
nut.

1

Stop plate

Installation
Use new fastening nut.
Tighten to 58 Nm (43

ftlb.).
First position the spring
strut mount (No.3)
(Page 42 -14).

Mount in correct position
(No.2 and No.6 are identical parts).

3

Spring strut mount

1

Removecompleteassembly (mountwith intermediate part~o. 9 andspring
plateNo. 10).

The mounts for the right
and left sides are identical parts.
Position the mount before
tightening the fastening
nut No.1 (Page 42-14).

4

Intermediate part

1

Observe allocation
(Page 42 -11/12).

(compensation part)

Join in correct position
with spring plate No.5

5

Spring plate

1

6

Stop plate

1

Washer

1

Additional spring

1

8

Mountin correct position
(No.2 and No.6 are identical parts).

Mount on protective bellows (No.9)

q

10

42

Protective bellows

1

Coil spring

1

Disassembling

Printed in Germany, 1997

and assembling

Observeallocation as per
Spare Parts Catalogue.

rear spring strut
996427
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911 Carrera (996)

Note:

No.

Designation

11

Vibration damper

1

Observeallocation as per
Spare Parts Catalogue.
The vibration dampersfor
the right and left sides
are identical parts.

12

Spring plate, bottom

1

Fit in correct position

Qty.

Removal

Installation

(groove facing snap ring).

13

42 -10

Snap ring

1

Ensure perfect seating.

42

Disassembling and assembling rear spring strut

996427
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Disassembly and assembly instructions
Preliminary work and notes on assembly

Disassembly
-Tension the coil spring with the spring clamp
until the piston rod is relieved.

Replace nut for fastening the piston rod on
the spring strut mount.

It is recommendedto replace the coil
springs only in pairs. I ~'"

Note
If the coil springs are exchanged,it might be
necessaryto use a different spring plate than be-

fore.
The following

spring plates (compensation

parts)

are available:
Allocation

of the spring plate according

coil spring tolerance

1 green line =

to the

group (see Page 42 -12).

4.0 mm thick
compensationpart.

151 -97

1 white line =

0.5 mm thick
compensationpart.

To undo the connection between piston rod
and spring strut mount: counter at the piston
rod with a 7-mm open-endedwrench.
Caution: Never use an impact bolter to
loosen or tighten the fastening nut.

Removeall parts from the pistonrod.

Note
When installing newparts, observe the allocation
according to the Spare Parts Catalogue.

152 -97

42

Disassembling and assembling rear spring strut

Printed in Germany, 1997

996427
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Press intermediate part (compensation part

Distinguishing
dampers

No.4) into the spring plate (No.5) in the correct position (not twisted) and complete with

feature

of coil springs and

the mount (No.3).
In the correct

position

means: None of

the 7 cutouts

IA) must be free on the

spring plate (No.5).

154 -97

153 -97

A = Identificationof the runninggear version
(spring constanVspring length) by two different colored lines (for exampl~,1 x brown and
1 x yellow).
Refer to the Parts Cataloguefor the allocation.

Fit protective bellows on additional spring.
Observethe correct allocation (runninggear
version)when installing new springs and/or

dampers.

B = Identificationof the coil spring tolerance
group (load group) for determination of the
compensationpart (spring plate) thickness.
1 white line =

0.5 mm thick

1 green line =

compensationpart.
4.0 mm thick
compensationpart.

C = Colour dot (colour label)to differentiatethe
damper identifier.
Brown dot = Standardrunning gear, RoW/USA
Green dot = Sport-typerunninggear, RoW
Grey dot = Sport-typerunninggear, USA

42 -12

42

Disassembling

996427

and assembling

rear spring strut
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Tension coil spring with spring clamp.

Place the spring strut mount (assembly of

Clamp eye of vibration damper in the vise
(use jaw liners).

spring plate) onto the piston rod so that the
end of the coil spring lies against the stop of

spring strut mount / intermediate part /

the spring plate.

Assembly
-Place
pre-tensionedcoil spring on the vibration damper.
Slide the protective tube/additional spring assembly on the piston rod.

Slide the washer No.7 and stop plate No.6
(No.6 in correct position)as far as they will
go onto the piston rod.

156 -97

Place stop plate in the correct position on
the spring strut mount.
Screw new fastening nut onto the piston rod
until approx. 1 to 2 threads are visible above
the fastening nut.

155 -97

157 -97

42

Disassembling
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rear spring strut
996427
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identical parts.

Tighten the fastening nut to 58 Nm (43 ftlb.)
once the mount has been correctly positioned
and the coil spring lies properly againstthe stop.
Whentightening the fastening nut, hold at the
piston rod using a 7-mm open-endedwrench.

The mount is positioned correctly if one of
the 3 fastening pins is aligned with the holder on the damper tube.

Caution: Never use an impact bolter to tighten
the fasteningnut.

Position the spring

strut mount for instal-

lation (correctly position spring strut mount
with respect to the damper).
The mounts for the right and left sides are

--~I

~

159 -97

jf:I:J
~
158 -97
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

42

and assembling

Disassembling

Notes about adjustment

struts

The spring

rear spring strut -GT3

work on the spring

strut has a thread and a height

adjusting nut No.2 for height adjustment.
The height adjusting nut No.2 is secured
against turning by the lock nut No.1.

The stabilizer block -No.4 -(mounting saddle
for the stabilizer mount) is also fitted on the
thread. The stabilizer block can be vertically
adjusted and it is provided with a lock nut No.3.
This adjustment possibility is only useful for
racing. It can be used to ensure that enough
clearance is availablefor the stabilizer mount
even for deviating vehicle heights (onlyfor
racing) and also that the stabilizer mount can be
fitted free of tension.
The stabilizer block No.4 does not need to
be adjusted for the vehicle height prescribed
for street use.
The stabilizer

block No.4

and dimension
replacement

C -is

-dimension

also set with

dampers.

B

1 -Lock nut
2 -Height adjustingnut
3 -Lock nut
4 -Stabilizer block

42710002

DimensionA = pre-setting dimensionfor
production (185 mm). The dImensionmay be
different with the prescribed!vehicle height.
DimensionB = 105 mm (p/4s/minus1 mm)
DimensionC = 90 degrees (see illustration
42930001)

~~

',:I;:;!'i:'\':'f~

r;,.;~

;;(j:'~--

0

42930001
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Disassembling

and assembling

rear spring strut -GT3

@

1

<@)--

2

3

s

4

5

~6
@7

~8

42710001

42 -14b
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Note:

No.

Designation

1

Fastening nut
M 12 x 1.5

Qty.

Removal

Installation

If necessary,pre-tension
the coil spring with the
spring clamp before
looseningthe fastening nut.
This dependson the
pre-tensionof the coil

Use new fasteningnut.
TigHtento 60 Nm
(44 ftlb.).
First position the spring
strut mount(No.3)
(seelunder assembly
instnuctions).

spring.
Support at the piston rod
with a 7-mm open-ended
wrench when looseningthe
nut.

2

Disc (stop plate)

1

Mountin correct position
(No.2 and No.6 are
identicalparts).

3

Spring strut mount

1

The Imountsfor the right
and left sides are
identical parts.
Positionthe mount before
tigh$ning the fastening
nut r!.Jo.1 (see under
assemblyinstructions).

4

Spring plate

1

5

Coil spring

1

6

Disc (stop plate)

1

Mou~tin correct position
(No.2 and No.6 are
identicalparts).

7

Washer

1

8

Additionalspring

1

9

Vibration damper

1

42

Disassembling
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The wibrationdampersfor
the nightand left sides
are identical parts.

rear spring strut -GT3
9964214a
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Disassembly and assembly instructions
Disassembly

-If

necessary,tension the coil spring with the
spring clamp until the piston rod is relieved.

The special tool is used together with a torque
wrench to tighten the lock nuts (sllottednuts) on
the spring struts. Tighteningtorques in Repair
Group 40/42.

To undo the connection (piston rod to spring
strut mount),counter at the piston rod with a
7-mm open-endedwrench.
Important: Never use an impact bolter to
loosen or tighten the fastening nut.

I

Important: The stabilizer mating ~earing
(mountingsaddle No.4) need not ~e adjustedfor
street use.

Removeall parts from the piston rod.
Preliminary

work and notes on assembly

-Replace
nut for fastening the piston rod on
the spring strut mount.
It is recommendedto replace the coil
springs only in pairs.
Note

If the vibration damper is to be replaced, set the
height adjusting nut No.2 to the same position
as on the old vibration damper (transfer the
actual dimension A to the new vibration damper).
A hook wrench insert -special

1 -Lock nut
2 -Height adjustingnut
3 -Lock nut
4 -Stabilizer mounting saddle

42710002

tool 9647 -is

required for this purpose.

Special tool 9647 is required to change the
vehicle height (dimensionA) and to adjust the
stabilizer mating bearing No.4 -on the front
and rear axles.

~

Specialtool 9647

42 -14d

42

Disassembling
9964214a

and assembling
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Assembly

Note

-Push

The coil spring is equippedwith an approx.
50 mm-longprotective sheath at the top.
This protective sheathis notl yet present on
vehiclesfrom the initial prodpction run.

additional spring No.8 onto the piston

rod.
Slide the disc No.7 and stop plate No.6
(stop plate No.6 in correct position) as far
as they will go onto the piston rod.

A

Place coil spring in the correct position tighter winding facing down -on the
vibration damper.

c

A -Topmm
B-l0

t~f"'";IiD

42720001

.1

C -Protective sheath approx 50 mm long

42710004
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rear spring strut -GT3
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Place spring plate on the coil spring,
Place stop plate in the correct position on
the spring strut mount.
Screw new fastening nut onto the piston rod
until approx. 1 to 2 threads are visible above
the fastening nut.
Position the spring strut mount for
installation (correctly position spring strut
mount with respect to the damper).
Note
The mounts for the right and left sides are
identicalparts.
The spring strut mount is positioned
correctly if one of the 3 fastening pins is
aligned with the stabilizer mounting saddle.

42710003

Once the mount has been po$itioned
correctly, tighten the fastenin~ nut to
60 Nm (44 ftlb.).
Whentightening the fastening nut, hold at
the piston rod using a 7-mm <l>pen-ended
wrench.
Note

Never use an impact bolter to tighten the
fastening nut.

42 -14f
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Disassembling
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and assembling

rear spring strut -GT3
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing rear wheel bearing

Tools

422_97

Item

Designation

Special tool

Explanation

A

Pressurepiece

P 297 A

For pressing out the rear wheel hub

B

Separator

Commerciallyavailable;
refer to Workshop

Used as a supp,ortwhen pressing
out the rear wheel hub and when
pressing the wheel bearing inner
race off the wheel hub

(12 -115

mm 0)

EquipmentManual,
Chapter2.4, No. 111

c

Tubularpiece

VW415 A

For pressing the wheel bearing out
and in

D

Pressure piece

9247/3

Use in combinationwith tubular piece
C to press in thlewheel bearing

42 58 19
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in Germany
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rear wheel bearing
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Removing and installing rear wheel bearing

742-97

42 -16
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Removing and installing rear wheel bearing
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Note:

No. Designation
1

Qty.
1

Wheel hub

Removal

Installation

Press out with pressure
piece P 297 A under a
hydraulicpress. For this
purpose,use the separator
and correspondingshims
for support

Press in under a
hydraulicpress.
To do this, place the
wheel hub on the wheel
centring device and
press it on the wheel
bearing inner race
using pressure piece
VW4115A

2

Hexagon-head
bolt (10.9)

4

Tighten to 37 Nm

(27 ftlb.)

3

Lid

1

4

Wheel bearing

1

Fit in correct position
(groove down)

Heatwheel bearing housing
to approx. 1000 C
(max. 1200 C).
Press out wheel bearing
with tubular piece
VW415 A (tool C)

Heatwheel bearing housing to approx. 1000 C
(max. 1200 C).
Insert new wheel bearing
in correct position
(inscriptionfacing the
wheel hub),and then
press again slightly
using,pressure piece
924~/3 (tool D) and
tubul~r piece VW415 A
(tool C)

42 58 19

Removing

Printed in Germany

-21,

and installing

1999

rear wheel bearing
9964215
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Notes on removal and installation
Removeretainer plate (lid) (four screws).

Note
The wheel bearing is removed and installed with
the wheel bearing housing removed.

Heatwheel bearing housing~o approx.
1000 C (max. 1200 C).
Press out wheel bearing with tubular
piece VW415 A (tool C).

Removal
-Remove brake disc, parking brake shoes,
brake disc cover and speed sensor.
Press out rear-wheelhub with pressure piece
P 297A (tool A).
Use the separator (tool B) for support.
If there is not enough space for the wheel
hub between the press, appropriate shims
will additionallybe necessary.

425_97

Press inner wheel bearing ralce off the
wheel hub (Figure426_97),
To do this, use pressure piece P 297A
(tool A) in combinationwith the separator
(tool B).
Note
423_97

42 -18

First pull the inner bearing race several
millimetres off the wheel hub (Figure 741_97)
so that the separator can be put into place.
For this purpose, use a two-clawpuller in
combinationwith a suitable pressure piece
(e.g. VW433).

42 58 19
9964215

Removing and installing
Printed

rear wheel bearing
in Germany
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1999
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741_97

427_97

Fit retainer plate (lid). Uhlessthere is a water
drain on both sides, fit the water drain
(arrow)in the correct position -i.e. facing
downward.
Observetightening torque: 37 Nm (27 ftlb.)

426_97

Installation
-Before
installation,clean the bore in the
wheel bearing housing and remove any
surface irregularitieswith a polishingcloth,
424_97

Heat wheel bearing housingto approx.
1000 C (max. 1200 C).
Insert new wheel bearing, and then press
again slightly using pressure piece 9247/3
(tool D) and tubular piece WV415 A (tool C).

42 58 19
Printed

Removing

in Germany

-21,

and installing

1999

rear wheel bearing
9964215
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Press in wheel hub.
To do this, place the wheel hub on the wheel
centring device and press it on the wheel
bearing inner race using pressure piece
VW415 A (tool C).

428_97

42 -20

42 58 19
9964215

Removing and installing

rear wheel bearing
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing rear tie rod (toe control arm)

Removal

4. Mark the position of the toe eccentric for
re-installation.Removethe toe eccentric and
pull out the tie rod.

1. Raisevehicle and remove wheel.
2. Undo the stabilizer on the bearing block and
the stabilizer mount. This is necessaryfor
removal of the toe eccentric.
Counterwith an open-endedwrench when
removing from the stabilizer mount.

Installation
1. Install in reverse order. Before installing, give
all parts a visual check.
Note

3. Press off ball joint on the wheel carrier using
a commercially availableball joint extractor
(tie rod extractor) -refer to Workshop
EquipmentManual,chapter 2.4, No. 113.
Whenlooseningthe locknut, hold it with
special tool 9546 (Torx screwdriver).

Whenreplacing tie rods, pay close attentionto
the correct allocation.
Install only identical
B -on a vehicle.

tie rods -version

A or

For a detailed explanation-distinguishing
characteristicsand Part No. -refer to "Tie rod
replacemenf'(after installation).

Note
Do not damage the boot of the ball joint when
pressing off the ball joint. If necessaryI coat the
boot and the ball joint extractor with tyre
mounting paste.

""a

292_99

~
..) ~

2. Replacefastening nuts.
Use correct tightening
42090001

42 09 19
Printed

3. Perform a suspensionalignmentafter
installation.

Removing and installing rear tie rod (toe control arm)

in Germany

-31,

1999

9964221

torques.
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Tie rod replacement
Onlytie rod$ with harder rubber mounts
(optimisedtie rods with spherical mounts)version (8) -are still availablefrom the Parts
Service.
Introduction of the optimised tie rods in the
current model year 1999 (X)in some cases,
but generallyfrom model year 2000 (Y).
Part No. of the optimised

tie rod:

996.331.045.10.
Th~se tie rops may be retrofitted
pairs.

only in

I

In general,

the following

rods (toe control
-A

-but

or B -may

applies:

Only tie

arms) of the same version
be installed

In the case of replacement,
tie rods if necessary

in a vehicle.
replace

both

A -Tie
spherical moc nt
Partrods
No. without
996.331.045.06/
7/08
Cast No. 996.331.245.06/

Visual distinguishing

characteristics

between tie rod versions

stamped at the end of the cas~number in order
to distinguishit (arrow) and Wasadditionally
provided with a blue dot in this area).

The metal bushing of the rubber mount.
On version A, the metal bushing of the
rubber mount is flush with the tie rod.
On version 8, the metal bushing of the
rubber mount projects slightly -by approx.
1 mm -at both sides (arrow).

42 09 19

7/08

B -Tie rods with the spherical mqunt
(optimisedtie rods with hardenrubber mount).
Part No. 996.331.045.10
Cast No. * 996.331.245.10 (~urrent)or
Cast No. * 996.331.245.08 ~ (the 3 was

A and B:

The cast number (refer to Fig. 292_99 and
text below the illustration),

42 -22

292_99

(install version B).

On tie rod version B, the metal bushing of the
rubber mount projects slightly .-by approx.
1 mm -at both sides (arrow).

Removing and installing
9964221

rear tie rod (toe control

arm)

Printed in Germany -31, 1999
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removingand installing wheel bearing housing (wheel carrier)

Removal

5. Disengage the parking brake cable from the
parking brake lever in the vehicle interior.

1. Raisevehicleand removewheel.

Disengaging the parking brake cable includes

2. Loosen and unscrew axle nut (wheel-sidedrive
shaft fastening).
3. Open the plug connection on the wheel carrier
and pull out the plug for the brake pad wear
indicator and the speed sensor.
Looisenplug housing on the wheel carrier.

Openingthe oddments tray on the centre
console, removing insert and base
Disengagingtab washer of the turnbuckle
from the retaining lug on the upper and
lower sides.
Disengagingthe relevantparking brake cable
from the turnbuckle.

4. Removethe brake caliper from the wheel
carrier and suspend it in the wheel arch (do
not open brake hydraulics),

Note

Whenreplacingthe wheel bearing, the wheel
carrier or the wheel hub, the parking brake
cable can remainfitted.
In that case, remove instead the brake disc
and the parking brake system.

C~=I

\01 i

~
G)

47410001

~

1

4
2

1 Lock nut and adjustingnut
2 Pull rod
3 Tab washer
4 Retaininglug

42 52 19

Removing and installing wheel bearing housing (wheel carrier)
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6. In vehicles with automatic headlightbeam
adjustment, unscrewthe strut from the angle
sensor (on the left control arm (lower left
arm)).
Counterwith a second open-endedwrench
when doing this.
7. Undo stabilizer mount on the stabilizer.
Counterwith an open-endedwrench when
removingfrom the stabilizer mount.
8. Push suitable protection over the drive shaft.
Undothe drive shaft on the transmission.

42210004

9. Press drive shaft out of the wheel hub

10. Press off tie rod ball joint on the wheel
carrier using a commerciallyavailableball
joint extractor (tie rod extractor) -refer to

toothing. I
Note

Workshop EquipmentManual,Chapter2.4,
No. 113. Whenlooseningthe I,ocknut,hold it
with special tool 9546 (Torx screwdriver).

Since the drive shaft can be moved only using
great force, iloosenthe shaft inwardswith taps
on a copper :mandrel.Raisethe shaft in the area
of the inner joint (damageto the closure cap of
the drive shaft possible).
For unfavourabletolerances,the drive shaft
must be pressed out of the wheel hub toothing
using a universalwheel hub extractor
(Fig. 42210004).

Note
Do not damage the boot of the ball joint when
pressing oft the ball joint. If necessaryI coat the
boot and the ball joint extractor with tyre
mountingpaste.

V

:..I~
42090001
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Removing and installing
9964223

wheel bearing housing (wheel carrier)
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

11. Loosen the outer ends of both upper arms
and remove the screws.

Installation

1. Install in reverse order. B~fore installing,
visually inspect all parts.
Replaceself-lockingnuts.
Use correct tightening

torques.

Note
Whenreplacingwheel bearing housings(wheel
carriers), pay close attention to the correct
allocation.
It is only permissibleto install identicalwheel
bearing housings(wheel carri~rs) -short or
long steering arm
(dimensionX = approx. 124 tnm or approx.
147 mm) -on one vehicle!
42350001

12. Removethe ball joint from the control arm
(lower arm).
For pressing off the ball joint, use special
tool!9560.

Use of wheel carriers with the long steering
arm -in production-partly in the current model
year 1999 (X), but generally as of model year
2000 (Y).
Wheelcarriers with a long steering arm dimensionX = approx. 147 mm -can be
installed retroactivelyin pairs.
For a detailed explanation-f<i'r instance, parts
which must also be used when convertinga
wheel carrier with a long steering arm -see
under "Replacingwheel carriers (after

13. Loosen the spring strut on the wheel carrier
(arrow)and remove the wheel carrier.

installation)",

180_97

x -Length of the steeringarm

42 52 19
Printed

Removing and installing wheel bearing housing (wheel carrier)
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-33,
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2. Greasethe toothingof the drive shaftwith
OptimolyHT.

5. Performa suspensionalignmentafter
installation.

Note
Onlyoptimised axle nuts -version B -for drive
shaft fastening are availablefrom the Parts
Service.

B

A

A -Single-part fastening nut

42210006

B -Two-part fastening nut
(moveable washer/arrows)
SP No. 999 084 640 02 (status 09/99)

3. Fitthe brakecaliper.Replacefastening
screws.

I

4. Wheninstallingthe wheel carrier and
tightening both the upper control arms, make
sure that the spring strut fastening screw and
the upper control arm fastening screws are
only tightened in vehicle position.
Vehicleposition means: Vehicle standing on
the wheels, or the wheel suspensionis being
raised with a universallift.
Note
A calibration of the angle sensor of the headlight
beam adjustment is not necessary.

42 -26
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Replacing wheel bearing housings (wheel carriers)
Wheelcarriers with a short steering arm
(originalversion / dimension X = approx.
124 mm) and wheel carriers with a long
steering arm (optimised wheel carriers)
(dimensionX = approx. 147 mm) are

In general,

the following

wheel carriers

the same version -long
arm (dimension
anyone

applies:

(wheel bearing
X) -may

Only

housing) of

or short steering
be installed on

vehicle.

availablefrom the Parts Service.
Use of wheel carriers with the long steering
arm -in production -partly
year ]999

in the current model

(X), but generally as of model year

2000 (Y).

Wheel carriers with the short steering arm dimension X = approx. 124 mm -will remain
available.
The retroactive installation of wheel carriers with
a long steering arm -only
permissible!
When installing
steering
following

in pairs -is

wheel carriers

with a long

arm for the first time, the

A -stamped No. on the underside*
X -length of the steering arm

parts must be used:

42520002

A -stamped No. on the underside* of
wheel carriers with short steering arm
DimensionX = approx. 124 mm

1. A differentlyshapedstabilizer(for reasonsof
space).

996.331.611.05/996.331.612.05
SP No. 996.331.111.0p/996.331.112.05

2. Optimisedtie rods (toe control arms) with
harder rubber mount.

A -stamped No. on the underside* of
wheel carriers with long steering arm
DimensionX = approx. 147 mm
996.331.611.06/996.331.612.06
SP No. 996.331.111.06/996.331.112.06
611 or 111 (7...9 figure of the no.) = left section
612 or 112 (7...9 figure of the no.) = right

section
The stamped number is missing on the
underside of some wheel carriers in the initial
series.
Note
Distinguishingfeatures and spare part numbers
of further parts to be used in first installationof
wheel carriers with a long steering arm can be
found in the text below.

42 52 19

Removing and installing wheel bearing housing (wheel carrier)
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Replacing wheel bearing housings (wheel carriers)
1. Required stabilizer

Distinguishing feature/identification
stabilizer models

The use of wheel carriers with a long steering
arm is only permissible in conjunctionwith the
following stabilizers:

1. Sticker (A)with the spare part rlumber (SP No.)
2. Productiondate/calendar weekr

-996.333.701.16

= ~ 18.5 mm

above)

conjunction

with

the

0

see
er

text
diameter,

The productionweek (calendarweek) is
imprinted into one of the two flattened areas
where the stabilizer mountsarelfitted.
Example: 26 9 imprinted.
Correspondsto 26th week 199.9.(week and
year may also stand above each other).

= ~ 19.6 mm

(Production as of calendar week 26/99)

-996.333.701.20

in

insofar as the SP No. (sticker A of the
stabilizer is no longer legible. '

(Production as of calendar week 26/99)
-996.333.701.17

of the

= fJ 20.7 mm

(Production as of calendarweek 36/99)

The allocation of stabilizers for the Coupe,
Cabrio, manual transmission,Tiptronic, C4,
M 030 can be found in the Spare Parts
Catalogue.

I

~

A -sticker with the spare part
number (SP No.)

42

-28
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Removing and installing wheel bearing housing (wheel carrier)
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Replacing wheel bearing housings (wheel carriers)
2. Required tie rods (toe control arms)
The use of wheel carriers with a long steering
arm is only permissible in conjunctionwith tie
rods version B -SP No. 996.331.045.10.
It is only permissible to install these tie rods in
pairs.

*
*

996.331.245.083 W

.

B
A
L-

996.331.245.0a'W

A -Tie rods without spherical mount
SP No. 996.331.045.06/07
/08
Cast No. 996.331.245.06/07/08

292_99

B -Tie rods with the spherical mount
(optimised tie rods with harder
rubber mount).
SP No. 996.331.045.10
Cast No. * 996.331.245.10 (current)or
Cast No. * 996.331.245.08 3 (the 3 was
stamped at the end of the cast number in order
to distinguish it (arrow) and was additionally
provided with a blue dot in this area).
On tie rod version B, the metal bushing of the
rubber mount projects slightly -by approx.
1 mm -at both sides (arrow).

42 52 19
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Removing and installing wheel bearing housing (wheel carrier)
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing drive shaft (manual transmission)

Tools

4221000]

Specialtool

Explanation

A Torx screwdriver

9546

required only forrTiptronic vehicles

B Press-out tool

9560

required only forrTiptronic vehicles

Shop-made

For protecting tlttedrive shaft
.0 approx. 30 mrn

Item

Designation

(ball joint extractor)

c

Protective tube

D Universalwheel hub extractor

Commercially
available, To press the drive shaft out of the
referto Technical
wheel hub
Equipment
Manual,
Chapter2.4, No. 87-1.

42 21 19 Removing and installing drive shaft (manual transmission)
Printed in Germany -39, 2000

9964231
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Removing and installing right drive shaft (manual transmission)
Note

4. Removestabilizer mount on the stabilizer.

The availablespace for drive shaft removal and
installationvaries dependingon the transmission
type and the~ side of the vehicle. The removal

5. Removeright spring strut, see
ServoNo. 427119.

and installati n description is therefore

6. Lift the wheel carrier until the drive shaft can
be pulled out to the rear. Obsenvefollowing
note!

subdividedi to:
Right

drive shaft -manual

transmission

Left

drive shaft -manual

transmission

Note

Removing

Lift the wheel carrier using a univelrsalliftplaced
at a suitablepoint. Place a hard r4bber pad
betweenthe universal lift and whe~1suspension
so that it cannot slip. Ensure prop~r seating and
carefully lift the wheel suspension.

right drive shaft

1. Raisevehicle and remove wheel.

2. Undoaxl~nut.
3. Slide a s itable protector (e.g. plastic tube,
old coola those -.0 approx. 30 mm) over the
drive sha .
Undothe rive shaft on the transmission
flange.

food

(Illustrationshows the left side)

42520001

42210008

42 -32
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Press drive shaft out of the wheel hub

Installing

toothing.

-Install
in reverse order. $rease the toothing
of the drive shaft with O~timolyHT.

Note

Since the drive shaft can be moved only using
great force, loosen the shaft inwardswith taps
on a copper mandrel. Lift up the shaft near the
inner joint (possible damage to the closure cap
of the drive shaft may occur).
For unfavourabletolerances,the drive shaft
must be pressed out of the wheel-hubtoothing
using a universalwheel-hubextractor.
Always check the boots for damage if continuing
to use the drive shaft!
Replacethe boots if necessary.

right drive shaft!

Carry out a visual inspe9tion of all parts,
Replaceself~ockingnutsl.
Use correct tightening

torques.

Note
Wheninstallingthe spring s ut, make sure that
the spring-strutfastening scr w (arrow) is
tightened only in vehicle posi ion.
Vehicleposition means: Vehi Ie standing on the
wheels,or the wheel suspen ion is being raised
with a universallift.

42210004
180_97

8. Removethe drive shaft. To do this, take the
drive shaft on the transmission out in
rearward and downward direction.

42 21 19 Removing and installing drive shaft (manual transmission)
Printed in Germany

-39,

2000

9964231
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Note
Onlyoptimised axle nuts -version B -for
drive-shaftfastening are availablefrom the Parts
Service.
These two-part fastening nuts (M22) have a
moveablewasher (arrows).
Retrofitting is possible for all 911 Carrera (996)
vehiclesand for all Boxsters.

A -Single-part fastening nut

42210006

B -Two-part fastening nut
(moveable washer/arrows)
SP No. 999 084 640 02 (status 04/00)

42 -34
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing left drive shaft (manual transmission)
Removing left drive shaft
Raisevehicle and remove wheel.

Note

2. Undo fastening nut at the outside of the drive

Lift the wheel carrier using a universallift placed
at a suitablepoint.
Place a hard rubber pad between the universal
lift and wheel suspensionso that it cannot slip.
Ensureproper seating and carefully lift the
wheel suspension.

shaft.
3. Slide a suitable protector (e.g. plastic tube,
old coolant hose -.0 approx. 30 mm) over the
drive shaft.
Undo the drive shaft on the transmission

flange.
4. Removethe rear underbodycover(5).

~..~

':"~

\1

r--',

-'--"1
,-I

:-1;//

42520001

691_96

5. Compress the wheel carrier (50...60 mm).

42 21 19 Removing and installing drive shaft (manual transmission)
Printed in Germany. 39. 2000
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6. Press drive shaft out of the wheel-hubtoothing.
Note

911 Carrera (996)

7. Removedrive shaft. To do this, pull out the
drive shaft over the transverse strut to the
front and downward (arrows).

Since the drive shaft can be moved only using
great force, loosen the shaft inwardswith taps
on a copper mandrel. Lift up the shaft near the
inner joint (possible damage to the closure cap
of the drive shaft may occur).
For unfavourabletolerances,the drive shaft
must be pressed out of the wheel-hubtoothing
using a universalwheel-hubextractor
(Fig. 42210004).
Alwayscheck the boots for damage if continuing
to use the drive shaft!
Replacethe boots if necessary.

42210009

Installing

left drive shaft

-Install
in reverse order.
Greasethe toothing of the drive shaft with
OptimolyHT.

(Figure shows the right-hand side)

Carry out a visual inspection df all parts.
Replaceself-lockingnuts.
42210004

Use correct tightening

torques.

Note

Onlyoptimised axle nuts for drive-shaftfastening
are availablefrom the Parts Service.
Pictures and text can be found under the
installationinstructionsfor the right drive shaft.

42 -36
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Removing and installing drive shaft (Tiptronic transmission)

Tools

42210007

Item
A

Designation

Specialtool

Explanation

Torx screwdriver

9546

To counter the ball joint when
assemblingand disassemblingthe

fasteningnuts.
B Press-outtool

9560

To press out the ball joints on the
wheel carrier.

Shop-made

For protecting the drive shaft
0 approx. 30 mm

Commerciallyavailable,
refer to the Workshop

To press the drive shaft out of the
wheel hub

(ball joint extractor)

c

Protective tube

D Universalwheel-hubextractor

EquipmentManual,
Chapter 2.4, No. 87-1

42 21 19 Removing and installing drive shaft (Tiptronic transmission)
Printed in Germany. 39, 2000

9964231
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Removing and installing right drive shaft (Tiptronic transmission)
Note

Note

Since the drive shaft can be moved only using
great force, loosen the shaft inwardswith taps
on a copper mandrel. Lift up the shaft near the
inner joint (possibledamage to the closure cap
of the drive shaft may occur).
For unfavourabletolerances,the drive shaft
must be pressed out of the wheel-hubtoothing
using a universalwheel-hubextractor.
Always check the boots for damage if continuing
to use the drive shaft!
Replacethe boots if necessary.

The availablespace for drive shaft removal and
installationvaries dependingon the transmission
type and the side of the vehicle. The removal
and installationdescription is therefore
subdividedinto:
Right

drive shaft -Tiptronic

Left

drive shaft -Tiptronic

Removing

right drive shaft

1. Raisevehicle and remove wheel.
2. Undo axle nut.
3. Slide a suitable protector (e.g. plastic tube,
old coolant hose -.0 approx. 30 mm) over the
drive shaft.
Undo the drive shaft on the transmission
flange.
4. Removestabilizer mount on the stabilizer.
42210004

5. Remove right spring strut, see
ServoNo. 42 71 19.
6. Press drive shaft out of the wheel-hubtoothing.

42 -38

7. Removedrive shaft. To do this, push the drive
shaft on the transmissionto the rear and
upward until the drive toothing can be pulled
out of the wheel carrier. Pull shaft out to the
front.

42 21 19 Removing and installing drive shaft (Tiptronic transmission)
9964231
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Rear wheel suspension, drive shafts

Installing right drive shaft
Install in reverse order.
Greasethe toothing of the drive shaft with
OptimolyHT.
Carry out a visual inspection of all parts.
Replaceself~ockingnuts.
Use correct

tightening

torques.
II

When installing the spring strut, make sure
that the spring-strutfastening screw -on the
wheel carrier -is tightened only in vehicle
position.
Vehicle position means: Vehicle standing on
the wheels, or the wheel suspensionis being
raised with a universallift.

A -Single-part fastening nut

42210006

B -Two-part fastening nut
(moveable washer/arrow)
Part No. 999 084 640 02 (status 04/00)

Note

Onlyoptimised axle nuts -version B -for drive
shaft fastening are availablefrom the Parts
Service.
These two-part fastening nuts (M22) have a
moveablewasher (arrows).
Retrofitting is possible for all 911 Carrera (996)
vehicles and for all Boxsters.

42 21 19 Removing

and installing
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911 Carrera (996)

Removing and installing left drive shaft (Tiptronic transmission)
The parking brake cable must be disengaged
from the parking brake lever in the passenger
compartment before the left drive shaft can be

Removing left drive shaft

1. Raisevehicleandremovewheel.

removed.
2. Undoaxlenut.

Disengagingthe parking brake cable includes:

3. Slide a suitable protector (e.g. plastic tube,
old coolant hose -0 approx. 3p mm) over the
drive shaft.
Undothe drive shaft on the transmission

Openingthe lid of the oddments tray on the
centre console and removing the rubber
insert and the holder.
Disengagingtab washer of the turnbuckle
from the retaining lug on the upper and
lower sides.

4. Removestabilizer mount on the stabilizer.

Disengagingthe relevant parking brake cable
from the turnbuckle.

5. Loosen but do not remove the spring strut
screw (arrow).

flange.

lOll

CD
~

~

1

4
3

1 Lock nut and adjusting nut
2 Pull rod
3 Tab washer
4 Retaininglug

42
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Rear wheel suspension,

6. Pull sensor cable (brake pad thickness
monitoring) out of the holder on the body and
on the brake caliper.

drive shafts

9. Loosenthe two upper control arms on the
wheel carrier and remove the screws.

7. Unscrew strut of the headlightbeam
adjustmentsystem on the lower control arm.
Counterwith a second open-endedwrench
when doing this.

/7

8. Press drive shaft out of the wheel hub

VI

toothing.
Note

Since the drive shaft can be moved only using
great force, loosen the shaft inwards with taps
on a copper mandrel. Lift up the shaft near the
inner joint (possible damage to the closure cap
of the drive shaft may occur).
For unfavourabletolerances,the drive shaft
must be pressed out of the wheel-hubtoothing
using a universalwheel-hubextractor.
Always check the boots for damage if continuing
to use the drive shaft!
Replacethe boots if necessary.

to~

~

"'~
,,

,,

42350001

10. Press off the tie-rod ball joint on the whee!
carrier with a press-outtool (ball joint
extractor)-special tool 9560.
Whenlooseningthe locknut, hold it with
special tool 9546 (Torx screwdriver).
Note

Do not damage the boot of the ball joint when
pressing off the ball joint. If necessaryI coat the
boot and the ball joint extractor with tyre
mounting paste.
11. Removedrive shaft. To do this, push the
drive shaft on the transmissionrearward
and upward. Simultaneouslyfold the wheel
carrier outward until the drive toothing can
be pulled out of the wheel carrier. Pull the
shaft out to the front (2nd fitter required).

42210004

42 21 19 Removing and installing drive shaft (Tiptronic transmission)
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911 Carrera

(996)

Installing left drive shaft
Install in reverse order
Grease the toothing of the drive shaft with
OptimolyHT.
Carry out a visual inspection of all parts.
Replaceself-lockingnuts.
Use correct

tightening

torques.

.~~~~--:
Note
Wheninstallingthe spring strut and tightening
the two control arms, make sure that the
spring-strutfastening screw (on the wheel
carrier) and the control arm fastening screws
are only tightened in vehicle position.
Vehicleposition means: Vehicle standing on the
wheels,or the wheel suspension is being raised
with a universallift.

A -Single-part fasteningnut

42210006

B -Two-part fasteningnut
(moveable washer/arrow)
Part No. 999 084 640 02 (status 04/00)

Check wheel-alignmentvalues.
This step is necessary due to removal of the
upper control arms on the wheel carrier.

A calibration of the sensor of the headlight
beam adjustmentis not necessary.
Note
Onlyoptimised axle nuts -version B -for
drive-shaftfastening are availablefrom the Parts
Service.
These two-part fastening nuts (M22) have a
moveablewasher (arrows).
Retrofitting is possible for all 911 Carrera (996)
vehiclesand for all Boxsters.
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

Wheels and tyres

Tyre condition / tyre pressure

Cold tyre pressures (at approx. 200 C)

Tyres are a safety elementwhich fulfil the
demandsplaced on them only if they have the
correct air pressure and a sufficienttread depth.

911 Carrera / 911 Carrera 4
17-inch wheels with summer

front
rear

The stated air pressures are minimum
pressures and must never be fallen below,
since in addition to the unfavourabledriving
performance,this would bring about a risk
of serious tire damage.

tyres

2.5 bar overpressure
2.5 bar overpressure

17-inch wheels with winter tyres

Valve caps protect the valve from dust and
dirt and therefore from leaks. Always screw
caps tight and replace any missing caps.

front
rear

2.5 bar overpressure
2.5 bar overpressure

(rear

2.8 bar overpressure)*

*2.8 bar at rear -only for winter tyres
225/45 R 17 -after introduction of
the cabriolet.
Also valid for coupe as from this time.
This tyre pressure can also be used for
coupe vehicles before this time.

For reasons of safety, besides a check on air
pressure a visual check should be made for
sufficient tread depth, foreign bodies, punctures,
cuts, cracks and bulges in the sidewall (ply
breakage),

IS-inch wheels

front
rear

2.5 bar overpressure
3.0 bar overpressure

Spare wheel

44 Wheels and lyres
Printed

in Germany

-25,

1999

front/rear

4.2 bar overpressure

Collapsible

wheel (for 911 Carrera

fronVrear

2.5 bar overpressure

4)
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

911 GT3 MOO2 !

street

911

Club

GT3

MOO3

version)
Sport

Mounting wheel on vehicle

/
version)

The wheel bolt consists of two parts that
IS-inch

front
rear

wheels (summer

and winter tyres)

are permanently

2.2 bar overpressure
2.7 bar overpressure

Spare wheel/collapsible

joined together.

Other wheel bolts must not be used.
Mounting

wheel

specification:

see Page 44-19.

Note

No spare wheel/collapsible wheel available.
Howeverthere is a tyre repair kit in the luggage
compartmentwhich can be used to repair the
damaged tyre in the event of damage.

There are 5 mm spacer washers ~identical
parts) fitted to the front and rear ~xles on
the 911 GT3.
The wheel bolts are 5 mm longer pecause
of the spacer washers.
The longer whee! bolts are marked with GT
or with a red colour (arrow)on ti1eface
surface of the bolt head. The colour of the
spherical cap is also red from now on.

For procedure in the event of damage(repair),
see Tyre failurejtyre sealant911 GT3 in
Repair Group 44

Overview of tyres and wheels
The chart of tyres and wheels for summer
and winter should be taken from Technical
Information (TI)Group 4.
Whenreplacing summer tyres, pay close
attention to the tyre specification number. The
specification characters NI, N2, N3 or NO
distinguishthe summer tyres specially
authorised by Porsche from other models
of the same tyre type and size.

Notes on mounting

A

A = Standardwheel bolt
dimensionX approx. 45 mm
B = GT3 wheel bolt
dimensionX approx. 50 mm
marked with GT or red colou

tyres

Whenfitting tyres, the direction of rotation and
the inner and outer sides should be noted.

577_98
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

Adjustment values for suspension alignment

The following values relate to the empty weight. This means: full fuel tank, vehicle with spare wheel
(not GT3)and tools, but without driver and without additionalweights.
911 GT3 MOO2= street version
911 GT3 MOO3= Club Sport version

Vehicle height
Carrera 2/4
USA: Series
and Sport

Carrera 2/4
RoW: Series

Carrera 2/4

GT3 MOO2 and

RoW: Sport

GT3 MOO3

157:t10

147 :t 10
148:t 10

137:t10

Front-axle height
with I7-inch wheels
with I8-inch wheels

mm
mm

158:t 10

138:t 10

112-10
(112 to 102)

From road contact surface to lower
edge of hexagon-headbolt (aff 18)
of the tension-strut screw connection
to the body. Figure -measuring point
Page 44 -12 (as with Boxster)

Rear-axle height
with 17-inch wheels
with 18-inchwheels

mm
mm

157:!: 10

157::!: 10

163:!: 10

163::!: 10

147 :t 10
153:t 10

125 + 10
(125 to 135)

From road contact surface to locating
bore in rear axle side section (between
toe and camber eccentrics),
Figure -measuring point Page 44 -12
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Wheel alignment values
The following values relate to the empty weight. This means: full fuel tank, vehicle with spare wheel
(not GT3)and tools, but without driver and without additionalweights.
The steering angle sensor must be calit)rated

if the previous wheel alignment

vehicles with PSM (Porsche Stability Management) were changed!
The steering angle sensor actual value must be checked after a suspension

values for
alignment

which

resulted in no changes being made to the wheel alignment values.
The Porsche System Tester 2 is necessary to calibrate the steering angle sensor and to qheck the
steering angle sensor actual value. See description in 911 Carrera 4, Servo No. 45 60 (Rep. Gr. 45).

911 GT3 MOO2= street version / 911 GT3 MOO3= Club Sport version
Front axle

Carrera 2/4
RoW: Series

Carrera 2/4
RoW: Sport

GT3 MOO2 and

+ 5':!: 5'

+ 5':!: 5'

+ 5' :t 5'

+ 5' :t 5'

-10

-10 50' :t 30'

-20

-ll°30':t

-15' :t 15'

-110 :t 10'

CarrE~ra2/4
USA: Series

GT3 MOO3

and Sport
Toe unpressed

(total)

Toe difference

angle * *

20' ::!::30'

20' :!: 30'

30'

at 200 lock

Camber (with wheels
straight ahead)

O°:t 15'

-15':t

max. difference,
left to right

20'

20'

20'

lb'

Caster

80 :t 30'

80 :t 30'

80 :t 30'

8F:!: 30'

max. difference,
left to right

40'

40'

40'

40'

15'

* A caster adjustmentis normally not necessaryand is therefore not present as standard.
In the event of repairs, a caster adjustmentfacility can be installed if necessary (as with the Boxster).
Refer to servoNo. 40 19 23 (in repair group 40) for the description.
* * The toe-differenceangle value is also influencedby the vehicle height. For this reason t/1emeasured
result must be evaluatedaccordingly. No action is necessaryin the case of small devi~tionsfrom the
toe-differenceangle required value, as long as the value to the right and the left is alm~stthe same.

44 -4
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Wheel alignment values
The following values relate to the empty weight. This means: full fuel tank, vehicle with spare wheel
(not GT3)and tools, but without driver and without additionalweights.
The steering

angle sensor must be calibrated

if the previous wheel alignment

vehicles with PSM (Porsche Stability Management)

The steering angle sensor actual value must be checked
resulted

in no changes

values for

were changed!
after a suspension

alignment

which

being made to the wheel alignment values.

The Porsche System Tester 2 is necessary to calibrate the steering angle sensor and to check the
steering angle sensor actual value. See description in 911 Carrera 4, Servo No. 45 60 (Rep. Gr. 45).

911 GT3 MOO2= street version
911 GT3 MOO3= Club Sport version

Rear axle
Carrera 2/4

USA:Series
and Sport

Carrera 2/4
RoW: Series

Carrera2/4

GT3 MOO2

RoW: Sport

GT3 MOO3

Toe per wheel

+10':t5'*

+ 10':!: 5' *

+ 10' :I: 5' *

+10' + 5'

max. difference,
left to right

10'

10'

10'

10'

Camber

-1°10':t

-1 °10' ::!: 15' *

-1 °10' ~ 15' * -1 °50' :!: 10'

20'

20'

15' *

max.difference,

20'

left to right

10'

Altered values which are also valid retroactively -from
start of production.
Previous values: Toe per wheel = + 5' :t 5' / camber = -1°25'
:t 15'
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44

Alignment cards for Carrera (996) and GT3

Important

notes

"I

Since mainlyelectronic wheel-alignmenttesters in conjunctionwith printers are used, a specimen
alignmentcard is rarely required nowadays.
So that measured results can be documentedin individualcases, however,a copy of the alignmentcards
shown on the following pages can be used.
The alignmentcards can be used for all 911 Carrera (996) vehicles -USA (series/ sR°rt), RoW
series and RoWsport and 911 GT3.
practice this meansthe following:
Alignment cards cannot be ordered for the 911 Carrera

(996) and 911 GT3.

Prepare copies of the corresponding alignment card shown.
Before measurement,

enter the general data, vehicle model and the missing nominal values into

the copied alignment card.
Actual values that are equal for all designs have already been entered.
Enter the appropriate version, e.g. USA, RoW series or RoWsport, in the Model column.

Carry out incoming measurement (actual state) and enter the values in the alignmentcard.
After adjustments(if any were necessary),enter the current values in the column Outgoing
measurement.

44 -6
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

Porsche suspension alignment

911 Carrera (996)

Odometerreading:

km/miles

Measurementmade by:
Vehicle: 911 Carrera (996)
Model:
Measurementprecondition (vehicleweight): empty weight as in DIN70020.
This means: full fuel tank, vehicle with s are wheel and tools.
Reason for measurement:

Size/model:front

Make of tvres:

front left
I lyre Dressure (cold tyres)

rear

rear right

Ifront right

bar

lyre/wheel (any damage)
I I~vres-tread depth (mm)

Nominalvalues
Incoming
measurement max. differen~_l(p.
=ront height (mm)

left!J.gJJl

Rear height (mm)

left

Camber

rjg!l!
left

Outgoing
measurement

Vehicle
height

IToe

I Rear

right

-1 °25'/ +0°15' -0°15'
20'

left

+0°05'/ +0°05' -0°05'

right

axle

total
Drive-axleangle~"
Caster

1+0°10'/ +0°10' -0°10'
+0°00'

left-rigl1~

+0°10' -0°10'

+8°/ +0°30' -0°30'

40'
Front
axle

Toe-differenceangle left
right
Camber
left
20'

.dg!!!
Toe

left

'+0°03'/

+0°03' -0°03'

.dg!!!
+ 000~~/_~0°05' -0°05'1

total

44
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

Porsche suspension alignment

911 GT3

ICustomer:
I Street:

IPlace:

ILicense number:
km/miles

~as!Jrement made by:
-

Vehicle: 911 GT3 MOO2/ 911 GT3 MOO3
Measurementprecondition (vehicleweight): empty weight as in DIN70020.
This means: full fuel tank and vehicle with tools.
Reasonfor measureme_nt:
Make of !vIes:
Size/model: front
rear
front left
front right
rear left

~essure

(cold tvres) bar
-

Front heighVwheel

left

Vehicle

load (mm

ri ht

height

Rear heighVwheel

k)

load (mm / k2)

Rear
axle

Nominalvalues
Incoming
measurement max. difference L
112 mm/ -10 mm
_5
mm/15 kg

left

I

1125 mm/ + 10 mm

ri2ht

I

5 mm/15 kg
-1 °50'/ +0°10' -0°10'

ICamber

left

IToe

right
left

10'

Outgoing
measurement

/
/
I
I

+0° 1 0'/ +0°05' -0°00

right
total
Drive-axleangle
Caster

left

Toe-difference

right
left

Front
axle

angle

+0020'L+OO10'

+0°00'/ +0°10' -0°10'
+80/ +0030' -0030'

40'

!Jgb!

1° / +0°10' -0°10'

left
IToe

-0°00'

10'

!Jgb!
left

+0°03'/ +0°03' -0°03'

-!!g!!!
total

44 -8
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Suspension alignment, complete

Tools

5_97
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Tools

No.
A

Designation

Special tool

Explanation

Insert for torque wrench

9625

Used to tighten the lo~k nut(s)at the
front track bar(s)to tHe specified
tighteningtorque. It cfn also be
used for loosening.
The prescribed lock-nuttightening
torque of 50 Nm (37 ftlb.)
correspondsto a setting on the
torque wrench of applrox. 35 Nm
(26 ftlb.).

B Insert for torque wrench

9626

Used

the

rear

to

tighten

the

camber

and

axle

torque.

to

It

the

can

fa~tening

toe

nuts

e~centrics

speci~ed

also

of

at

the

tightening

be

lused

for

loosening.

Prescribed

lock

Contrary
this

c

Torque wrench covering the
range between 35 Nm
(26 ftlb.) and 85 Nm (63 ftlb.

tightening

nut(s)

=

100

also

to
previous
corresponds

the

torque

wrench

(74

ftlb.).

torque

Nn1

S

of

of

(74

jtoPeCifications,
a

00

the

ftlb.).

setting

on

Nm

Commercially availabl~; use in
combination with tooisl A and B.
Important:

Observe the changed

tightening

torque when using the

inserts A (special tool 9625).
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

Suspension alignment, complete
Important

notes

I

Suspensionalignmenton the new911 Carrera (996) differs in a number of respectslfrom that of the
previous911 Carrera suspensionalignmentprocedures.This involvesthe vehicle heIght adjustment,
the wheel-loaddifference from left to right, special tools and corrections to wheel ali~nment.
Vehicle

heightjwheelload

I

There is no facility for adjustingthe vehicle height. This appliesto both the front andlthe rear axles.
The varying thickness of pads between coil springs and spring seats on the right an~ left spring struts
on the front and rear axles is not intendedfor changingthe vehicle height but for cohlpensatingfor
differences in coil-spring load groups.
Since the vehicle height can no longer be adjusted,there is no need for adjustment (fine adjustment)
of the wheel-loaddifference between left and right at the front and rear axles. Because of the different
equipmentversions (additionalequipment),a greater wheel~oaddifference betweenthe left and right is
permissiblethan previouslywas the case in Porsche suspensionalignment(over 20 kg is possible;max.
was previously20 kg).
This is partly the result of heavier componentscompared with standard equipmentand partly results from
additional components that are asymmetricallyarranged.
Wheel-alignment corrections
Rear axle: The kinematic toe-in is not adjustable.Camber and toe can be adjusted via eccentrics.
Front axle: The caster is not adjustableon standardvehicles. In the event of repair$, a caster
adjustmentfacility can be installed if necessary(as with the Boxster).
The camber is adjusted by moving the spring strut transversely.For this purpose, lo~sen the three
fastening nuts of the spring-strutmount.
After adjusting the toe, the lock nuts on the track rods must be tightened to the pr~scribed tightening
torque of 50 Nm (37 ftlb.).
The steering angle sensor must be calibrated
vehicles with PSM (Porsche
The steering
resulted

if the previous wheel alignment

Stability Management)

were changed!

angle sensor actual value must be checked

in no changes

values for

after a suspension

alignment

which

being made to the wheel alignment values.

The Porsche System Tester 2 is necessary to calibrate the steering angle sensor an~ to check the
steering angle sensor actual value. See description in 911 Carrera 4, ServoNo. 45 ~O (Rep. Gr. 45).

Special tools
Description on Page 44 -9/44
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

General procedure for wheel alignment
Carry out suspension alignment with an optical or electronic wheel alignment tester.
The measurement procedures should be taken from the operating instructions for the wheel alignment
tester involved.
In order to exclude
alignment

erroneous

and the following

measurements,

the following

preconditions

must be met before

points should be given special attention:

Empty weight of vehicle in accordance with DIN 70020, i.e. car ready for the road, with full fuel tank,
spare wheel and tools.
Ball-jointand wheel-bearingplay in order (wheel-bearingplay cannot be adjusted),

Tyrepressurein accordancewith regulations,
fairlyuniformtyre tread.
Quick-clampingholder with adapter (for the measured-valuepickups)correctly secured to the wheels.
Receiving surfaces for the quick-clampingholder on the wheels and the adapter surfaces must be
clean and flat. Always check the levellingsurface on the wheels preciselyin particular be~!orefitting the
quick-clampingholders.
Strictly comply with maintenanceintervalsfor measuring equipmentand measuringplatfor~. If the
levelling of the measuring platform or of the measuringarea is done in-house,levelling equipmentis
required. A hose level is inadequate.
Skilled handling of measuring equipmentand measuring platform,
Sliding plates with transverse motion (rotary motion) at the rear axle are advisable.

Observethe Technical Literature of PAG,the manufacturerof the measuring equipmentand the
manufacturer of the measuring platform.
Do not treat measured values as a whole, but very critically in regard to driving dynamics, high-speed
strength of the tyres, tyre wear and cosVbenefit effects (time required for correction of inslubstantial
deviations),The toe values are of decisive significancefor driving dynamics and tyre wear.
If the vehicle is measured front and rear, check and adjustthe wheel alignment values at the rear
axle first. Camber values at the front axle apply for the stra~ht-aheadposition of the whe~ls. Steering
whee! and steering gear in centre position when toe is being adjusted.
Before wheel alignmentvalues are adjusted at front and rear axles, it is recommendedthat the vehicle
height be checked at the DIN empty weight. Conclusionscan then be drawn about wheel al~gnmentvalues
in the event of any suspension alignmentthat becomes necessarylater.

44 Suspension alignment,
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Vehicle height (height check)
General

Rear axle

The vehicle height at front and rear axle is not

Measurefrom wheel contac~surface to the
locating bore in the rear-axleside section
{betweentoe and camber eqcentricsJ,

adjustable.

Preliminary

work
-/

For the height check, place the vehicle on a
level surface or on the measuringplatformfull
(ready to drive, with a 1
tools), Compress vehic
approximately 25 mm

tank, spare wheel andIe
at front and rear by2-3
times and allow it to

spring back freely.

~
-.

../

I/( \.

Front axle

Measurefrom road contact surface to the lower
edge of the hexagon-headbolt of the
tension-strutscrew connectionto the body.
Nominal valuesfor front and rear axles are
given on Page 44 -3.

4_1_97
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Wheel alignment

Adjusting

camber

(996)

I

After looseningthe lock nut, turn fccentric B

Notes

appropriately.

Onlycheck or adjust wheel-alignmentvalues
when prescribed preconditionsare met
(Page 44 -12).

,

,-;=1

~ .,i..."
If the vehicle is measured front and rearI check
and adjust the rear axle first.
Nominal values are given on Page 44 -4 /

---

44 -5.

After adjustment,tighten the appropriate
screwed connectionswith the prescribed
tightening torque. See tables in Rep. Gr. 40
and 42.
The steering
calibrated

~

~
--

angle sensor must be

if the previous wheel alignment

values (on rear and/or

vehicles with PSM were changed!
description

4-2_97

front axle) for
See

Note

in 911 Carrera 4,

I

Use special tool 9626 in combiryationwith a
torque wrench to loosen and tight~n the
fastening nuts of the toe and cam~er
eccentrics. The prescribed lock-n4ttightening
torque of 100 Nm (74 ftlb.) a's9 corresponds
to a setting on the torque wrench lof approx.

Servo No. 45 60 (Rep. Gr. 45).

&

Important!
I
Malfunctions in the PSM control
.range
if the steering angle
sensor is not calibrated or is
calibrated incorrectly.

100 Nm (74 ftlb.).

> Calibratethe steering angle
sensor with the wheels in
~

straight-aheadposition.

Rear axle

~~'\I

Prepare vehicle for checking and/or adjustment
of wheel alignmentvalues. Place front wheels on
rotary table and rear wheels on rotary / sliding
plates. Compressvehicle at front and rear by
approximately25 mm 2-3 times and allow it to
spring back freely.
Adjusting

~

r

\

toe
6_97

After looseningthe lock nut, turn eccentric A
appropriately.

44 Suspension alignment, complete
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Adjusting

Front axle
Adjusting

toe *

Preliminary work: Check 1hether the steering
wheel is displaced with respect to the steering
gear. To do this, centre the !steeringgear as
described below.

camber*

The camber is adjusted by moving the spring
strut transversely. For this purpose, loosen the
three fastening nuts on the spring-strut mount
and, to move the spring strut, remove the
covering cap on the piston rod.

Turn wheels to the straight-aheadposition.
Then readjustthe front whe~1alignment, if
necessary,until pin No.2 in Idriver No.1 and
the lug on the steering gear IhousingNo.4 line
up.
No.3 is the desired breaking point for pins in
new steering gears. (New)pin No.2 is
inserted into driver No.1 and lies with its
undersidewithin the recess bf lug No.4. This
locks the steering gear in the centre position.
After installation of a new steering gear,
the lower part of the pin is slhearedoff (at the
desired breaking point No.3) by turning the
steering wheel. The upper p,rt of the pin
remainsin the driver.

I

16_96

If necessary,repositionthe ~teeringwheel,
Whendoingthis, seekthe b,st position.
Adjusting

caster*

The caster is not adjustableon standard
vehicles. In the event of repairs, a caster
adjustmentfacility can be installed if necessary
(as with the Boxster).
Refer to ServoNo. 40 19 23 (in repair group
40) for a description and for requirements.

'3

1
/

* The steering
calibrated

~:;:;:=-

angle sensor must tIe

&t

if the previous wheel alignment

values for vehicles with PSM (Porsche
Stability Management)

were changed!
19_1_96
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Warning!
A triggering
of the air bag
(malfunction in the airbag
system) caused by improper
work on airbag components
cannot be ruled out!
In the case of such a
malfunction,
an unsuitable
steering wheel holder could
cause injury or damage!

&

> Use only steering wheel holders
which do not project into the area
of the airbag unit!
106_96

> Observe safety regulationswhen
working with airbag vehicles(see
in Repair Group 69)!

A

2

Clamp steering wheel in centre position with
steering wheel holder (Figure 106_96),
Use only steering wheel holders which do not
project into the area of the airbag unit! If
necessary, shorten the guide rod (A) at top
(arrow).
Then adjust toe at hexagon No.2 of the track

-:HI

rod(s) after loosening the lock nut(s) No.1
(Figure 133_1_96),
In vehicles with PSM, the steering wheel
holder

must subsequently

133_1_96

be calibrated!

In order to tighten the tie rod lock nut(s)-to the
prescribed tightening torque -use special tool
9625 in conjunction with a torque wrench

~

(Figure 7_97).
The prescribed lock nut tightening torque of
50 Nm (37 ftlb.) correspondsto a setting on
the torque wrench of approx. 35 Nm
(26 ftlb.).

Toe-difference

\\,

\
angle

Special tool 9625

The toe-differenceangle is not adjustable.

7_97

44 Suspension alignment,
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Suspension

alignment

-GT3

Note

The 911 GT3 suspension alignmentcontains onlythose procedureswhich deviate f~om those for the
911 Carrera (996) suspensionalignment.

~

...;;
!\

Jt}

,

~

...

"'

62_99
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Driving onto measuring

platform

Due to the reduced vehicle height, additional
access ramps, for example 959 access aids:
are reqIJiredto drive the vehicle onto the
measuringplatform. Otherwisethe front
spoiler would bottom on the platform.
A measuringplatform without a sloped
position is unsuitable.

C7

Special tool 9647

d

Deviating

points

72_99

for 911

GT3

I

Onlythose points which deviate trfm the
911 Carrera (996) are listed.
/

Changedadjustmentvalues,
!
For the measured-valuePicku
wheel

71_99

Tools
The special tools for suspension alignmentof
the 91.1 Carrera (996) are also used for the
911 GT3.
Additionally, a hook wrench insert (specialtool
9647) is required for the 911 GT3. The special
tool 9647 is required to change the vehicle
height and to adjust the stabilizer mating
bearing on the front and rear axle.
The special tool is used together with a torque
wrench to tighten the lock nuts (slotted nuts)
on the spring struts. Tightening torques in

alignment

testers

requi

sr electronic
e spoiler

adapters of 50 and 100 mm n length,
depending on the wheel aljgnment
tester. This is the only mean of enabling
data transfer from the right si e to the left.
The wheel alignmenttesters r commended
by Porschewhich have a spo ler
measuring program require 100 mm
spoiler adapters on the rear a Ie. Observe
the operating instructionsfro manufacturer
of the measuring instrumenti necessary.
The vehicle height of the 911 ~GT3

can

adjusted

by

at the

front

and

rear

axle

be
means

of the adjusting nut(s)on the orresponding
.
spring strut or struts.
I

Repair Group40/42.
Maximumwheel-loaddifference from left
to right on front and rear axle 15 kg.
l

Important:

The stabilizer mating bearing

must not be adjusted for street use.

44

44 -1Gb
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Adjustment of wheel alignmentvalues on
front and rear axle: as for 911 Carrera(996),

Example

I

Rearleft springpreloadC i~ increased.
In this way the wheel load:

Notes on front axle camber
Front axle basic camber adjustment is carried

rear left C and front right B

out at the factory on the lower 2-part control

increases

'

arm. Further notes on this topic are provided in
the following text under Wheel alignment values.

rear right D and front le~ A

Camber

decreases

adjustment

(fine adjustment) is

1-

carried out at the spring strut mount as for the
911 Carrera (996).

Check all wheelsfor clearance after
adjustmentand assemblywork.

Important instructions for suspension
alignment work -GT3
The following must be observed during
suspension alignment of the 911 GT3:

Height adjustment/wheel-load

change

A one-sidedheight change causes a wheel~oad
change at the same time. A wheel-load
change on one wheel also alters the wheel
loads of the other wheels.
A one-sidedincrease in the installed spring
preload (raising vehicle)increases the wheel

144_99

The wheel-loaddifference fr t m left to right on
front and rear axle should b as small as
possible (under 15 kg if pos ible).

load.
A one-sideddecrease in the installed spring
preload (lowering vehicle)decreases the wheel
load.
A change in the wheel-loadis always transferred
diagonallyonto the other axle side. This means
that if the wheel load on one wheel is decreased
or increased,the same occurs on the diagonally
opposite wheel.

44
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Suspension
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Vehicle height 911 GT3
General

Note

The vehicle height on the front and rear axle of
the 911 GT3 can be adjusted.

The heightadjustmentpossibilityallows:

Before wheel alignment values are adjusted
at front and rear axles, it is recommended
or necessary* that the height adjustmentbe
checked at the DIN empty weight. The height
adjustmentpossibility allows the wheel-load
difference from right to left to be kept as small
as possible, provided that wheel load weighing
machinesare available.The wheel-load
difference is adjusted by changingthe vehicle
height within the height tolerance. The priority
is to achievethe smallest possible wheel~oad
difference from left to right.

1. Differingwheel loads on left and right to be
corrected. At the correct heightthe wheel-load
differenceslie within a permiSS1 Ie range,
provided that the coil springs h ve the same
installationposition (installedsp ing preload)
on each axle. Tolerance:f: 1 m .
Wheel-loaddifferencescan be kept as low
as possible in conjunctionwith wheel-load
weighing machines.Tolerancefrom right to
left on front and rear axle unde~15 kg.

~

2. Any impermissible height differences -front
axle to rear axle -can be balanpedout (only
within the permissibletolerance).

Preliminary work

I

For the height check of the read~-to-drive
vehicle (full tank and tools), place the vehicle on
a level surface or on the measuringplatform.

;

Front axle

I

Measurefrom wheel contact SUrfae to the
lower edge of the hexagon-headb It of the
tension-strutscrew connectionto e body
(Figure74_99).
Measuringpoint as for 911 Carrer~ (996).
Requiredvaluesfor front and rear laxlein Repair
Group 44.

* after work which causes a change in height or
in the event of an incorrect height

44
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Adjusting

nut No.2

-turn to the right = vehicl~ higher
-turn to the left
= vehiclb lower
After adjustment of the IOCk
~
front

and

rear

axle,

tighten

Ut(S)
ith

(No.1)

special

on

the

tool

9647 in conjunction with a t rque wrench.
Tightening torque No.1 = 5 Nm (37 ftlb.).

74_99

Rear axle
2
1

Measurefrom wheel contact surface to the
locating bore in the rear-axleside section
(betweentoe and camber eccentrics),

'-=
~ ...t...'

\

Front axle
1 -Lock nut(s)
2 -Height adjustingnut

~./

S
7"

'-::;

"

76_99

~

2

\

4\\
~'/::/~

,

~

f'-'-

~

1

(f

75_99

3

The vehicle height on the front and rear axle is
adjusted by turning the adjusting nut No.2.
The lock nut No.1 must first be loosened. Use
a hook wrench or special tool 9647 (hook
wrench insert) for this purpose.

44
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Rear axle
1 -Lock nut(s)
2 -Height adjustingnut
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Wheel alignment
Notes
Adjustment of wheel alignmentvalues on front
and rear axle: as for 911 Carrera (996).
Observe note on front axle camber adjustment
(see following text).

.:'\

If the vehicle is measured front and rear, check
and adjust the rear axle first. Nominalvalues in
Repair Group 44.
After adjustment, tighten the appropriate
screwed connections with the prescribed
tighteningtorque. See tables in Rep. Gr. 40
and 42.

-Basic camber adjustmentwith
adjustmentplates (arrow)
-Standard = a 1 mm thick
adjustmentplate

Check all wheelsfor clearance after adjusbnent
and assemblywork.

Note on front axle camber

Camber fine adjustment

The camber (the fine adjustment)~is adjusted by
moving the spring strut transvers Iy (as for
911 Carrera 996).
i
For this purpose,loosen the thre fastening nuts
on the spring-strutmount and, to move the
spring strut, remove the covering cap on the
piston rod.
i

!

adjustment

Unlike the 911 Carrera (996), a basic camber
adjustment

78_99

is made by means of two

intermediate plates on the 2-part control arm
of the front axle for the 911 GT3.

,

A 1 mm thick adjustmentplate (arrow / Figure
78_99) is fitted as standard on the right and
left in the 911 GT3 MOO2and MOO3.
By using thicker adjusting shims, the 2-part
control arms permit a correspondinglyincreased
camber value to be obtained for circuit use.
In connectionwith this, observe the note on
fitting the diagonal control arm on the control
arm (at the end of the GT3 suspension
alignmentsection),
16_96

44
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Instructions for fitting diagonal control arm on control arm -GT3
In the case of the road version of the GT3 (MOO2and MOO3),the diagonalcontrol arm must be fitted at
the centre bore (No.1) of the control arm.
~=,,"

Left control

arm (A)

Right control arm (8)

Cj

J

1

1

r

B

A

(2)

A -Left control arm
C -Direction of travel
1 -Centre bore for road GT3
2 -Rear bore only for Cup vehicle.
(with racing circuit camber values)

44
Printed

Suspension
in Germany

alignment
-34,

1999

1

40170004

i

(2)

8 -Right control arm
C -Direction of travel
1 -Centre bore for road G 3
2 -Rear bore only for Cup ehicle
(with racing circuit cam er values)

40170005
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General tire mounting instructions

General

Always use new rubber valves when
changing tires!

Caution: Whenmountingtires, observe the direction of rotation or inside/outside identification.

When mounting tubeless tires, check the sealing
surface of the tire and the disc wheel for cleanliness and any signs of damage. Bear in mind
here that the bead base performs the sealing
function on tubeless tires. If the bead edge has
to perform the sealing function, air can escape
when the vehicle is driven aggressively(rabbit
starts, hard cornering, etc.).

In order to preventthe tire from turning on the
wheel when the vehicle is driven, also inform
your customers that they should avoid extreme
driving manoeuvres(acceleration,braking)
during the first 100 to 200 km with new or
recently mounted tires. Mark the relative
positions of the tire and wheel for reference if
necessary.

The absolute limit on how far the tire can
turn on the wheel must be regarded as
20mm. An optimum balancing result will be
worsened in this case.

In order to optimise smoothnessof rolling, it is
expedient-and necessary in individualcases When mounting the tire beads, use only the tire
mounting pastes specified below.
The following can occur if an unsuitablemounting paste is used:
Turning of the tire on the wheel, fracture of the
bead core when the tire is mounted and
damage to the wheel surface by aggressive

substances.
Caution: Use only TIP TOP Universal, order No.

to mountthe tire in a favourable position with
respect to the wheel (matching),
Matching(uncontrolled and controlled) is
explainedbelow.
Uncontrolled matching: Turningthe tire on the
wheel by 900 or 1800 if necessary in order to
achieve an acceptablevalue with regard to
rolling smoothness(true running, imbalanceand
distribution of balanceweights).

593 0601 (3.5 kg bucket) or Contifix as the

mounting paste.
If Contifix is used, apply sparinglyto the tire
beads (due to risk of the tire turning on the
wheel). If possible, the vehicle should not be
driven for 24 hours after tire mountingor
matching.

44

General tire mounting
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Controlled matching: With a balancing machine with matching program. In most cases, this
produces an even better result with regard to
the rolling smoothness(true running,imbalance
and distribution of the balance weights)than can
be achievedwith uncontrolledmatching.

911 Carrera (996)

If a tire is damaged and it cannot be determined
with absolute certainty that there is no ply
damage -with all of its consequences-or if
the tire was thermallyor mechanicallyoverloaded due to a loss of pressure or other prior
damage,we recommend replacementof the tire
in questionfor safety reasons.

Maximumpermissible radial runout and lateral
runout of the light alloy wheels = 0.7 mm

Whenreplacing a tire on an axle, make sure that
the tread depth of the new tire does not differ
from that of the other tire by mor~ than 30 %.

Maximumpermissible radial runout and lateral
runout of the wheel with tire = 1.25 mm
Values less than 1.0 mm -better around
0.5 mm -are desirable.

Repairson "ZR'rtires are impermissible, as is
the use of inner tubes in tubelesstires.
After mountingthe tubeless tires, inflate them
without valve insert to approximately3 bar
gauge pressure in order to ensure that they
are seated properly on the wheel.
At the latest when the pressure reaches
3.0 bar, the tire beads must pop out of the
deep bed and over the hump of the wheel
shoulder in order to avoid fractures of the bead
core. If necessary, interrupt the process and
coat all necessarysurfaces with lubricant(tire
mounting paste) again. Then repeat the process.
Screw in the valve insert and set the prescribed
tire pressure (Page 44 -1).

If new tires are to be mounted or the tires of
one axle are to be replaced, tires of the same
make and with the same specification code
must always be used on each of the two axles.
If tires are replaced on one axle only, the
different tread depth than on the other axle can
cause a noticeable change in the familiar

The overviewof summer and winter tires is
included in TechnicalInformation (TI),Group 4.
Alwaysobserve the tire specification code when
replacing summer tires. The specification code
NI, N2, N3 or NO distinguishessummer tires
expresslyapproved by Porschefrom other
versions of the same tire type and size.

Tire age
High-speedZR tires in particular should not be
too old -never older than 6 years.
The age of the tire can be determ,inedvia the
manufacturer'scode, which is listed behind
the DOTcode on the tire sidewall.The date of
manufacture(the last three digits)lis located at
the end of the code.

handling.
This is especially the case if new tires are
mounted on the rear axle. This effect decreases with increasingtire milage.

44
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The date of manufacture(the last three digits)
is located at the end of the code.
For the years 1990 to 1999, the 3-digit
code is sometimes supplementedby a
"triangle suffix" (distinguishingfeature).

Mounting wheel on vehicle
The wheels are mounted usi~g M 14 x 1.5
wheel bolts. The wheel bolt consists of two
parts that are permanentl~ joined together.
Other wheel bolts must not be used.

Example:
OaT OM CP 05 Y 067

Use suitable commercially available tools
(wrench size 19 mm). Never use an impact

06 = Production week 6

bolter to tighten the wheel bolts.

7 = Aroduction year 1997

Alwaysapply a thin coat of Optimoly TA
(aluminiumpaste) on the thread of the wheel
bolts, on the shank and be een the bolt
head bearing surface and sp erical cap
ring (underthe head)(see ar ows).
Do not grease the spherical ap bearing surface
of the wheel bolts that faces the wheel (X).

Balancing weights
Type of balancing weights: Adhesive
weight~ as used previously(no special version
necess~ry).See Spare Parts catalogue.

In the case of heavysoiling, first clean the
wheel bolt and the concaViti,s in the wheel
with a lint-freecloth.
I

Arrangement:
Affix both weights on the
inner side (arrows). *

x

693_96

8,-'_97

A = Sphericalcap ring (pern1anentlyconnected
with the wheel bolt) :
X = Do not grease bearing ~urface of spherical
cap ring facing the wh~el

* Observe program selection and operating
instructions of the balancingmachine.
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Damaged wheel bolts must alwaysbe
replaced. This damage includes mechanical
damage to the thread, the spherical cap and
damage resulting from seizure of the bolt
head bearing surface and spherical cap ring.
It must be possible to rotate the spherical
cap ring on the bolt shank and move it in
axial direction.

Rework on wheel bolts is impermissible.

Note for GT3

There are 5 mm spacer washersI(identical
parts) fitted to the front and rear iaxleson
the 911 GT3.
The wheel bolts are 5 mm longerlbecause
of the spacer washers.
The longer wheel bolts are mart d with GT
or with a red colour (arrow)on e face
surface of the bolt head. The col ur of the
spherical cap is also red from nowon.

Screw in wheel bolts by hand and then tighten
evenly. Start at the top when tightening.
Alwaysobserve the specified tightening torque
of 130 Nm (96 ftlb.).

A

Note

Before the wheel is placed on the wheel hub,
regrease the centering surface of the wheel
hub (if required)as necessarywith a very thin
coat of Optimoly TA (aluminiumpaste).

A = Standardwheel bolt
dimensionX approx. 45 mm
B = GT3 wheel bolt
dimensionX approx. 50 mm
marked with GT or red colo r (arrow)

j

44
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Checking disc wheels

Checking the radial and lateral run out

Note

The measuring points for radial and lateral
runout on the inside of the wheel are given
on the following drawing (dimension"a"),

Use a tyre measuringgaug~ -e.g. VA.G.1435to measurewheels without tYres and wheels
with tyres.

I

Maximum permissible radial runout and lateral
runout of the light alloy wheels = 0.7 mm.

Maximum permissible radial runout and lateral
runout of the wheel with tyre = 1.25 mm.
Values less than 1.0 mm -better around
0.5 mm -are desirable.
Also see Page 44-17/44-18.

Important: Straighteningand welding work
on light alloy wheels is not permissible.

2272_44

2273_44

Dimension"a" = 8 mm

44 1201
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Identifying size for IS-inch Turbo wheels

General

Identifying the wheel size:

Identifying 18-inch Turbo wheels
(Technologiewheels / hollowspoke wheels)
with the dimensions9J x 18 RO 52 and
10J x 18 RO 65 (RO = Rim Offset)is only
possible when the wheels are disassembled.

Markingson the inner side O

~ the

18-inch

wheels

with

the

sizes

identify
9J

x

18

RO 52 and IOJ x 18 RO 6 .
The sizes together with the rim offset (RO)and
spare part number are marked with A or B.
The correct version for the model is marked
with an X which is struck intq the "A" or "B"
boxes provided.

These wheels can also be fitted on the 911
Carrera (993) and the Boxster. Refer to
the Technical Information,Group4, Wheels
and lyres overview,for the respective
wheel alignment.

W

The basic difference betweenTurbo wheels
(Technologiewheels/ hollowspoke wheels)
and Turbo Look wheels (TurbolookDesign
wheels) is their valves:

Turbowheel:

Turbo

wheels

9Jx18-ET52
"B"
10Jx18-ET65
"A"

"A" 1"8"
I X1

)))

screwed-in
steelvalve

TurboLookwheel: rubbervalve
993.362.138.00"B"
993.362.140.01"A"

Figure shows model "B",

448_98

Marking "A"

18-inchTurbowheel:10 J xl18 -RO 65
SparePartNo. 993 362 14001.
Marking "B"
IS-inch Turbo wheel: 9 J x 18 -RO 52
Spare Part No. 993362 13$ 00.

1 -screwed-in steel valve
2 -rubber valve

44
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Tyre failure/tyre

sealant -GT3

Note

Repair procedure

-The
911 GT3 is supplied with a tyre repair
kit. A spare wheel is not available.The tyre
repair kit (Tire Mobility System),a
compressor and a pressure tester are
located in the luggage compartment
(position analogousto spare wheel 996 C4)

1. Takeout sealantbottlea~dcompressor.
Shakesealantbottlewell.j

It is essential to observe the safety and
operating instructions on the sealant
bottle and on the compressor.
Sealingthe tyre with the tyre repair kit
is only an emergency repair. Even if the
tyre is sealed, it may only be used for short
journeys in the event of an emergencyand
must be replaced by a professional
workshop immediately.
Avoid sharp accelerationand high speed
on bends. The highest permissiblespeed
is 80 km/h.

2. Screwthe accompanYing
filler hoseonto
l

the bottle. The foil on the closure cap is

automatically
punctured.
3. Removethe valve cap fr ~m the tyre valve
and unscrewthe valve in ert with the
accompanyingvalue inse driver and set
it aside on a clean surfac .
4. Removethe sealing plug ~romthe filler
hose, push the hose ontq the tyre valve.

l

5. Hold the both with its ba e upwardsand
empty the entire content of the bottle into
the tyre. Then remove th hose and screw
the valve insert tightly int the tyre valve again.
6. Screw the filler hose Of~
the

lyre

valve,

insert

the

e
lug

compressor
into

onto
the

cigarette lighter. Pump re to 2.0 -2.5 bar
(read off pressure on pre sure gauge).
Do not operate the compressor

for

longer than 6 minutes! Danger of
overheating!

!

If this air pressure canno be reached,drive
approx. 10 metres forwa d or backwardwith
the vehicle,so that the s alant can distribute
itself in the lyre. Repeat umping procedure.
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Note

If the required air pressure still cannot be
reached,the tyre is too badly damaged. In this
case, Tirefit cannot provide the required sealing,
7. Affix the accompanyingsticker in the driver's
field of view.
8. Continuethe journey immediatelywith care
at max. 80 km/h.
9. Check the tyre pressure after driving for
10 minutes (use service station or pressure
gauge of the compressor).
Note

If the tyre pressure has fallen to below 1.3 bar,
do not travel any further. It is not possible to
seal the tyre with Tirefit since the tyre is too
badly damaged. Danger of accident! If more
than 1.3 bar is measured, adjust the air
pressure to the correct value again if necessary
(see sticker in the filler flap) and continuethe
.journey as far as the next workshop.

44
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Wheels, tires, suspension alignment

Tyre mounting for critical wheels/tyre pairs

Note

II

The mounting machine described here is particularlysuitablefor difficult tyre constellations.All parts in
contact with the wheel and the tyres are made of plastic. No large point load for wh~el and tyres.
Tools

434_99

Item

Special tool

Explanation

A Holding-downdevice

9539

To hold down the tyre bead

B Assemblyaid

Commerciallyavailable;
refer to Workshop

As protection f~r the rim flange

Designation

I

EquipmentManual,

Chapter2.5

c

Adhesive weight remover

D Mountinglever

Commerciallyavailable
Commerciallyavailable

44 Tyre mounting for critical wheelsjtyre pairs
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Notes on removing/mounting tyres
Use "TIPTOP Universal"tyre paste, order
No. 593 0601 or "Contifix"for fitting.

The rubber valves must alwaY$be replaced,
Steel valves-for IS-inch Tur 0 wheels-do
not usuallyneed to be replace when a tyre
change is necessary.The ste I valves
should, however,be replaced fter every
second tyre change or after 3 years at the
latest.

Ensure that no damage (scoring, soiling) is
caused to the assemblyhead of the fitting
machine during fitting. Such damage may
result in :paintdamage and pressure marks
on the rim flange.
Avoid slipping on the rim flange. Use rim
flange protection (assemblyaid B).

434_99

1 -Screwed-in steel valve
(on Turbo wheel)

Adhesivetape can be used to protect the
rim flang!ein individualcases, in order to
prevent any paint damage during fitting. The
mounting lever can also be covered with
adhesivetape in order to avoid damaging
the area around the spokes during removal.

44 -28
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,

2 -Rubber valve (on Turbo Look w~eel)

Check the wheel for damage.
Observethe runningdirection pr the inside
and outside of the tyre.
I

44 Tyre mounting for critical
9964427
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Removal
1. Clamp wheel,

5. Put the assemblyhead o~ the rim flange.
Positionthe assemblyaid.!The mountinglever
is pushed into the deep b~d underneaththe
first tyre bead, and then ~uided over the
assemblyshoe and pushe(jdown.

2. Whenpushing off the tyre, ensure that the
bead press-offtool is set to the exact inch
graduation. If this is not the case, the rim
flange may be damaged by the press-off

rollers.

Note

The mountinglever must be Ikept at a safe
distance from the rim. This ijrevents damage
(scratches, pressure marks)Ito the rim spokes,

~:»

,

1\

\ \.

"
435_99

3. The wheel must be turned anti-clockwisewhen
pressing the tyre off the rim. Otherwise,
excessiveforces occur on the fastening bolts
of the machinewhich can lead to bolt

436_99

6. Lift the tyre bead out of the rim bed by
turning the wheel to the right.

breakage.
The tyre beads can be pressed off at the
same time or individually.

7. Positionthe assemblyaid Ifor the second tyre
bead. Pull the tyre upwar~s and push it into
the rim bed underneathth~ second tyre bead
using the mounting lever. !
Make sure that the moun~nglever is guided
correctly (see Point 5).
Turn the wheel to the right and removethe

4. Before removing the tyre, coat the tyre bead
with mounting paste to facilitate removal.

tyre.

44 Tyre mounting for critical wheelsjtyre pairs
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Fitting
1. Free the wheel from the abraded rubber
particles and check for damage.

5. Guidethe tyre bead through th~ assembly
head. Fit the tyre bead in the ~eep bed by
turning the wheel to the right. I

2. A new rubber valve must always be fitted.
For wheels with steel valves (Turbo wheels),
the valves can be reused if they are not
damaged. The valves should, however,be
replaced after every second tyre change or
after 3 years at the latest.
Note
Do not use commerciallyavailablesteel valves.
The Porsche valves are shorter (dimensionX,
Figure46O_99). The Porsche version measures
43 mm.

437_99

6. At the start of the mountingP~ cess of the
second tyre bead, the mountin arm should
be positionedopposite to the alve. This
preventsdamage to the valve.

1

7. Press the second tyre bead o~o the wheel as
flat as possible and guide thro~gh the
assemblyhead.

460_99

3. Coat the wheel and lyre with lyre mounting
paste -TIP TOP Universal,order
No. 593 0601 or Contifix.
4. Place the tyre in the correct position on the
wheel.
Push in mounting arm and position on top of
the rim flange.

44 -30
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8. Insert first holding-downdevice and position
the second holding-downdevice offset by
90°- 120°. Fit tyre bead in deep bed by
turning to the right.

438_99

9. Fill tyre with compressed air.
At approx. 4.0 bar, the beads should pop over
the hump. Coat the tyre beadswith mounting
paste again if necessary so that they can pop
over easily and gently.

44 Tyre mounting for critical wheelsjtyre pairs
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Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

Important infonnation about ABS 5.3 and ABS/TC5.3

General

Differences between ABS 5.3 and
ABS/TC 5.3

The 911 Carrera (996) is fitted as standard
with an anti~ockbrake system (ABS5.3).
"Traction Control (TC)" is availableon
special request on the basis of ABS 5.3.
Traction Control (TC) is a combination of antislip control (ASR)and Automatic Brake
Differential(ABD).
TC is a further system for increasing

ABS 5.3 = 3-channelsystem
(diagram: see Page 45 -3).
ABS/TC 5.3 = 4-channelsystem
(diagram: see Page 45 -5).
The essential distinguishing

Number of brake lines at intermediatepiece
(No. 8/ Figure 181 -96):
ABS 5.3
=
3 brake lines
ABS/TC 5.3 =
4 brake lines

ABS 5.3 is optimized with regard to installed
volume and weight compared with the ABS 5.
Control module (No.1), hydraulic unit (No.7),
pump-motor relay and valve relay (No.2) of ABS
5.3 and ABS/TC 5.3 form a unit that is located
next to the brake master cylinder.

TC OFFswitch for switching driving stability
control on and off is not availableon vehicles
with Solo ABS (ABS5.3).
TC (ASR/ABD) warning light and
TC (ASR/ABD) function light
(informationlight) in vehicleswith ABSjTC.
These lights light up when the ignition is
switched on (lamp check).
In vehicles with ABS 5.3 (Solo ABS)these
lights are not fitted in the instrumentcluster.
A figure showing the warning lights and the
function light is shown on Page 45-6.

1

a.
2

between

ABS and ABS/fC are:

driving safety.

7

features

0

181 -98

Diagnosis and system checks on both
systems are carried out with the Porsche
System Tester

2.

45 Important information about ABS 5.3 and ABS/TC 5.3
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ABS 5.3 (3-channel system) system description

ABS operation

The ABS control module receives a signal from
the brake~ightswitch and the AC voltage signals
from the four speed sensors. These signalsare
converted into digital wheel-speedsignals independently of each other by two microprocessors. The wheel slip (approximatelyproportional
to the computed vehicle reference speed)is formed from these wheel-speedsignals.

In addition,whenevera journey is begun and a
speed of 6 km/h is exceeded,a test
programme is started. The solenoid valves and
the pump motor are electricallyactuated and
checked. If a fault is detected, the control
module switches the ABS function off, the ABS
warning light is switched on and tlIe fault is

If vehicle deceleration and excess slip at a
wheel are detected, the pressure-holdingphase
is initiated,i.e. the inlet valve for the relevant
wheel is closed to prevent a further increase in
pressure. If in spite of the pressure being held
constantthe wheel tends to continue to lock up,
the pressure in the wheel cylinder is reduced.
For this purpose,the outlet valve is opened and
the brake fluid is pumped back to the brake
master cylinder via the return pump (pressurereduction phase)until the wheel turns again.
Then,dependingon the control cycle, further
appropriate cycles are initiated.

Functionof the individualcomponentson Page
45 -7.

stored.

This function and the input signals are continuouslymonitored. If a fault is detected, the
control module switches the ABS function off..
switcheson the ABS warning light and stores
the fault in a non-volatilememory in the control
module.

45 -2
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Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

Diagram: ABS 5.3 (3-channel system)

107 -97

1 -ABS control module *

7 -Brake light

2 -Brake unit (brake booster with
tandem brake master cylinder)

8 -Brake-light switch
9 -ABS warning light (yellow)

3 -ABS hydraulic unit * (3 hydraulic

A = Front-axlebraking circuit

outputs)

B = Rear-axle
brakingcircuit

4 -ABS speed sensors

5 -Instrument cluster
6 -Brake proportioning valve (Ix)
Control module, hydraulicunit, pump-motorrelay and valve relay form a unit, which is located next
to the brake master cylinder.

45 ABS 5.3 (3-channel system) system description
Printed in Germany, 1997
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ABS / TC 5.3 (4-channel system) system description

45
Note

Switching off driving-stability control*

Traction Control (TC)represents an extension of
the ABS system and is a combination of anti-slip
control (ASR)and Automatic Brake Differential

Pressthe "TC OFF"logo of the rocker switch.*

(ABD),
TC prevents spinning of the drive wheels when
moving off and accelerating. Driving stability and
traction are improved over the entire speed
range.
Traction Control (TC)is ready for operation whenever the engine is started.
The TC information light in the instrument panel
lights up during a control proces.s and warns
that the driving

Driving-stabilitycontrol cannot be switched off
during a TC control process (info~mationlight
on).
One-sided wheel spin on the drive axle is
further prevented by brake control up to a
speed of 100 km/h.
Driving stability is not monitored, since the drive
wheels can spin at the same rpm (slip).
When driving-stabilitycontrol is off, the TC warning light in the instrumentpanel and the indicator light in the rocker switch are lit.

style must be adapted to

Function

It can be advantageousto switch off drivingstability control:
-on a loose surface and in deep snow
-when 'rocking" the vehicle free
-when using snow chains.

Driving-stability control:
If Traction Control (TC)detects that a certain
speed difference between the wheels has been
exceeded (wheelspin), engine power is automat-

Switching driving-stability
back on*

icallyreduced.

Press the indicator light in the rocker switch.*

road conditions.

Brake control:
In addition to reducing the engine power (drivingstabilitycontrol), the TC (via the ABD)brakes the
drive wheel that is spinning.
Since this control requires the drive wheelsto
be individuallycontrolled, the ABS/TC system
is a 4-channel system.

control

Driving-stabilitycontrol cannot be switched on
again during a TC control process (information
light on).

Press the switch for at least 0.1 second. Then wait another 0.3 second until the routine has
been completed. Onlythen is driving stabilitycontrol switched off or on.
R

45
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Anti-Lock

Brake System (ABS)

Diagram: ABS I TC 5.3 (4-channel system)

108-97

1 -ABSjTC

control module *

7 -Brake light
8 -Brake-light switch

2 -Brake unit (brake booster with
tandem brake master cylinder)
3 -ABSjTC

9 -ABS
10 -TC

hydraulic unit *

warning
warning

light (yellow)
light (TC/yellow)

11 -TC function light (yellow;
green in some vehicles of the initial

(4 hydraulic outputs)

production run)
12 -DME contol module
13 -TC rocker switch (see Page 45 -6)
A = Front-axle braking circuit

4 -ABS speed sensors

5 -Instrument cluster

B = Rear-axle braking circuit
6 -Brake

proportioning valve (Ix)

Control module, hydraulic unit, pump-motorrelay and valve relay form a unit, which is located next
to the brake master cylinder.

45 ABS / TC 5.3 (4-channel system) system description
Printed in Germany, 1997
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911 Carrera (996)

Brake System (ABS)

Component arrangement lABS 5.3 and ABS/fC 5.3)
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Anti-Lock

Brake System (ABS)

Function of individual components

1. Control module (ABS 5.3 and ABS / TC 5.3)

Note

This unit processes incoming signalsand actuates the solenoid valves and/or the return pump
in the hydraulic unit when wheel slip is excessive
(see also System description).
If the ABS or ABSjTC switches off when
detecting a system fault, it actuates the warning
light and stores the fault in a non-volatile

The relays cannot be exchanged.
When replacementis necessary,the complete
hydraulic unit must be replaced.

3. Fuses
3a. A 50-Afuse in the current distributor
(Fl / arrow) protects the return pump and
the solenoidvalves.
The current distributor is located under the
instrumentpanel. The fastening points are
accessiblefrom the luggage-compartment
side.

memory.
Note

Control module and relay are not supplied individually. In the event of replacement,the complete hydraulic unit must be replaced.

3b. The 15-Afuse B 9 (fuse holder B / fuse
No.9) on the central electrical board
protects the control module's electrical supply
(ABSand ABSjTC).
The arrow points to fuse holder B (field 2).

2. Relay
The solenoid valve relay is actuated by the
control module (closes) as soon as the control
module receivesvoltage from the generator
(0+ / terminal 61).
As soon as the relay has closed (picked up),
battery + (terminal 30) is applied to the valve
coils of all solenoid valves of the hydraulicunit.

On vehicles with Traction Control (TC),the
15-Afuse B 2/1 (fuse holder B / fuse
No.1) on the central electrical board
protects the supplyto the "TC OFF"rocker
switch (switch for switching driving-stability
control on and off).

If the ABS or the TC (ABD)begins controlling,
the control module applies negative potential to
the appropriate valve coil of the valve to be controlled at the appropriate wheel.

4. Speed sensors
The return pump relay is actuated (with a
negative potential) by the control module if
required, and closes.
As soon as the relay has closed / picked up,
battery + (terminal 30) is applied to the return
pump, which then runs.

45 Function

of individual

Printed in Germany, 1997

The speed sensors provide wheel speed information (speed information of each wheel)to the
control module. These speed sensors operate
according to the inductiveprinciple, in which
sinusoidalalternatingvoltages are generated in
accordance with the number of teeth on a pulse
wheel and at a frequency that is a measure of
the wheel speed.

components

45 -7
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5. Warning and information lights

6. TC (OFF) rocker switch with light
For switching

Note

driving-stability

control

on

and off.

B = TC information light (see Page 45 -6)
A = TC warning light (see Page 45 -6)
G = ABS warning fight (see Page 45 -6)

Information

911 Carrera (996)

The rocker switch has one contact for switching
off and another for switching on.

To switch off, press the NTCOFF"logo on the
rocker switch. This applies a positive voltage to
the control module while the switch is operated.
This causes driving-stabilitycontrol to be
switched off.
Driving-stabilitycontrol cannot be switched off
during a TC control process (information light
on).

light for TC (B)

-Lights
for a lamp check when ignition is
switched on
Indicates control process (even when drivingstability control is switched off).

When driving-stabilitycontrol is off, the TC warning light in the instrumentpanel and the indicator light in the rocker switch are lit.

Warning light for TC (A)

-Lights
in combinationwith the indicator light
in the rocker switch (TC OFF)for a lamp
check when the ignition is switched on.

To switch driving-stabilitycontrol on, press the
indicator light in the rocker switch. This applies
a positive voltage to the control module while
the switch is operated. This causes drivingstability control to be switched on.
Driving-stabilitycontrol cannot be switched back
on during a TC control process (information light
on).

In combinationwith the indicator light
in the rocker switch, indicates that drivingstability control is off
Indicates defect: TC is out of order
Lights together with the ABS warning light if
there is an ABS fault.

Driving-stabilitycontrol is ready for operation,
i.e. is switched on automatically,wheneverthe
engine is started.

Warning light for ABS (G)

-Lights
for a lamp check when ignition is
switched on

System description on Page 45-4

If the ASS warning light lights up with the
engine running, the ASS has switched oft
due to a fault.

45 Function of individual components
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Anti-lock Brake System (ADS)

7. Hydraulic unit
The hydraulic unit essentiallyconsists of fastswitching electromagneticvalves and a return
pump. Regardless of the pressure in the brake
master cylinderI the hydraulic unit can change
the fluid pressure to the wheel brake cylinders
(holdingor reducing pressure). Increasingthe
pressure above that of the brake master
cylinder is not possible, however.

The ABS 5.3 hydraulic
three hydraulic

unit has

outputs (3-channel

system)

and six electromagnetic valves(three inlet and
three outlet valves),

The ABS / TC 5.3 hydraulic unit has four
hydraulic outputs (4-channel system) and
ten electromagnetic valves (four inlet valves /
four outlet valves, one switch-overvalve and one
intake valve).
The intake and switch-overvalves are required
so that the return pump can perform two tasks:
I. Return flow to the brake master cylinder
(pressure reduction)for ABS control.
II. Supply(pressure increase)to the right or
left rear-wheelbrake cylinder for
TC control (ABD control).
In the case of ABS control at the rear axle,
the solenoid valves for both rear wheels are
actuated in parallel (joint control as in Solo ABS
control (3-channelsystem)).

45 Function of individual components
Printed in Germany, 1997
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ABS check with Porsche System Tester 2

Important

instructions

2. If there is a fault indicationduring operation
(whenno assemblywork was carried out
beforehand),diagnosis and troubleshooting
are also carried out with the Porsche
System Tester 2.
To do this, select the ABS or ABS/TC system
and read out the fault memory there.
The fault can then be localized using the
appropriate menus (Drive links/Actual values).

for ABS and ABS/TC

1. If work has been done on the hydraulic unit
No.7, the speed sensors and the cable harness or if the hydraulic unit is replaced, a
system check (functional check) must be
performed with the Porsche System Tester
2. This is the case, for example,after accident repairs. This prevents any confusion of
electrical or hydraulic lines and ensuresfaultless operation of the system.
If certain brake lines are replaced, e.g. at the
intermediate piece in the front~eftwheel
housing(No.8), a system check also must
be performed. The hydraulic allocationcould
be incorrect in spite of the different threads
(M12 x 1 and M 10 x I), due to unintentional
bending of the brake lines.

"..

1

~

""
"

7

2
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45 ABS check with Porsche System Tester 2
Printed in Germany. 1997
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Anti-Lock

Brake System (ADS)

Removing and installing front speed sen:sors

Removal

Installation

1. With ignition switched off, open the combi-

1. Coat speed sensor and ~e bore in the wheel
carrier with Molykote Longterm 2.

nation plug connection at the spring strut and

I

pull out the plug for the speed sensor.

Note
2. Loosen fastening screw (hexagonsocket head
bolt) and remove the speed sensor.

There is no a-ring between speed sensor and
wheel carrier.
The speed sensors at front ,andrear axlesare
the same.

2. Withoutusing excessiveforce, insert speed
sensor into wheel carrier and tighten the
hexagon socket head bolt to 10 Nm (7.5 ftlb.

3. If the speed sensor has been removed or
replaced due to an ABS fault or Traction
Contolfault, or because of accident repairs, a
functionalcheck should be carried out with the
Porsche System Tester 2 -via the Actua
Valuesmenu, Speedsubmenu.

357/1 -45

Important

notes

Before installation,ensure that there are no metal chips at the magnetic edge of the speed sensor.
The gap between speed sensor and
pulse wheel is determined by the design and cannot be adjusted.

45 11 19 Removing and installing front speed sensors
Printed in Germany, 1997
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Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

Removing and installing rear speed sern;ors

Removal

Installation

1. With ignition switched off, open the combination plug connection at the spring strut and
pull out the plug for the speed sensor.

1. Coat speed sensor and the bore in the wheel
carrier with Molykote Longterm 2.
Note

2. Loosen fastening screw (hexagon socket head
bolt) and remove the speed sensor.

!

There is no a-ring between!speed sensor and
wheel carrier.
The speed sensors at front and rear axles are
the same.

2. Insert speed sensor into wheel carrier without
using excessiveforce and tighten the hexagon
socket head bolt to 10 Nm (7.5 ftlb.).

3. If the speed sensor has been removed or
replaced due to an ABS fault or Traction
Contol fault, or because of accident repairs, a
functionalcheck should li>ecarriedd out with
the Porsche System Tester 2 -via the Actual
Valuesmenu, Speed submenu.

61.97

Important notes
Before installation,ensure that there are no metal chips at the magnetic edge of the speed sensor.
The gap between speed sensor and
pulse wheel is determined by the design and cannot be adjusted.

45 15 19 Removing and installing rear speed sensors
Printed in Germany, 1997
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Brakes -Brake

mechanics

Tightening torques for mechanical brake

Brake caliper* on front
and rear axles

M12 x 1.5

85 (63)*

Brake disc on wheel hub
(front and rear axles)

M6

10(7.5)

Brake cover plate on
front and rear axles

M6

10 (7.5)

Speed sensor on front
and rear axles

M6

10 (7.5)

Brake unit on body
(aluminiuminterm. part)

M8

23 (17)

M8

23 (17)

M8

23 (17)

on body

M6

10 (7.5)

Hydraulicuniton holder

M8

12 (9.0)

Booster pump for PSM on holder

M6

7 (5.0)

Booster pump for PSM on
body at front

M6

4 (3.0)

Wheelon wheel hub

M14x 1.5

Brake unit support

on body
Parking brake console
on body
Bracket for hydraulic unit

130* * (96**)

Replacethe brake caliperfasteningscrewson the front and rear axleseverytime they are removed.
Thinlygrease thread, shank and under head (between screw head bearing surface and spherical
cap ring) of the wheel bolts with OptimolyTA (aluminiumpaste). Do not grease bearing surface
of the sphericalcap facing the wheel.If heavilycontaminated,clean bolts first with a lint-freecloth.
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Brakes -Brake

mechanics

Technical data

Designation

Notes, dimensions

Operating brake

Hydraulic dual-circuitbrake system with front
axle-rearaxle brake circuit distribution. Vacuum
brake booster, internallyventilated and perforated brake
discs with four-pistonmonobloc fixed caliper at front
and rear axles. ABS as standard, optionallywith traction
control (TC).*

(foot brake)

Brake booster (vacuum)

13

Wear limit

10 inches

Boost factor

3.85

Brake master cylinder

~ front
~ rear
travel

23.81 mm
23.81 mm
18/18 mm

Brake booster* *
Switching pressure reduction factor

55 bar -0.46

Identification

5/55

Brakediscs

fafront

318 mm

fa rear

299 mm

~ front

~ rear

261.8 mm
247.4 mm

front

2 x 40 + 2 x 36 mm

rear

2 x 30 + 2 x 28 mm

front

254 cm2

rear

196 cm2

Effectivebrakedisc

Piston~ in brakecaliper

Brakepad area

Total brake pad area

450 cm2

Description, Traction Control (TC)in RepairGroup45
Vehicles with ABS and vehicleswith ABS/TC = 1 brake proportioningvalve

Technical data
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Brakedisc thicknessnew

911 Carrera (996)

Notes, dimensions

Wear limit

front

approx. 12.0 mm

rear

approx. 10.5 mm

2mm
2 mm

front
rear

28mm
24mm

front

26.6 mm
22.6 mm

Designation
Pad thickness

mechanics

Brake discs
Mininimumthickness * after
machining

rear
Thicknesstolerance of
the brake disc, max.

0.02 mm

Lateral runout
of the brake disc, max.

0.03 mm

Lateral runout
of the wheel hub, max.

0.03 mm

Lateral runout of the brake disc
when installed,max.

0,06 mm

Peak-to-valleysurface roughness
of the brake disc after machining,max.

0.006 mm

26.0 mm
22.0 mm

Pushrod play
(measured at the brake
pedal plate)

approx. 1 mm

Parking brake (hand brake)

Drum brake acting mechanicallyon both
rear wheels

Parking brake drum 0'

180 mm

Brake shoe width

25 mm

Brakeliningthickness

4.5 mm

181 mm

2 mm

Thebrakedisc maybe reworkedonlysymmetrically,
i.e. from bothsidesevenly.

46 -4
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Designation

Notes, dimensions

Operating brake
(foot brake)

Hydraulic dual-circuitbrake system with front
axle-rearaxle brake circuit distribution. Vacuum
brake booster, internallyventilated and perforated brake
discs with four-pistonmonobloc fixed caliper at front
and rear axles.
The brake calipers are painted red for visual differentiation
ABS 5.3 without Traction Control (3-channelsystem).

Brake booster

0'

10 inches Boost factor
3.15 (markedwith cup 3.15)

Brake master

.13front

cylinder

.13rear

25.4 mm
25.4 mm
18/18 mm

(vacuum)

travel

Brake proportioning

Wear limit

without

valve

Brake discs

Effective brake disc

" front

330 mm

" rear

330 mm

f3front

267.8 mm

f3rear

271.2 mm

Piston 0 in brake

front

caliper

rear

2 x 44 + 2 x 36 mm
2 x 30 + 2 x 28 mm

Brake pad area

front

314 cm2

rear

254 cm2

Total brake pad area

46

568 cm2

46-4a
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Designation
Pad thickness

Brake disc thickness new

Notes, dimensions

Wear limit

front

approx. 12.0 mm

2 mm

rear

approx. 12.0 mm

2mm

front

34mm
28 mm

rear
Brake discs minimumthickness

911 Carrera (996)

mechanics

front

32.0 mm
26.0 mm

rear
Thicknesstolerance of
the brake disc, max.

0.02 mm

Lateral runout
of the brake disc, max.

0.03 mm

Lateral runout
of the wheel hub, max.

0.03 mm

Lateral runout of the brake disc
when installed,max.

0.06 mm

Peak-to-valleysurface roughness
of the brake disc after machining,max.

0.006 mm

Pushrod play
(measured at the brakepedal plate)

approx. 1 mm

Parking brake (hand brake)

Drum brake acting mechanicallyon both
rear wheels

Parking brake drum ~

180 mm

Brake shoe width

25 mm

Brake lining thickness

4.5 mm

46
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181 mm

2 mm
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Checking the thickness of the disc brake pads

Note
The brake pads must be replaced (both sets
of pads per axle) if the brake pad warning indicator lights up, but no later than when there is a residual pad thickness of 2 mm.
If brake pad wear is indicated by the warning
light, the warning contact (sender includingwire
and plug connection)must also be replaced. Replacing the warning contact can be avoided by
replacing the brake pads no later than when the
pad thickness is 2.5 mm. Warning contacts with
a worn wire core must be replaced. HoweverI if
only the plastic part of the warning contact is
worn, replacementis not necessary.

I~:ml
0

1.

171

II
~

1. To check the brake pads, remove the wheels.
22 -96

2. Visuallyinspect the brake pads for wear.
The wear limit is reached when the pad has a residual thickness of 2 mm.
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Removing and installing the front disc brake pads

Note

Removal

It is essential to observe the following points
when changing brake pads:

-Remove the retainer (arrow)and extract the
retainer pin inwards.

Use brake pads of the correct quality(in
accordance with spare parts catalogue),
Replace vibration dampers each time the
pads are changed.

21_96

181_97

The vibration

dampers (damper plates with

Pull out the warning contact wire on the
brake caliper and remove the warning
contacts from the brake pad plates.

integrated compensating masses) have an
adhesive protective film. The protective film

Note

must be pulled off before installation.

Replacewarning contacts if the core of the wire
is worn or worn through. The warning contact
can continueto be used if there are only scrape
marks on the plastic part of the warning contact.

The pad backing plates (rear side of the
brake pads) must not be greased.

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
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Removebrake pads with a brake pad puller.
It is essential to observe the following notes:

911 Carrera (996)

mechanics

Fit new expanding spring, new retaining pin
and new retainer

(safety bracket)

These parts are available

Pull out brake pads together with the vibration
dampers. If this is not possible (dependingon
wear of the brake pads), use a spatula to
detach the vibration dampers from the brake
pad plate before removing the pads. In both
cases, first set back the brake pads as far as
possible with the piston resetting fixture. If
necessary,first remove some brake fluid by
suction from the brake fluid reservoir.

set and must be "renewed"

(arrow).

as a repair
each time

the pads are changed.

Installation

-Before
installation of the brake pads, check
the wear of the brake discs. For minimum
thickness of the brake discs, see Technical
data in Repair Group46.
If necessary, turn back the piston to its
original position using the resetting fixture.
Fit new vibration dampers in the pistons.
Remove protective film from the vibration
dampers before installation.

Insert the brake pads. Ensure correct
brake pad quality.

21_96

Insertthe warning contact wire and warning
contacts.
Firmly press the brake pedal several times
with the vehicle stationary so that the brake
pads assumetheir fit in accordancewith the

operatingstate.

Note
The brake pad quality on the front and

Next, check and, if necessary, correct the
brake fluid level.

rear axles is identical.
The pad backing

plates (rear side of the

brake pads) must not be greased.

Bedding in the brake pads

New brake pads require a bedding~nperiod of
approx. 200 km. Not until then do they achieve
their best friction and wear coefficient. During
this period, the brakes should be subjected to
full stress when travelling at high speed only in
emergencies.
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Removing and installing the rear disc brake pads

Note

Removal

It is essentialto observe the following points
when changing brake pads:

-Remove the retainer (arrow)and extract the
retainer pin inwards.

Use brake pads of the correct quality (in
accordance with spare parts catalogue),

Replace vibration dampers each time
the pads are changed.

~

/'

21_96

303_97

The damper plates have an adhesive
protective film.
The protective
before

film must be pulled off

installation.

The pad backing plates (rear side of the
brake pads) must not be greased.

Pull out the warning contact wire on the
brake caliper and remove the warning
contacts from the brake pad plates.
Note
Replacewarning contacts if the core of the wire
is worn or worn through. The warning contact
can continueto be used if there are only scrape
marks on the plastic part of the warning contact.
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Remove brake pads with a brake pad puller.
It is essential to observe the following notes:

911 Carrera (996)

mechanics

Fit new expanding spring, new retaining pin
and new retainer

(safety bracket) (arrow).

These parts are available
Pullout brake pads together with the

set and must be "renewed"

damper

the pads are changed.

plates. If this is not possible

as a repair
each time

(depending on wear of the brake pads), use
a spatula to detach the damper plates from
the brake pad plate before removing the

pads.
In both cases, first set back the brake
pads as far as possible with the piston
resetting

fixture.

If necessary, first remove

some brake fluid by suction from the brake
fluid reservoir.

Installation

-Before
installation of the brake pads, check
the wear of the brake discs. For minimum
thickness of the brake discs, see Technical
data in Repair Group46.
21_96

If necessary I press the piston back to its
original position using the resetting fixture,
Fit new damper

Insertthe warning contact wire and warning
contacts.

plates in the pistons.

Remove protective

film from the damper

plates before installation.

Insert the brake pads. Ensure correct
brake pad quality.
Note

Firmlypress the brake pedal several times
with the vehicle stationary so that the brake
pads assumetheir fit in accordancewith the

operatingstate.
Next, check and, if necessary, correct the
brake fluid level.

The brake pad quality on the front and
rear axles is identical. The pad backing
plates (rear side of the brake pads) must

not be greased.

Bedding in the brake pads

New brake pads require a bedding~nperiod of
approx. 200 km. Not until then do they achieve
their best friction and wear coefficient. During
this period, the brakes should be subjected to
full stress when travelling at high speed only in
emergencies.
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Adjusting the brake pushrod

The brake pedal has no stop. Since,when the
brake pushrod is correctly set, the brake pedal
has no support possibilityin its original position,
the permanently set free play in the brake unit is
guaranteed.As a result a pushrod play of approx. 1 mm is noticeable by manualactuation
on the pedal plate of the brake pedal.

The brake pushrod is correctly set if the
dimension X is 45 + 5 mm.
Perform measurementbetweenthe center of
the brake pedal plate and the accelerator.

Adjustingthe pushrod length changesthe pos~
tion of the brake pedal. To do this, undo the
lock nut and turn the pushrod accordingly at the
hexagon (arrow).

327 -96

Note
Check adjustmentof the brake light switch if
brake pushrod is adjusted.

266

-96

46 -11
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Checking brake light switch setting

Brake light switch setting

Checking brake light switch setting

(No.1)
The switch travel of the brake light switch is
designed so that the brake light lights up before
braking pressure builds up. The switches are
self-adjusting and are mounted in a bayonett
lock in the pedal block by turning them through
90°. By way of its self-adjustment function,
the switch compensatesfor the tolerancesin
the pedals during initial assembly. However,if
the switch is "overpressed" during work on the
pedals or on the brake unit, the switch travel or
pedal travel up to the switching point is lost.

The pedal must move a perceptible distance of
approx. 5 to 10 mm before the brake light
lights up.
At the sametime, check (make sure) that the
brake light lights up before the pedal meets
perceptible resistance or before brake pressure
builds up.

The consequence: The brake lights are always
on or flicker when travelling over bumps. In
vehicleswith cruise control, the cruise control
can be deactivated as a result of vehicle
vibrations under certain circumstances.
Therefore,the switches must be readjusted
after any work in which the brake pedal is
moved out of its "normal"position (for example,
work on the pedals or on the brake unit).
620/1-96

Adjusting switch if pedal travel is too
small
There are two possibilitiesto adjust the switch if
the pedal travel to the switching point is too
small.
1st possibility:
Press the brake pedal and pull out the
switch plunger.
Releasethe pedal. Check adjustment.

46

Checking brake light switch setting

46 -13
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2nd possibility:
Releaseswitch by turning it 900 and pull it
out of the installation opening.

Pull operating plunger out of the switch as
far as it will go.
Reinstallthe switch.
When installingthe switch for the first time, it
is essential to press it vertically againstthe
bearing surface. It will otherwise not be possible to lock the switch (900turn), even if
great force is exerted.
Note
A play-freefit of the switch is no longer ensured
after it has been installed and removed several
times. The switch must be replaced by a new
switch as soon as it perceptibly "wobbles"in its
receiver.

Adjusting switch if pedal travel is too

large
Press pedal and press plunger into the switch
by one notch (audibleclick).
The pedal travel to the switching point then decreases by approx. 3... 4 mm.
Then check setting again.

46 -14
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Checking brake light switch setting
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Adjusting the parking brake shoes

Includes: Adjusting the parking
and parking brake cables

brake shoes

Checking the free play of the parking brake
lever
The parking brake has asbestos-freebrake linings. The parking brake with asbestos-free
brake linings must never be adjusted in such a
way that the lining must "grind down"during operation.
The parking brake must be adjusted if the
parking brake lever can be pulled up by more
than 4 teeth with medium force application
without a braking effect being apparent.

Adjusting

the parking

brake

1. Removethe rear wheels.
2. Releasethe parking brake lever and push
back the brake pads of the rear axle until the
brake disc can be turned freely.
3. Undo the adjustmentnuts on the turnbuckle
(arrow)until the cables are without pretension.

18-96

4. With a screwdriver, adjust the adjustmentfixture through a threaded wheel bolt hole until
the wheel can no longer be turned. Next, turn
back the adjustmentfixture through 5 notches
again (release approx. 3 notches until the
wheel can be turned freely, then release
another 2 notches).
Repeatthe procedure on the other wheel.

_/

--~

-l
Note
To make the turnbuckle accessible,open the
cover of the tray behind the parking brake lever
and remove the rubber inlay and also the insert.

~~
"""" " '
'.

.".~

.
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\"~L

--~~)~'
58 -97
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911 Carrera (996)

5. Pull up the parking brake lever by 2 teeth and
turn the adjustment nut of the turnbuckle until
both wheels can be turned manuallywith difficulty.

6. Releasethe parkingbrakeleverandcheck
whetherbothwheelscan be turnedfreely.

46 -16

46 83 16

Adjusting the parking

brake shoes
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Removingand installing the front brake disc

Removal

Installation

1. Remove front wheel.

1. Check that all parts are in perfect condition
and replace them if necessary.

Open the plug connection on the wheel carrier
(arrow) and pull out the plug for the brake pad
wear indicator. Unclip the electrical wire on
the spring strut.

2. Cleanthe levelling and centering surfaceson
the brake disc and wheel hub. Then apply a
very thin coat of OptimolyTA to the centering
surface on the wheel hub.
3. Fit the brake disc,
Note
Do not confuse right and left brake discs during
assembly.
Distinguishingcharacteristic: Involuteshape and
spare part number (SPNo.).
The flat surface of the brake discs is marked
with R = right or L = left (Figure140_99).
Spare part on left-hand side

364_1_96

2. Undo the holder for the brake hosejbrake line
on the wheel carrier.
Undo the brake caliper on the wheel carrier
and place or secure it in a suitableplace.
(Do not open the brake hydraulics.)

third group number

is odd

Spare part on right-handside third group number is even
Example:
SP No. Left brake disc:

3. Take off the brake disc after removingthe
countersunk screws. If a stuck brake disc
cannot be removed by gentle tapping with
a plastic hammer, evenly screw hexagon-head
bolts into the two M8 threads of the brake
disc, thereby pressing off the disc.

996.351..405..01
SP No. Rightbrake disc

996.351..4.06..01

Removing and installing the front brake disc

46 -17
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911 Carrera (996)

e

L = left brake disc

140_99

4. Fit the brake caliper.
Tighten the new screws of the brake caliper
with 85 Nm (63 ftlb.). Ensure that the brake
hose and brake line are in a perfect position.

Note
Replacethe brake caliper fastening screws after
each removal.
On the 911 GT3, the brake caliper fastening
screws on the front and rear axle are 5 mm
longer than on the 911 Carrera (996).
The screws are also different colours.
911 GT3
= red (77 mm long)
911 Carrera (996) = silver (72 mm long).

46 50 19

Removing and installing the front brake disc
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Removing and installing the rear brake disc

Removal
1. Remove the rear wheel.
Open the plug connection on the wheel carrier
and pull out the plug for the brake pad wear
indicator.

2. With a screwdriver,turn the adjustmentdevice
towards "release"through a wheel bolt
threaded hole.

~...'
"

, " , "
, "

,...,,~
.

.. '3

/

~~\'

4. Take off the brake disc after removingthe
countersunkscrews (arrows). If a stuck brake
disc cannot be removed by gentle tapping
with a plastic hammer, evenly screw hexagonhead bolts into the two M8 threads of the
brake disc, thereby pressing off the disc.

~I
~
\.
\

((()
)

59_97

58_97

3. Removethe brake caliper from the wheel
carrier and suspend it in the wheel arch
(do not open brake hydraulics).
First, pull out the electrical wires on the brake
caliper holder and the brake pad wear wire on
the wheel carrier holder.

4653

19

Installation
1. Cleanthe levellingand centering surfaceson
the brake disc and wheel hub. Then, apply a
very thin coat of OptimolyTA to the centering
surface on the wheel hub.

Removing and installing the rear brake disc

46 -19
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2. Fit the brake disc (right and left brake discs
are the same part / exception GT3).
Notes only for 911 GT3

Do not confuse right and left brake discs during
assembly.
Distinguishingcharacteristic: Involuteshape and
spare part number (SP No.).
The flat surface of the brake discs is marked
with R = right or L = left.
Spare part on left-hand side -

mechanics

911 Carrera (996)

3. Adjustthe parking brake shoes and the
parking brake cables (Page 46 -15).
Fit the brake caliper. Tightenthe new screws
of the brake caliper with 85 Nm (63 ftlb.).
Ensurethat the brake hose and brake line are
in a perfect position.
Note
Replacethe brake caliper fastening screws after

eachremoval.
On the 911 GT3, the brake caliper fastening
screws on the front and rear axle are 5 mm
longer than on the 911 Carrera(996).
The screws are also different colours.
911 GT3
= red (77 mm long)
911 Carrera (996) = silver (72 mm long).

third group number is odd
Spare part on right-hand side third group number is even

Example:

SPNo. Leftbrakedisc:
996.352..405..00
SP No. Right brake disc:

996.352..4.0.6.00

-911 GT3 brake disc
-L = left-handside

46 -20
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Removing and installing the rear brake disc
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Removing and installing the parking brake shoes

Note
The following illustrations show the right-hand
side of the vehicle.
Removal

1. Removethe rear wheel.
Openthe plug connectionon the wheel carrier
and pull out the plug for the brake pad wear
indicator.

3. Removethe brake caliper from the wheel
carrier and suspend it in the wheel arch
(do not open brake hydraulics),
First, pull out the electrical wires on the
brake caliper holder and the brake pad wear
wire on the wheel carrier holder.
4. Take off the brake disc after removing the
countersunk screws (arrows). If a stuck brake
disc cannot be removed by gentle tapping
with a plastic hammer, evenly screw hexagon-

2. With a screwdriver, turn the adjustment
device towards "release"through a wheel
bolt threaded hole.

head bolts into the two M8 threads of the
brake disc, thereby pressing off the disc.

/

l¥'
58_97

59_97
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5. Removecompression springs(No. 10),
adjusb-nentdevice (No.2) and return spring
(No.4). Removeparking brake shoes and
return spring (No.5).

mechanics

911 Carrera (996)

2. Installthe actuating lever (spreading lever)
(No. 12), brake shoes, return springs,
compressionsprings and adjustmentdevice.
The spreadinglever (No. 12) is a 1-part
assemblythat cannot be disassembled.
This assemblyconsists of part Nos. 6, 7
and8.
Note
The hook (the curved end of the spring) of
compressionspring (No. 10) must point upward
on the upper brake shoe and downward on the
lower brake shoe (arrows I Figure 79_97),
3. Again check to ensure that the parking brake
shoes, adjustment device, return springs,
compression springs and spreading lever are
positioned correctly, and adjust if necessary.
Note

Ensure that the hooks (curved spring ends)
of the compressionsprings (No. 10) correctly
clasp the wheel carrier A (if necessary,check
with the aid of a mirror).
Figure 586_97 shows the upper compression
spring.
79_97

Installation
1. Lightly grease the adjustment device (No.2),
pins (No. 8/No. 9.) on the actuating lever
(spreading lever) and the sliding surfaces
of the parking brake shoes.

586_97
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4. Cleanthe levelling and centering surfaces on
the brake disc and wheel hub. Then apply a
very thin coat of Optimoly TA to the centering
surface on the wheel hub.
5. Fit the brake disc (right and left brake discs
are the same part / exception GT3).
Notes only for 911 GT3
Do not confuse right and left brake discs during
assembly.
Distinguishing characteristic: Involute shape and
spare part number (SP No.).
The flat surface of the brake discs is marked
with R = right or L = left.
Spare part on left-hand side
third group number is odd
Spare part on right-hand side third group number is even

-911 GT3 brake disc
-L = left-hand side

139_99

6. Adjustthe parking brake shoes and the
parking brake cables (Page 46 -15).
Fit the brake caliper. Tighteningtorque of
the fastening screws: 85 Nm (63 ftlb.).
Ensurethat the brake hose and brake line
are in a perfect position.
Note

Example:

Replace the brake caliper fastening screws after
each removal.

SP No. Left brake disc

996.352..405.00

On the 911 GT3, the brake caliper fastening
screws on the front and rear axle are 5 mm

SP No. Right brake disc:

longer than on the 911 Carrera (996).

996.352..4.06.00

The screws are also differemt colours.
911 GT3
= red (77 mm long)
911 Carrera (996) = silver (72 mm long).

46 83 20

Removing

and installing

the parking

brake shoes
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Measuring the front brake disc lateral runout

Measuring the brake disc
thickness tolerance

Note

1. Precondition for measurement: No tilt play
at the wheel.

If necessary, provide the dial gauge holder with
the Ate conversion set, order No. 03.9314 5510.3/01

(longer clamping wing screw and,

possibly, also a bracket for the dial gauge).

2. Fit the adapter plate (special tool 9510/1)
to the wheel hub. Tightening torque of the
wheel bolts (fastening screws) 130 Nm

4. Secure the dial gauge with some preload,

(96 ftlb.).

Put the measuring tip against the largest
diameter of the braking surface.

'\

.'

I

--

1035-46-

60_97

3. Insert dial gauge holder,
e.g. Ate order No. 03.9314 -5500.3/01,
into the brake caliper, align it and secure it
by turning the clamping wing screw.
If the brake disc cannot be turned freely,
set the brake pads back a little.
Do not damage the expanding spring when
fitting the dial gauge holder.

5. Turn the brake disc and, when doing so, read
off the lateral runout at the dial gauge.
The permissible lateral runout of the installed
brake disc is max. 0.06 mm.
Note
Lateral runout of the removed
brake disc:
max. 0.03 mm.
Wheel hub lateral runout:
max. 0.03 mm.

46 50 04
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6. If the brake disc lateral runout exceeds
0.06 mm, remove the brake disc and check
the wheel hub lateral runout. First mark
the position with respect to the wheel hub.

7. Check the wheel hub lateral runout as
described below:
Measure1 x outside (arrow)and 1 x inside
(arrow) of the wheel bolt area (5-point
measuring procedure) on the front face
of the whee! hub. Fastenthe dial gauge using
a commerciallyavailableuniversaldial gauge
holder (refer to Workshop EquipmentManual
2.4, No. 147-1),

mechanics

911 Carrera (996)

8. Wheel hub lateral runout is too large:
Replacethe wheel hub.
Wheel hub lateral runout OK:
Cleanthe levellingand centring surfaces on
the brake disc and wheel hub. Next, apply
a thin coat of Optimoly TA to the centring
surface on the wheel hub.
Fastenbrake disc on the wheel hub in
a different position than before -radially
offset with respect to the wheel hub.
Repeatmeasurementwith fitted adapter plate
-special tool 9510j1.
If the lateral runout is still greater than
0.06 mm, replace the brake disc.
Note

Note
Do not damage the brake hoses or brake lines
during removal/installation of the brake caliper.

If the brake disc lateral runout was reduced
by radial offset of the brake disc with respect to
the wheel hub, one M 6 screw can be omitted
if two M 6 countersunkscrews were present.

The universal dial guage holder can also be
used to check the brake disc lateral runout.

Measuring the brake disc thickness
tolerance

,,~

Measurethe brake disc thickness deviation
within the braking surface at approx. 8 points
by using the micrometer. Thicknesstolerance of
the brake disc max. 0.02 mm
(newcondition: max. 0.01 mm).

~2:~=::::f~\~

357_96
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Measuring the rear brake disc lateral runout
Note

Measuring the brake disc
thickness tolerance

1. Preconditionfor measurement:No tilt play
at the wheel.

If necessary, provide the dial gauge holder with
the Ate conversion set, order No. 03.9314 5510.3/01

(longer clamping wing screw and,

possibly, also a bracket for the dial gauge).
2. Fit the adapter plate (special tool 9510/1)
to the wheel hub. Tightening torque of the

4. Secure the dial gauge with some preload. ositi-

wheel bolts (fastening screws) 130 Nm

on the measuring tip outside the perforation

(96 ftlb.).

on the largest diameter of the braking surface.

583_97

1035-46-

3. Insert dial gauge holder,

5. Turn the brake disc and, when doing so,

e.g. Ate order No. 03.9314 -5500.3/01,

read off the lateral runout at the dial gauge.

into the brake caliper, align it and secure it

The permissible lateral runout of the installed

by turning the clamping wing screw.

brake disc is max. 0.06 mm.

If the brake disc cannot be turned freely,
set the brake pads back a little.
Do not damage the expanding spring when
fitting the dial gauge holder.

Note
Lateral runout of the removed
brake disc:
Wheel hub lateral runout:

0.03 mm.max.
0.03 mm.

46 -27
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6. If the brake disc lateral runout exceeds
0.06 mm, remove the brake disc and check
the wheel hub lateral runout. First mark
the position with respect to the wheelhub.

7. Check the wheel hub lateral runout as
described below:
Measure1 x outside (arrow) and 1 x inside
(arrow) of the wheel bolt area (5-point
measuring procedure) on the front face
of the wheel hub.
Fastenthe dial gauge using a commercially
availableuniversaldial gauge holder (refer to
Workshop EquipmentManual2.4, No. 147-1).

911 Carrera (996)

mechanics

8. Wheel hub lateral

runout is too large:

Replacethe wheel hub.
Wheel hub lateral runout OK:

Cleanthe levellingand centring surfaces on
the brake disc and wheel hub. Next, apply
a thin coat of OptimolyTA to the centring
surface on the wheel hub.
Fastenbrake disc on the wheel hub in a
different position than before -radially offset
with respect to the wheel hub.
Repeatmeasurementwith fitted adapter plate
-special tool 9510jl.
If the lateral runout is still greater than
0.06 mm, replace the brake disc.
Note

Note

If the brake disc lateral runout was reduced by
radial offset of the brake disc with respect to
the wheel hub, one M 6 screw can be omitted
if two M 6 countersunkscrews were present.

The universaldial guage holder can also be
used to check the brake disc lateral runout.

Measuring the brake disc thickness
tolerance
Measurethe brake disc thickness within the
braking surface at approx. 8 points by using
the micrometer.
Thicknesstolerance of the brake disc max,
0,02 mm (newcondition: max. 0.01 mm).

582_97
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Removing and installing brake pedal

notes

The description below applies to left-handdrive
vehicles with manualtransmission or Tiptronic.
On Tiptronic vehicles, start removalwith No.7
(stop light switch/area B). Pedal bearing axle
(No. 13) is shorter becausethere is no clutch
pedal lever.
On right-handdrive vehicles,the clutch pedal
lever is located directly next to the brake
pedal (separated by the steering outer tube
in the case of left-handdrive vehicles).
Assembly/disassemblyfor right-handdrive
vehicles is similar to the procedure for
left-handdrive vehicles.
Before the start of disassemblywork on the
pedals,the clutch boost spring must be
fixed with a cotter pin (arrow at No.5) in
the case of vehicles with manualtransmission.
Important: secure the cotter pin (bend it over).

29_1_98
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Removingand installing brake pedal
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A = Clutch pedal area
B = Brake pedal area
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A = Clutch

Brakes -Brake

mechanics

pedal area

Note:
No. Designation
1

Switch

2

Retainingclip

3

Pin

4

Clamp

5

Boostspring
with bracket

5a

Boostspring

Qty.
1

Removal

Installation

Releaseby turning 90°, and
pull out of the installation
opening

Before installation,pull
operatingplungerout of the
switch as far as it will go
Replace if necessary

Replace

1

Secure boost spring with
cotter pin (arrow at No.5)
Insertthe cotter pin (.£3
3 mm)
into the assemblybore and
bend over ends.
Then undo the three
fasteningnuts of the bracket
(arrows)and removethe
boost spring together with
bracket and clutch pedal
lever (No.6)

2

Installthe assembly
consisting of bracket,
boost spring and clutch
pedal lever,
Ensure correct allocation
when replacingthe boost
spring,* *
Observe assemblyand
adjustmentspecification
for the bracket (assembly
instructionsunder
Installation,step 4)
Replace if necessary,
It is importantto note
instructions regarding
grease**

bearing

5b

Pin

6

Clutch pedal lever

1

Removetogether with
boost spring No.5
and bracket

6X

Bushings

2

Remainin the clutch
pedal lever

It is importantto note
instructionsregarding
grease**

Check,replace if
necessary.Lubricate.
Use specified grease*

* Lubricate the bushings of the clutch and brake pedals (6X and 14X)with "Optimol, Optitemp LG 2"
grease, Part No.: 000.043.203.37 (deliveryquantity: 80 g tube).
* *Please refer to Repair Group 30 -Service No. 30 Clutch boost spring: allocation and grease
specification. To see when lubrication of the boost spring bearing points is not permitted,
please also refer to the assemblyinstructionsfor installation,steps 3.1 and 3.2.
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B = Brake pedal area

No. Designation
7

Stop light switch

Note:
Qty.
1

Removal

Installation

Release by turning 90°, and

Adjust stop light switch

pull out of the installation

if necessary; refer to

opening

Repair Group 46 in the
passage describing
stop light adjustment

8

Return spring

1

Disengageat body

Fit a sleeve (protective
sheath) on return
springs without one

9

Threaded bushing

1

Tighten to

10 Nm (7.5 ftlb)

10

Pin

1

11

Lock nut

1

Tightento
20 Nm (15 ftlb.)

12

HexagonnutM8

1

Replace;tighten to
10 Nm (7.5 ftlb.)

13

Pedalbearingaxle

1

Unscrewat hexagon

Grease in area of the
bearing bushings 6X
and 14X, * and tighten
to 8 ...10 Nm
(6.0...7.5

14

Brakepedal

1

ftlb.)

Pullout; to do this, turn
the brake pedal and/or
push rod accordingly if
necessary

14X

Bushings

2

Remainin the brake pedal

Check,replace if
necessary.Lubricate.
Use specified grease*

* Lubricate the bushings of the clutch and brake pedals (fiX and 14X)with "Optimol,Optitemp LG 2"
grease, Part No.: 000.043.203.37 (deliveryquantity: 80 g tube). Any residues of the previous
grease need not be removed.
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Notes on removal and installation
Removal

&
I

Warning
Danger of injury and/or damage
during disassembly and assembly

4. Detachdiagnosticsocket.

.work!

The clutch boost spring can
become detached on its own.
> Before the start of disassembly
work in the area of the clutch
pedal lever in vehicles with manual
transmission(exception:clutch
pedal switch),the clutch boost
spring must be fixed with
a cotter pin (Figure478_98),

1. Disconnectbatterygroundcable.
12_96

2. Removedriver's seat (to facilitate work),

5. Detachrelaycarrier,unclipandlowerinto
the footwell.

3. Removeair duct(A).
Theair ductis pluggedin.

Note
Continue with Step 11 for Tiptronic vehicles.

86_98

~_1_97
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6. Releaseclutch pedal switch by turning it 900
and pull it out of the installationopening.
7. There is an assemblybore in the guide rod
for the clutch boost spring. Insert a 3 mm 0
cotter pin in this bore, and bend over the
ends (securing: refer to Figure478_98).

10. Undo fastening nuts from boost spring
bracket (arrows).
Requirement:
a cotter pin.

Boost spring secured with

Remove clutch pedal lever together with
boost spring and bracket.

8. Removepin betweenthe clutchpushrod
andclutchpedallever.
9. Removeretainer (1) on the pedal bearing axle.

478_98

11. Release stop light switch by turning it 900
and pull it out of the installation opening.

12. Disengagereturnspringfor brakepedal
at the body.
13. Removepin betweenthe brake push rod
and brake pedal.

48_98

14. Undo lock nut (2) for fastening the steering
outer tube C; refer to Fig. 48_98.
Undo hexagonnut (3). Unscrew(remove)
pedal bearing axle (4).
15. Pullout brakepedal. To do this, tum the brake
pedal and/or brake push rod accordingly.

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk

Installation

2. Fit brake pedal and stop light switch.

1. Inspect all bearing bushings X for clutch pedal

Tightening sequence of the pedal
bearing axle (refer to Fig. 48_98):
No.4 = Pedal bearing axle

lever and brake pedal and replace them if
necessary. Lubricate sliding surfaces of
the bearing bushings X and the pedal

(8...10 Nm (6.0...7.5 ftlb.))
No.3 = Hexagon nut (10 Nm (7.5 ftlb.))

bearing axle with Optimol, Optitemp LG 2,

No.2 = Lock nut for steering outer tube

part No. 000.043.203.37.

(20 Nm (15 ftlb.))

Note
Stop light switch installationand stop light
switch adjustment:refer to RepairGroup46,
"Checkingstop light switch setting",
3. Assemble boost spring, bracket and clutch
pedal lever.
Descriptionunder step 3.1 or 3.2.
3.1 CarreraMod. '98/ some Mod. '99
3.2 Carrera as of current Mod. '99.
Note
In the 911 Carrera(996), different boost
springs may be fitted.
Observeproper allocationwhen replacing
the boost spring and/or the bracket.
In some cases, a modified (optimised)clutch
pedal must also be used when replacing
the boost spring.
A -Clutch pedal lever
B -Brake pedal
C -Steering outer tube
X -Bearing bushings
1 -Retainer
2 -Lock nut
3 -Hexagon nut
4 -Pedal bearing axle
(1...4) -Removal sequence

48_98

Greasing of the boost spring bearing points is
partly necessaryand partly not permitted
(dependingupon the type of boost spring used).
Pleaserefer to the TechnicalManual-Repair
Group 3D, Service No. 30 Clutch boost spring:
allocationand grease specification.

'.
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3.1 CarreraMod. '98/ someMod.'99

3.2 Carreraas of currentMod.'99

Identification/differentiation:
Push rod of boost spring open on one side,
boost spring parts not coated.

Identificationjdifferentiation:
Push rod closed / boost spring parts coated.
The date of introductionfor this boost spring is
containedin the Parts Catalogue.

Grease pin for boost spring (arrow) with mating
bearing on the boost spring push rod, the boost

Engage the hexagon bolt of the boost spring in

spring bearing (arrows) and the bearing pins on

the hexagon on the clutch pedal (arrow)

the boost spring with Optimal, Optitemp LG 2,
Part No. 000.043.203.37.
First remove old grease with solvent naphtha.

~

Important: Do not grease, as the sliding
surfaces of this type of boost spring are coated.
This non-greasinginstructionappliesto all sliding
surfaces (pin of boost spring, boost spring
bearing in bracket, bearing pin on boost spring
and boost spring in the shell),

<e:~~~~
~~
<.0

"-

'.'\

Greasingnecessary (arrows)

31_1_98

';;':':=:Y

Do not grease (not permitted)

467_98

Note
Gold-<:oloured bracket (996.423.571.00)

and

boost spring with purple marking
(996.423.081.09

Mod. '98/

996.423.081.11

as of current Mod. '99) must

some Mod. '99 or

be used only in this combination and installed
only in the 911 Carrera (996).

4.
2.
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4. Installationand adjustmentspecificationfor
boost spring bracket.
Install preassembled boost spring bracket
with clutch pedal lever.

~,.~

To do this:
<"~ "

Step1:

\

Tighten the three fastening nuts (arrows) only

~
1.+ 5.

slightly (the bracket must still be movable).

Step2:
Tighten the clutch master cylinder to 10 Nm
(7.5 ftlb.) (if the clutch master cylinder was
detached).
3~98

Step3:
Press the clutch pedal againstthe direction of
travel until the pull stop in the clutch master
cylinder is reached.
Step 4:
Removecotter pin (retaining pin) on the spring
cup so that the clutch pedal is pressed against
the rubber stop in the boost spring bracket.

Note
The push rod of the clutch save cylinder should
not be lubricated in general (for all versions).
5. Fit new retainer on the pedal bearing axle and
subsequentlysecure the retainer by wedging
it with a mandrel.

Step5:
The bracket is screwed down with the clutch
pedal pressed back (to make full use of the slots).
Tighten hexagon nuts (arrows)in the prescribed
sequence. Tighteningtorque: 7.5 Nm (5.5 ftlb.).
Sequence: Sa / Sb / Sc

6. Install clutch pedal switch.
First pull operating plunger out of the switch
as far as it will go.
By means of its self-adjustmentfunction,
the switch then compensatesfor tolerances
in the pedals.

46 -37
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7. Check the interlock switch adjustment
on vehicles with interlock.
Adjustment

specification

for interlock

switch:

The switch must be aligned so that, with
the clutch pedal depressed, it is operated
approx. 1 to max. 2 mm before the limit
stop of the clutch slave cylinder is reached.

49_98

8. Installrelaycarrier,diagnosticsocketand
air duct.
9. Perform a function test on clutch and
brake operation.

mechanics

911 Carrera (996)
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Brakes -Hydraulics,

regulator,

booster

Tightening torques for brake hydraulics

Brake master cylinder circuits /
hydraulic unit
Brake pressure line on
brake master cylinder,

brakehose,
distributor, brake caliper
and hydraulic unit

MID x 1
MI2 x 1

12 -14 (9.0 -10.5)
20 (15)

Brake proportioning valve
on brake pipe

MID x 1

14 (10.5)

Hydraulic unit on holder

M8

12 (9.0)

Hydraulic unit on body

M6

10 (7.5)

M6
M6

7 (5.0)
4 (3.0)

Booster pump for PSM
Booster pump on holder
Booster pump on body at front

Brake caliper
Connectingline
on brake caliper

MID x 1

12 (9.0)

Bleeder screw
on brake caliper

MID x I

8 -12 (6.0 -9.0)

Brake pressure line
on brake caliper

MID x 1

12 -14 (9.0 -10.5)

Brake unit
on body

M8

23 (17)

Brake unit support
on body

M8

23 (17)

M14

49 (36)

Brake unit

Brake master cylinder

on brakebooster
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Bleeding the brakes
Continuebleeding at the brake calipers in
the sequence:rear right / rear left / front
right / front left.
Open each bleeder valve until clear, bubblefree brake fluid emerges. Take care to bleed
at each brake caliper and at both bleeder
valves. Bleed the outer bleeder valvefirst.

notes

Use only new DOT 4 brake fluid. Observe
brake-fluid

regulator,

quality.

The brake-fluid change interval using
Super DOT 4 brake fluid is two years.
This brake fluid is available under the
following part number:
Container volume

1 litre

Container volume 30 litres

= 000.043.203.66
= 000.043.203.67.

Use a collecting bottle to make an accurate
check on the escaping brake fluid for cleanliness, lack of air bubblesand to determine

the brakefluid used.

Procedure
-Fill

for bleeding

reservoir to its top edge with new brake
fluid. Attach bleeding device to reservoir.
Switch bleeding device on. Bleed pressure
approximately 1.5 bar.

After installinga new brake master cylinder
and/or a new hydraulicunit, do the following
while bleeding: open the right rear bleeder
valves,then fully depress the brake pedal
severaltimes. Hold for 2 -3 secondsafter
each depression,then release slowly.
Repeatthis procedure in the sequencerear
left / front right / front left. This will remove all air bubbles (from the primary
circuit).
Note
Also carry

out this procedure

hydraulics

was largely empty or if after

bleeding
excessive

---

I

if the brake

residual air can be detected
brake-pedal

by

travel.

Caution: In vehicles with high mileage or in old
vehicles, double the pumping cycles and use
only half the brake master cylinder stroke (damage to the brake master cylinder could occur /
primary boot damage).

682A -96
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Switch off and disconnect bleeder device.
Correct brake fluid level if necessary.

regulator,

booster

911 Carrera (996)

Bleeding the ABD circuit (secondary circuit)
on vehicles with Traction Control (TC)

Preliminarywork: Bleed brakes as usual
(Page 47 -3/4).

To bleed the ABDcircuit, the bleeding device
remains connected (switchedon).
Bleed pressure approximately1.5...2.0 bar.

189A -96

Connectthe Porsche System Tester 2 to
the diagnostic socket.
The diagnostic socket is located in the
driver's footwell (left-handdrive vehicles)or
passenger'sfootwell (right-handdrive vehi~lp~\ np;tr thp fll~p hnx

Note
On vehicleswith Traction Control (TC)consisting
of ASR and ABO(4-channelsystem),the ABO
circuit (in the hydraulic control unit) must be additionally bled when the hydraulic conb'ol unit
is replaced or removed (see following text),

~

0

625 -96

Openthe rear right bleeder valve (use collecting bottle),

47-4
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Press the Start button on the System Tester.
This initiates certain functions in the hydraulic control unit (return pump, switch-offand
switch-over valves are actuated).
Bleed until clearI bubble-freebrake fluid emerges.
In addition (throughoutbleeding operation)
fully depress (pump)brake pedal as far as
the stop at least ten times.
Caution: In vehicles with high mileage or in
old vehicles, double the pumpingcycles and
use only half the brake master cylinder
stroke (damage to the brake master cylinder
could result / primary boot damage).

Close the right rear bleeder valve. Then immediatelypress Stop button on the System
Tester.

Switchignitionoff and disconnectSystem
Tester.

Switch off and disconnectbleeder device.
Correct brake fluid level if necessary.

47 01 07 Bleeding the brakes
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Changing brake fluid

47 08 55
Important

Continuebleeding at the brake calipers (no

notes

Use only new DOT 4 brake fluid. Observe the
change interval

and the brake fluid quality.

Total brake fluid change quantity
approx.

1 litre.

The brake-fluid

change interval using

Super DOT 4 brake fluid is two years.
This brake fluid is available

under the follo-

wing part numbers:
Container volume 1 litre = 000.043.203.66
Container volume 30 litres = 000.043.203.67

special sequence).
Open each bleeder valve until clearI bubblefree brake fluid emerges or the appropriate
change quantityper brake caliper has been
reached (approximately250 cm3). Make
sure that brake fluid is drained at both
bleeder valveson each brake caliper.
Use a collecting bottle to make an accurate
check on the escaping brake fluid for cleanliness, lack of air bubbles and to determine

the brakefluid used.
Procedure
-Fill

for brake-fluid

change

reservoir to its top edge with new brake
fluid. Attach bleeding

device to reservoir.

Switch bleeding device on. Bleed pressure
approximately 1.5 bar.

Also bleed some brake fluid (approx.
50 cm3) at the bleeder valve of the clutch
slave cylinder.
Switch off and disconnectbleeder device,
Correct brake fluid level if necessary.

~--;
/

--I

I
682A -96

/~/
/

I

---

I
189A -96
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Tightening torques for steering

Location

Thread

Steering gear to cross member*

MIOjlO.9

65 (48)*

M12 x 1.5/10

75 (55)

M8

23 (17)**

(lock nut)

M14 x 1.5

50 (37)

Track rod to steering rack

M16 x 1.5

80 (59)

Steering wheel to steering shaft

M16 x 1.5

46

MID x 1.5

46 (34)

block, bottom

M16

30 (22)

Steering lock to steering outer tube

M6

13 (10.0)

Tightening torque
Nm Iftlb.)

Track rod (ball joint)
to steering arm

Universaljoint (steering shaft)
to steering gear* *
Track rod to ball joint

Steering outer tube to pedal bearing
block, top
Steering outer tube to pedal bearing

Transverse support to steering outer tube M8

23 (17)

M8

23 (17)

steering gear

MID x 1.5

20 (15)

Plug-incouplingsfor
steeringhydraulics

aft 15***
aft 19***

30 (22)

Transverse support to support frame

Pressure and return lines to

40 (30)

Replace screws wheneverremoved.
Replace fit bolt whenever it has been removed.
aff = width across flats or wrench size (a/f 15 pressure line / a/f 19 return line).

.\~
~\c
J
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Test and assembly work on power-assisted steering

General
Damageto power-assistedsteering results from
lack of oil in the hydraulic system. Because of
the high oil pressure in the hydraulic circuit,
even small leaks can cause loss of fluid and
damage the servo pump.
Grindingnoises when the steering is on lock or
the formation of foam in the reservoir indicates
lack of oil and/or the sucking in of air. Before
filling the reservoirI any existing leaks must be
eliminatedon the suction side. AlternativelyI the
defective part on the pressure side should be

Checking the steering
(visual check)

system for leaks

With engine idling, turn steering wheel as far as
the stop and hold still. The maximum possible
line pressure results in this way.

In this position, check all pipe connectionsfor
leaks and retighten if necessary.
Perform the check for a maximum of ten
seconds. A longer check should always be
interrupted by a brief pause after approximately
ten seconds.

replaced.
Only Pentosin CHF 11 S may be filled into the

Checking Pentosin CHF 11 5 hydraulic
in the power-steering
system

fluid

reservoir. Pentosin CHF 11 S can be ordered
with the following part number:
Quantity supplied 1 litre = 000.043.203.33.

Important

note

Rack-and-pinion steering gear and servo pump

The reservoir is located in the engine compartment. There are two marks on the dipstick
located on the reservoir cap. One side bears the
mark "Cold' for a cold engine (approximately
200 C) and the other "Hot" for a hot engine
(approximately800 C).

must not be repaired or dismantled.

Servo-pump

drive belt

~

~

The drive-beltpretension cannot be adjusted.

Jr--

~
84-97
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Removing and installing steering wheel (airbag)

Removal
1. Disconnectthe battery and cover terminal or

3. Loosen hexagon nut and remove together with
spring washer.

battery.

2. Removedriver's airbag unit. For this purpose,
loosen the two fastening screws with a
screwdriver for internal Torx T 30. Disconnect
plug connection at airbag unit and at steering
wheel (for horn).

8

Note
Replacefastening screws wheneverthey have
been loosened.
The airbag unit must always be set down so that
the cushionedside faces upwards.
If removed for an extendedperiod, the airbag
unit must be kept in a locked place. Observethe
safety regulations.

#

125-97

4. Turn wheels to straight-aheadposition. Then
mark the position of the steering wheelwith
respect to the steering shaft (for refitting).
Removesteering wheel (in straight-ahead
position).

~

r"~~:"""',
Note
II

.~

To prevent unintended rotation of the contact unit (KE) when the steering wheel has
been removed,the contact unit locks itself when
the steering wheel is pulledback. Likewise,the
contact unit unlocks automaticallywhen the
steering wheel is refitted.

0

-- --

;:;:::-

\

'I-\J
28-96
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Installation
1. Refitthe steering wheel with the wheels in the
straight-aheadposition or in accordance with
the marking so that the upper spokes of the
steering wheel are horizontal.
Caution:Do not trap the cable of the contact
unit.

2. Fithexagonnut withspringwasherandtighten
to 46 Nm (34 ftlb).

3. Install driver's airbag unit. Use new fastening

screws.
Tighteningtorque: Tighteningtorque 10 Nm
(7.5 ftlb.)

4. Checkhornfor operation.

48 -6
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Replacement of steering after accident damage

A. Fundamentals

B. Assessmentof the steering of a
vehicle involved in an accident

Various kinds of damage can be caused to the
steering gear in the event of accidents or

The steering gear can remain in the vehicle if

driving conditions resembling accidents.
In cases where the steering gear shows no

all the following

external

No visible damage to such front-axleparts as
wheel rims, spring struts, wheel carriers, control
arms, steering arms, track rods, front-axle
cross member, front-axleside members,the
steering shaft or to the points on the body
where wheel suspensionparts are bolted on.

damage

it can be difficult and costly

to detect damage. Nevertheless, this damage
represents an unacceptable risk for the vehicle,
since it could lead to failure of the steering

system.
Since a comprehensivecheck on all individual
parts of the steering gear would not make
sense, as a rule, and is not possible using the
ordinary means of a workshop, instead the
condition of other components that are easier
to check should be considered.
The following guidelines(section B) serve for
a decision on whether the steering gear of a
vehicle involvedin an accident should be
replaced or may continueto be used.

conditions

are met:

No impermissiblerise in torque and no jamming
or catching when the steering gear is turned
from stop to stop. Whenthe steering is turned,
the front.wheels must be free (front axle raised)
and, in addition, the engine must be switched off
(pump of power steering undriven).
The permissibletolerances for wheel alignment
must not be exceeded.

The steering gear must be repaired
placed if one of the following

or re-

points applies:

Visible or detectable damage to the
steering gear.
Fire damage (e.g. steering bellows burnt).

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
Steering

Permanent deformation or breakage of:

911 Carrera (996)

C. Exceptional regulation/order

Steering-gearmounts

Trackrods
Steeringarms
Spring struts

Wheelcarriers

If a workshop'sintended exchange of
steering gear is refused by a customer or
insurer for reasons of costs, an expert or -if
this is impossible abroad,the importer -should
be called in at the cost of the refusing party.
If the decision contradicts the guideline,we
recommend that a memorandumbe drawn up
on the point and that it be countersignedby
the expert.

Controlarms
Front-axleside members
Front-axlecross members
If the listed criteria are insufficient for a decision, we recommend that tbe steering gear be
repaired or replaced.

Externallyundamagedpower-assistedsteering
gear that has to be exchangedare obtainable
as an exchange part.
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Removingand

power-steering gear

Removal

1. Removeundersidepanel.

2. Loosen universaljoint (steering shaft) at
steering gear. For this purpose,take out the
clamping screw and slide the joint upwards.
Note
First fix the steering wheel with the wheels in
straight-aheadposition or remove the steering
wheel with the wheels in straight-aheadposition.
If this is not done, the airbag contact unit will
have to be put in centre position after installation of the stearing gear (Page 48 -12).

1842/1-42

4. Repeatprocedure on the other side.

5. Loosen feed and return lines at the steering
gear. For this purpose, loosen the hexagon
socket head bolt (arrow)and remove the
retainerplate. Plug lines or use collecting
container. Cover lines if necessary(danger
of soiling).

=::,
:..-~

-~-..l

<

'7:/
"

19-96

3. Press out track-rod ball joint from steering
arm. Use special tool 9560 (ball-jointextractor).
Whenloosening the locknut, hold it with
special tool 9546 (Torx screwdriver).

\
20-96

48 -9
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6. Loosenthe two steering-gear
fastening

Installation

screws (on the underside of the cross mem-

ber).

7. Pull out steering gear to the left (to the right
for right-hand drive vehicles).

8. If necessary,loosen and remove right and left
track rods at steering gear (arrow).

Install in reverse order. It is essentialto
observe the following points while doing so:

-Replace steering-gear fastening screws
and the fit bolt of the steering shaft whenever they have been removed. Screw
threads must be clean and free of grease.

-Ensure

Note

that no damage (scoring)

is

caused to the steering rack.

Ensure that no damage (scoring) is caused to
the steering rack.
To loosen and tighten the track rods, secure the
steering gear on a suitableplate.

-Mount the track rods on the steering gear (Figure 133-96).
Then secure the respective bellows with new
clamping rings.

~

1

-Push on universaljoint (steering shaft) with the
steering gear and steering wheel or airbag
contact unit (spiral spring) in center position.
For ease of assembly, put steering-gearfastening screws just in place.

133/1-96

-Comply with notes for sliding piece and
airbag contact unit (Page 48 -12).
Observe note on steering-gear center position in the section describing front track
adjustment in Repair Group 44.
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After fitting the pressure lines,fill steering
hydraulicswith PentosinCHF11 S and bleed
steering system.
Important

notes

When topping

up or filling in Pentosin,

make sure that it does not come into
contact with the coolant hoses!

Observethe specificationsin order to avoid
overfilling and thus overflowing.
If coolant hoses come into contact with
Pentosin, thoroughly clean them with water
IMMEDIATELY!
Replace visibly swollen coolant hoses!

-Tighten all screw connections with the
prescribed tightening torque values.

-Check and/or adjusttrack.

Steering
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Notes for sliding piece and airbag

contact unit

1. If sliding piece No.1 was pulled off steering
shaft No.4, notch No.2 must point to the
tooth gap (No.3) on assembly.

Center position: First move contact unit
againstthe end stop. Turn contact unit two revolutions back from the end stop and then continue turning as far as the center position mark.
The exact center position is indicated by the two
arrows (No.1).
Turn front wheels to straight-aheadposition
before fitting the steering wheel (steering shaft
mounted on steering gear).

@

134.96

2. If the steering wheel was not fixed before
the steering gear was removed,the position
of the contact unit (spiral spring) may no
longer be correct.
In this event, remove steering wheel and move
contact unit to center position.

~

-.

@

1741-48

1 = Center position mark (arrows)
2 = Drivers that engage in the steering wheel

If this is not done, the spiral spring may be

damaged.

3 = Locking (securing againstturning), which
becomeseffective after removal of the
steering wheel.
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Plug-in couplings for steering hydraulic system

Important

notes

Theprincipleof the plug~ncouplingsfor the pressureandreturnlinesis the same.It is the diametersof
the plug~ncouplingand of the pipelinesthat differ(returnline= largediameter/ pressureline = small
diameter).
Plug-incouplings are componentsthat permit simple, fast and precise connection of pipelines.
These precision

components

must be handled carefully

during repairs.

Excess force during as-

sembly work, damage to the sealing surface and soiling can cause leakage.

Perform preparations carefullywhen handlingplug-incouplings-e.g. cleaningand fitting the plugs -as repairs are possible only by replacing the affected line in most cases. Onlythe threaded part A (with
fitted O-rings)and the holder C are availableas individualparts for the plug-incoupling (see Page 48 -14).

Tools

667-96

No.

Designation

Special tool

Explanation

Testing tool for

9623

Used to check whether the plug-in
couplings are seated properly.
Suitablefor pressure and return lines
(nominaldiameter 6 and nominal
diameter 10)

plug~n couplings

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
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Plug-in couplings for steering hydraulic system
Note

-Pressure and returnlineshavedifferentdimensions.
Pressureline = nominaldiameter6, returnline = nominaldiameter10.
The plug-in coupling is opened by unscrewing.
It is joined

by plugging together.

Join the plug~nconnection only in a straight line. Never use excessforce.
After separating the plug and socket piece, carefully protect them against dirt and scratches with

caps.
Correct engagementmust be checked with a gentle pull. Use special tool 9623 for this

purpose.

No.

2

Procedure

Instructions

Openplug-incoupling.

Turn at threaded part A to open the plug-incoupling.
Whendoing so, counter at plug~ncoupling B.

Open corresponding retainerson
the body.

Carefullydisengageclip andfold down.

RemoveholderC.

Tilt holder C on one side and simultaneouslypull to
disengage.

3

Pullthreadedpart A from the
plug.

Detach threaded part A by pulling it off the plug.

4

Screw together plug~ncoupling.

Close holder C (arrow / dovetail system). Screwthreaded
part A with fitted holder C into plug~ncoupling Band
tighten. Counterwhentightening.
Replaceholder C and threaded part A if necessaryin order
to ensure that the plug~nconnectionfunctions properly
(holdingfunction and tightness).

48 -15
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No.
5

911 Carrera (996)

Procedure

Instructions

Joinplug~ncoupling.

Insert the plug (line with plug) into the plug~n coupling in a
straight line.
The plug must audibly engage in the holder.

6

Use special tool 9263 to check
whether the plug-incoupling
was engagedproperly.

Insert special tool 9263 into the groove (arrow)and apply
slight pressure on the special tool to check whether
the connection is securely locked (holder is seated
properly).
The plug must not slide out.
If the special tool cannotbe inserted in the groove of the
plug, shift the plug in the plug~ncoupling (pull on plug
without using excess force).
Note
The plug-inconnectionis designed so that the plug can be
shifted in the plug-incoupling by approx. 1 mm in axial direction by slightlypulling or pressing.

Close corresponding retainers on
the body.

Carefullyfold the clip up and engage.
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Spare parts set plug-in couplings
Note
An assembly, consisting of a threaded part (complete with O-rings), holder and
a mounting plug, is available as a spare part for the plug-in coupling.

This spare part is available for the pressure

line (small pipe outer diameter)

under the No. 999.230.539.10.
This spare part is available for the return line (large pipe outer diameter)
under the No. 999.230.540.10.
These spare parts are listed under 4 03 01 in the Parts Catalogue.

Pages 48-13 to 48-16 have to be revised due to the introduction of these
spare part sets.
This will take place in a future Supplement.This page will also be supplemented.

48 -17
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Steering

Removing and installing lock barrel

Removal

Installation

1. Disconnectbattery ground cable.

1. Ignition lock with the pawl depressed must be
in position 1 (ignition on).

2. Pull cover (collar) off the steering lock.
2. Press on the pawl of the lock barrel (locking
3. Insert ignition key and turn to position

1

pawl). Insert the ignition key and turn the key

(ignition on).
Insert a steel wire (C) with a diameter of

as far as it will go to position 1 (ignition on).
In this position, insert the steel wire (C) that

approx. 1.3 mm (max. 1.5 mm .0) into the

was used for removal.

bore next to the ignition key (arrow) as far as
it will go.

3. Plug connector onto the ignition coil (8).

Pull the lock barrel with induction coil out of
the steering lock housing.

Position the induction coil (8) and push the
lock barrel all the way into the housing. Turn
the ignition key correspondingly, if necessary,

Note

until the lock barrel has been pushed in fully.

Insertingthe steel wire (C) unlocks the lock
barrel in the steering lock housing.

Pull out the steel wire (C) in this position so
that lock engages.

1

\

"'"
2

B

/

~
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I

54O_97
527_97

4. Carefullyunlock and separate the plug
connection on the lock barrel (at the induction
coil for the immobilizer).
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4. Connect battery ground cable.
Perform function test.
5. If a new transponder (new lock barrel with
new key) is used, the new key must be taught.
Refer to Service No. 90 01 in the Technical
Manual(in diagnosissection).
Note
The transponder

is located in the key head.

The new transponder

is taught with the

Porsche System Tester 2.
A new transponder can be adapted to the
vehicle in the system "Alarm system", menu
"Learning functions" / submenu "Check key",
Access to IPAS is necessary in order to teach

the transponder.
The transponder does not have to be taught

if:
the previous key head A (handheld
transmitter) is fitted on the new key C.
(Disassemblingand assemblinghandheld
transmitter -Service No. 90 73 37)
a new lock barrel with defined locking is
installed (the entire

previous

key can thus

be used).

the previous lock barrel with key is used.

634_97
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Replacing steering lock
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A -Steering lock
B -Signal converter
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Overview of dashboard components that must be removed before removal
and installation of the steering lock.

1

Steering column switch with the associated covers

2

Instrument cluster (instrument mount)

3

Steering column cover

Note
The steering wheel must be removed before components1 -3 can be removed,
refer to ServoNo. 48 10 19 (Page48 -5).

48 08 55

48 -23
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Steering

Removing steering lock

5. Removeinstrumentcluster (instrumentmount),
To do this:

Disconnectbatterygroundcable.
switch on the the hazard warning light switch
(button comes out).

2. Remove steering wheel, refer to
Servo No. 48 10 19 (Page 48 -5).

There are small openings on the sides of the

Observe the safety regulations for

button which now project over the instrument

handling airbag units.

cowl. Insert two small screwdrivers into the
openings and use them to pull off the button

3. Undo and remove the panels.

(A) toward the front.

'"

r"

~

~I

/
j~

f\
96-030

4. Removesteering column switch
To do this, undo the central screw on the
clamp of the steering column switch.
Disconnectelectrical plug connectionand
remove steering column switch with airbag
contact unit.

96-507

Unclip collar on the hazard warning light
switch. The hazard warning light switch (8) is
held in the instrumentbridge by two locking
hooks. Press the right locking hook toward
the switch, grip the button holder with a pair
of pliers and pullout the switch toward the
front.
Pull off plug on the left side and undo the
5.0 x 22 Torx screws. Lift the instrument
cluster at the left and right and unclip;
disconnectelectrical plug connections.
If the vehicle is equippedwith a "handsfree
telephone",disconnectthe microphoneplug
connectioninstead of the dummy plug.

~
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97.()92

6. Pull cover (collar) off the steering lock.

612_1_97

11. Pull plug off ignition switch. Carefully unlock
and separate the plug connection on the lock

7. Removesteering coloum switch cover (undo
Torx screws, unclip the cover and lift it off).
8. Detach support of steering lock on the
assembly. The support is fastened with a

screw.
The side nozzle must be removed

to allow access to this screw.
This procedure is almost identicalto the
procecure -"Removing and installingmain
light switch" -refer to ServoNo. 9405 19
(P. 94 -7).
The difference is that the electrical plug
connection of the main light switch does not
need to be disconnected.

barrel (at the induction coil for the
immobilizer).

12. Unlockthe electrical plug connectionon the
signal converter from above and disconnect.
Unclip the electrical wire on the steering lock
housing.

L~II

v~

JL

9. Undo steering lock fastening screw. Unlock
steering lock on the steering column (press
spring~oadedpin with a scriber) and
simultaneouslypull the steering lock out of the
steering column.
10. On Tiptronic vehicles, remove (disengage)
the keylock cable on the steering lock
housing. First turn ignition key to position "1"
(ignitionon).

96.529

13. Removesteering lock from the vehicle.
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Installing steering lock

Note

1. Fit the steering lock in the vehicle with the

If the steering lock cannotbe turned to position
"a", the following causesare possible:

locking pin in unlocked position (ignition
steering lock position 1)

Slider of keylock cable not correctly fitted
on the steering lock

Note
If necessaryI first modify the lock barrel (use
previous lock barrel) or modify the key head
(handheldtransmitter). This makes it
unnecessaryto teach the transponder
(refer to Installation, step 11).
2. Align steering lock housing; the peg of the
steering lock must engage easily. Tighten
fastening screws.
3. On Tiptronic vehicles,join the keylock cable
with the steering lock (in steering lock
position 1).
To do this, line up the slider on the keylock
cable with the steering lock and insert (press
in) in this position until the connection nipple
engageson the steering lock housing.
(Selector lever not in position "P'.)
Then select position "P"and subsequentlyturn
steering lock to position "0".

Keylock cable not correctly fitted on the
selector console

Defectiveparts (replace if necessary).
The keylock cable is not adjustable. However I
the following procedure (mounting specification)
must be followed when mounting on the selector
console.
Specification for mounting
the selector lever

keylock

cable on

-Turn
ignition key to position "I" (ignition on)
and move selector lever to position "0",
Engage nipple (1) of the cable on the
keylock lever (2) of the selector console.
Insert housing adjustmentdevice (3) on the
selector console housing until the clip (4)

engages.
Press cable sleeve (5) toward the selector
console(6).
Releasecable and press locking button (7)
until it engages.

612_~97

Check keylock function:
Insert ignition key to and turn to position 1
(ignitionon). Move selector lever from "Poto
"0". Turn ignition key counterclockwise.
It must not be possible to reach the pull-out
position. Then release key again and move
selector lever to position "po.
In this position, it must be possible to
remove the ignition key and the selector
lever button must be locked.

48 08 55
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7. Install steering

1

2

7

4

~~//

contact

column switch and airbag

unit with the associated

Position the steering
tightening

covers.

column switch before

the fastening

screw.

To do this, measure with a depth gauge

--'1

/'"

between the end of the steering

shaft and the

sheetmetal

column

cover of the steering

switch (refer to Figure 115-96).

IJJ

Adjusting distance 55 :t 0.5 mm
The adjusting

dimension

also be adjusted

~
6

".~,

"

.,;-

3

contact

55 :t 0.5 mm can

or measured

with the airbag

unit fitted.

5
613..97

4. Push plugs onto inductioncoil, lock barrel,
ignition starting switch and onto the signal
converter.
5. Steering lock function (perform locking pin
function and keylock function tests).
6. Insert steering column cover from below,
position and fasten (with Torx screws).

614_97

115-96
97-046

~
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8. Install the instrumentcluster.
Connectthe electrical plug connection on the
instrumentcluster. Push in the instrument
cluster at the left and right and clip into place;
fasten it with the Torx screws 5.0 x 22. Press
in the hazard warning light switch and fit the
plug on the left side. On the "telephonewith
handsfree unit" variant, plug in the microphone
plug instead and engage the microphonein

Note
The transponder

is located in the key head.

The new transponder

is taught with the

Porsche System Tester 2.
A new transponder can be taught to the vehicle
in the system "Alarm system", menu "Teaching
functions"/submenu "Transponder key".
Access to IPAS is necessary in order to teach
the transponder.

position.
The transponder does not have to be taught

if:

~
/"

the previous

key head A (handheld

transmitter)

is fitted on the new key C.

(Disassembling and assembling handheld
transmitter -Service

I

No. 90 73 37)

<r)

a new lock barrel with defined locking is
installed (the entire previous key can thus
be used),

97-092

the previous lock barrel with key is used.
Removingand installinglock barrel, refer to
Service No. 48 07 19.

9. Installsidenozzleandmain light switch,
refer to ServoNo. 94 05 19 (Page 94 -7/
94 -8).

10. Install steering wheel and airbag unit, refer
to ServoNo. 48 10 19 (Page 48 -5).
Observethe safety regulationsfor handling
airbag units.

11. Connectbatterygroundcable.
Performfunctiontest.
12. If a new transponder (new lock barrel with
new key) is used, the new key must be
taught. Refer to Service No. 90 01 in the
TechnicalManual(in diagnosissection).
634_97
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Removing and installing hydraulic pump

Engine installed
Tools

342_97

~
A

Designation

Special tool

Explanation

Removal tool

Commerciallyavailable,

Supplier'saddress:
refer to Workshop
EquipmentManual

e.g. Snap-on,
order No. A177A
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Removal overview of the components

1

Removing air cleaner assembly

2

Removing air cleaner assembly

3

Loosening belt pulley of the hydraulic pump

4

Relieving and removing drive belt

5

Loosening three-phase generator

6

Loosening air-conditioning compressor

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
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Removal overview of the components

7

Loosening air-conditioning compressor

8

Removing throttle body

9

Removing

supply tank of the power steering system

10

Removing supply tank of the power steering system

11

Detaching steering return line

12

Detaching steering return line from the supply tank with tool

13

Detaching hydraulic pump and steering supply line
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Removing hydraulic pump

No.

Procedure

Instructions

1

Removingair cleaner assembly

Undo the hose clamp on the throttle body. Remove
connector from hot film mass air flow meter. Unclip
electrical lead on throttle body.

2

Removingair cleaner assembly

Unclip oil filler neck. Undo hexagon-headbolt M6 x 20 and
remove entire air cleaner assembly.

3

Loosening belt pulley

Undo three hexagon-head bolts (M8 x 12) by approx. one
half turn.

Note
The belt pulley can also be loosened with a restraining
strap after removal of the drive belt.

4

Removingdrive belt

Mark belt travel direction with a colouredpen. Slacken belt
by turning the tensioning pulley(wrench size 24 mm)
clockwise,hold still and simultaneouslytake the belt off the
drive pulleys.

5

Looseningthree-phasegenerator

Undo right-handfastening screw (in direction of travel) and
unscrew.
Undo left-handfastening screw (with deflection roller) by
three turns. A gentle tap on the fastening screw loosens
the threaded bushingin the generator arm (use aluminium
mandrel),

6

Looseningair-conditioning
compressor

Undo front compressor fastening screws (2 ea.) and
disconnectelectrical plug connection.
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Procedure

Steering

Instructions
Lift generator up and out of the slotted generator bracket.
Unscrewfastening screw and remove with deflection roller.
Note
Do not disconnectelectrical connectionsor plug
connection.

7

Looseningair-conditioning
compressor

Undo compressor fastening screw betweenthe intake
pipes of cylinders 4 and 5.

8

Removing throttle body

Disengageaccelerator cable and remove throttle body. Pull
off vacuumcheck valve.

9

Removing supplytank of the

Suck fluid out of the upper supply tank until the level is
belowthe joint. Turn bayonetlock ring anti-clockwise.

power steering system

10

Removing supplytank

Detach bracket from supplytank and B+ disconnection
point and set aside. Pull supplytank up and off. Suck off
fluid level of the lower supplytank and then immediately
close the openingwith a suitable plug (0 30).

11

Detachingsteering return line

In order to detach the line from the supply tank, push the
red unlocking ring forward (arrows) and
simultaneously pullout the line. Use two plastic spatulas
to press the unlockingring.

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk

No.

Procedure

Instructions

12

Detaching steering return line
from the supply tank with

The line can also be detached using a commercially
availabletool. The removaltool from Messrs. Snap-On,for
example,is recommendable.Insert tool betweenline and
the red unlockingring and unlock. Pull line to the rear and
simultaneouslypress the tool againstthe red ring. Carefully
protect the line againstdirt and scratches with a cap.

tool

13

Detaching hydraulic pump and
steering supply line

Undo steering supplyline (wrench size 17); simultaneously
counter at the body (wrench size 27).
Undo three hexagon-headbolts (M8 x 12) and remove
hydraulicpump to the rear.
Note
If coolant hoses come into contact with Pentosin,clean
them thoroughlywithout delay.

Removingbracketwithtensioning
element

Undo flange for oil filler neck at the left rear bracket
fastening screw. Immediatelyseal bore on the crankcase.
Undo four hexagon-headbolts and remove bracket with
tensioningelement.
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Installing hydraulic pump
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Installing hydraulic pump

No.

Procedure

Installing hydraulic pump

Instructions
Fasten bracket with tensioning element on the crankcase.
Tightening torque 23 Nm (17 ftlb.).
Insert hydraulic pump from the rear and fasten.
Tightening torque 23 Nm (17 ftlb.),

2

Fitting steering return line

Insert line into the plug~ncoupling in a straight line. Then
pull slightlyto ensure that the connection is properly
locked.

3

Fitting supply tank for power

Turn bayonet lock to its initial position.

steering system

Fitting supply tank for power

Remove plug. Position tank (observe markings). Lock

steering system

bayonet lock.

5

Fitting drive belt

Fit belt pulley of the hydraulicpump and screw in
hexagon-headbolts. Fit drive belt.
Assembly instructionson Page 13-1

6

Fasteningbelt pulleyfor hydraulic

Tighten three hexagon-head bolts.

pump

Tightening torque 23 Nm (17 ftlb.).

4

Note
The belt pulleycan also be held and tightened with a
restraining strap before the drive belt is fitted.
Fasten air-conditioning compressor.
Tightening torque 28 Nm (21 ftlb.).
Fasten generator.
Fit throttle body and air cleaner assembly.
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Running gear

Notes on repair instructions

General

Anti-lock

The 911 Carrera (996 rear-wheeldrive) is the
basic model covered by the repair, assembly
and adjustmentoperations described. This
means that in the TechnicalManual(Repair)
"911 Carrera 4" (after the separation sheet),
only procedures involving the 911 Carrera 4
are described.

PSM is standard in the 911 Carrera 4 (996).
The anti-lockbrake system (ABS)is a
componentof the entire PSM control

Tightening

brake system (Rep. Gr. 45)

system (Porsche StabilityManagement).
Thereforethe labour operations relevant
to PSMare described in the Rep.Gr. 45
-after the separation sheet / for the 911
Carrera 4.

torques

Tighteningtorques for the 911 Carrera (996)
and 911 Carrera 4 (996) are almost the same.
Tighteningtorques that deviate or are additional
are contained in the tables of the appropriate
Repair Group for the 911 Carrera
(996 rear-wheeldrive).

Brake hydraulics (Rep. Gr. 47)
Bleedingthe brakes is described in
the 911 Carrera 4 since the PSM is
standardfor the 911 Carrera 4 (996).
ServoNo. 41 01 07/ Bleedingthe
brakes (vehiclewith PSM).

Suspension alignment (Rep. Gr. 44)
The adjustmentprocedures and values on
the front and rear axle are the same as for
the 911 Carrera (996 rear-wheeldrive).
The following is new:
After a wheel alignment adjustment the
steering angle sensor must be calibrated
with the Porsche System Tester 2.
This is required because the Porsche Stability
Management(PSM)is standard in the 911
Carrera (996). PSM is an automatic control
system to stabilise the vehicle in extreme
driving situations.

4
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Running gear

Tests/notes for all-wheel drive

Balancing wheels on vehicle

Towing Tiptronic

Whenfine balancingwheels on the vehicle,
all four wheels must be raised and must be
able to turn freely.
If a fault occurs in PSM (Porsche Stability
Management),read out fault memory before
fine balancing.
After fine balancing, the fault memory
of the PSM control unit must be erased.

With engine not running, sufficientlubrication
of the transmissionis not ensured.Therefore
the following points must be observed:

vehicles

Select position N. Switch off ignition
Do not exceed top speed of 50 km/h
Maximumtowing distance 50 km

Power test

For longer towing distances the vehicle must
be raised at the rear axle or transported
on a trailer.

Power tests can only be carried out
on 4 roller-type test stands.
Brake test

Brake tests can only be carried out on
roller-type test stands or plate test stands.
If no al~wheeldrive test stand (roller-typetest
stand) is available,the following limit values
must not be exceeded for conventional
roller-type test stands:

Testspeed max. 7.5 km/h
Testdurationmax.20 seconds
Towing manual transmission vehicles
If vehicle is towed with raised front or rear axle,
the wheels of the raised axle must be able
to turn freely.
The ignition must be switched off and
the shift lever must be in neutral.

4
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Running gear

Stabilizer allocation

Front axle
Version

Transmission

type

Country
allocation

Tube-type stabilizer

Part No.

0 in mm (0 in inch)

Coupe and Cabrio
-Series

-Sport

Manualtransmission
and Tiptronic

world-wide

Manualtransmission
and Tiptronic

world-wide

Transmission

Country
allocation

22.5 x 3.5

996 343 703 00

(0.89 x 0.14)

23.6 x 3.5

996 343 703 02

(0.93 x 0.14)

Rear axle
Version

type

Tube-type stabilizer

Index Part No.

0 in mm (0 in inch)

Coupe
19.6 x 2.6
(0.77 x 0.10)

13

Manualtransmission world-wide

20.7 x 2.85

15

and Tiptronic

(0.81 x 0.11)

Manualtransmission world-wide
andTiptronic

18.5 x 2.5

-Series

Manualtransmission world-wide
andTiptronic

-Sport

Cabrio

Series

Manualtransmission
and Tiptronic

-Sport

4
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing the front drive shaft

Tools

204_99

Item

Special tool

Explanation

A Torx screwdriver

9546

To counter the ball joints (track rod
and joint mount)during assembly
and disassembly.

B Ball joint extractor

Commerciallyavailable;
refer to Workshop

Designation

(track rod extractor)

EquipmentManual,
Chapter2.4, No. 113.

c

9560

Press-out tool

To press out the ball joint on
the wheel carrier.

(ball joint extractor)

4041
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911 Carrera 4 (996)

5. Undo track rod and control arm on wheel
carrier. Whenlooseningthe fastening nuts,
counter with special tool 9546
(Torx screwdriver).
Press ball joint off of control arm (1) with
special tool 9560 (C)and ball joint off of
track rod (2) using a commerciallyavailable
track rod extractor.

Removal

1. Before raising the vehicle, undo the drive
shaft fastening at the wheel side.
Actuate the brake while doing this.
2. Removefront wheel and undersidepanel
3. Undo the pan-headscrews of the drive
shaft on the transmissionflange.
Removediagonal brace to facilitate
assembly (2 M 12 screws).

Note

To prevent damageto the rubber sleeves of
the ball joints, coat the rubber sleeves and the
extractors in this area with tyre mounting paste.

Note
The CVjoint can come apart if the dust bellows
holder (arrow) is removed or damaged.
The joint must therefore be secured against
falling apart during removal, installationand
transport with 8 mm screws + nuts (2 ea.).

2

~

"'"

1

c
205_99

8
203_99

4. Disengageair guide on control arm.
Loosen stabilizer mount at stabilizer
(counter with open-endedwrench).

40 -102
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6. Push protective tube (shop;11ade)
onto the
drive shaft (profile shaft).

rt

..

7. Swivel (pull)spring strut outwards without
using excess force and extend drive shaft.
Important: Do not damage the boots of the
ball joints. Push a transport protective cap
onto the joint if necessary.

Installation
1. Install in reverse order. Before installing,
give the parts a visual check.
Replacefastening nuts.
Use correct tightening torques.
2. Greasethe toothing of the drive shaft with
OptimolyHT.

Note

Since the drive shaft moves in the wheel hub
toothing only with great use of force, undo the
drive shaft using a copper mandrel (driving
mandrel),
For unfavourabletolerances, the drive shaft
must be pressed out of the wheel hub toothing
using a suitable whee! hub extractor,

3. Swivel spring strut outwards and insert drive
shaft into the vehicle.
4. Insert pan-headscrews with shim plates into
the halfshaftflange. Insert drive shaft and fit
pan-headscrews.
Fit newfastening nut M22 x 1.5.
5. Fit ball joints on whee! carrier.
Taper of ball joint and wheel carrier free of
grease when doing this.
Whentightening the fastening nuts, counter
with special tool 9546 (Torx screwdriver).

40 41 19 Removing

and installing
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Removing and installing front spring strut -Carrera

4

Tools

204_99

Item

Special tool

Explanation

A Torx screwdriver

9546

To counter the ball joints (track rod
and joint mount)during assembly
and disassembly.

B Ball joint extractor

Commercially
available;
referto Workshop
Equipment
Manual,
Chapter2.4, No. 113

Designation

(track rod extractor)

c

9560

Press-out tool

To press out the ball joint on
the wheel carrier.

(ball joint extractor)
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Removal
7. Loosen holder for brake lines/

1. Open bonnet, remove battery cover and

I

the respective cover (right or left).

at

wheel

carrier.

Loosen

ake

brake

hose

aliper

from

wheel carrier and attach in whe I arch.
2. Undo nut from drive shaft, raise vehicle
and unbolt wheel.

8. Mark the position of the collar ~uts on
the spring strut mount and und~.

3. Disengageair guideon controlarm.
Note
4. Loosen stabilizer mount at stabilizer
(counter with open-endedwrench).

Cover the drive shaft for protectiof before
removingthe spring strut. Drive s aft remains
fitted on front-axlefinal drive.

5. Undo track rod and control arm on
wheelcarrier.
Use special tool 9560 (C)to press off of the
control arm (1) and a commerciallyavailable
track rod extractor for the track rod (2).
Whenlooseningthe fastening nuts, counter
with special tool (Torx screwdriver),

9.

Loosen
strut

and

strut

from

clamped
wheel

carrierconnection

wheel

and

pull be

~

out

een

spring

spring

carrier.

Installation

1. Installin reverseorder.Before nstalling,
givethe partsa visualcheck.
Replacebrakecaliperfasteningscrewsand
self~ocking
nuts.
-

\.

2
Ie 0/

:/

2. Do notgreasescrewsin Dacrot

et finish -

aluminium colour.

Use correct tightening

1

torqu

s.

Note

Make sure that the spring strut is1pushed
into the wheel carrier as far as it ill go.

c
205_99

6. Open plug connection on wheel carrier. Pull
out the plugs and disconnectthe plug
connectionson the spring strut.
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

3. Insert the drive shaft into the toothing of the
wheel hub. Insert wheel carrier with spring
strut into the vehicle.
The installation side "RE"(right) or "LI"(left) is
stamped on the spring strut mount.
Note the installed position of the spring strut
mount. The arrow markings must point in the
direction of travel.

4. Checkwheel alignmentvplues at the front axle
and adjust if necessary. I
Note

!

If assemblywork was perfo med or parts
replaced that affect the veh cle height, a
complete wheel alignmenti necessary.

343_'_99

Note

If the vibration damper was replaced,check the
following after the spring strut is installed:
The stabilizer
complete

mount must not be braced

at

right and left stops (ball heads

still movable)!

Loosen spring seats if necessary and centre
accordingly(see Disassemblingand assembling
front spring strut -Carrera 4).
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40

Disassembling and assembling front spring strut -Carrera

4

Tools

672_96

Item

Special tool

Designation

Explanation

Springclampe.g. from Klann
-with springholder

40
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ailable.
of spring holder
pring diameter on
5 mm spring
other side.
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Disassembling and assembling front spring strut -Carrera

1

911 Carrera 4 (996)

4
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Note:
Designation

Qty.

Fastening nut
M 14x 1.5

2

1

Removal

Installation

Before looseningthe
fastening nut, tension coil
spring with the spring
clamp. Counter at the
piston rod when loosening
the nut.

use~ew fastening nut.

1

Stop plate

Tigh en to 80 Nm

(59 lb.).

Mou t in correct position
(No.2 and No.7 are
iden ical parts).

3

Spring strut mount

1

The 'RE"or "U" code for
the ight or left side
resp ctively is stamped
on t e top of the spring

str .
4

Back-up ring

4A

Mount

5

Spring plate
(compensationpart)

Removethe mountfrom
back-upring No.4 only
when replacing the mount
(lever out mountwith a
small screwdriver).

Makesure it is seated
pro~erlyin the back-up
ring INo.4.

obs~rve

1

per

allocation

as

pare Parts

Cataague.

6

Coil spring

1

Cbs rve allocation as per
Spa Parts Catalogue.

7

Stopplate

1

Mou t in correct position
(No.7 and No.2 are
iden ical parts).

8

Cupwasher

1

Mou~tin correct position,

9

Additionalspring

1

Mou~ton protective
bello~s(No.10).

10

Protective bellows

11

Nut

1
Tigh~en
to 10 Nm

(7.5~b.).

40
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No.

Note:
Designation

12
3

Qty.

Screw

1

Spring seat

1

Removal

Installation
The screwl must be fitted
in the dire~tion of travel.

Loosen spring seat from
the vibration damper only
when replacingit.

Rightand I ft side are
different ( e cast number
is stampe on the bottom
of the spri g seat),
A cast lug is located on
the left sp ing seat.
The spring seat must be
centred on the vibration

damper
(see also ssembly
instruction IAssembly).

14

Washer

1

15

Vibration damper

1

40 -112

40

The washer is inserted
in the spring seat.

The washe must be
fitted flush in the spring
seat.
Observeal ocation as per
Spare Part Catalogue.
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Disassemblyand assembly instructions
Disassembly

Preliminary

work and not ~s on assembly

-Tension the coil spring with the spring clamp
until the piston rod is relieved.

-Replace

nut for fastenin

To undo the connection (piston rod to spring
strut mount)counter at the piston rod with
special tool 9630 or a 7 mm Allen key.
Important: Never use an impact bolter
to loosen or tighten the fasteningnut.

the piston rod on

the spring strut mount.

It is recommendedto r~place the coil
springs only in pairs. I
Note
If the coil springs are excharged, it might be
necessaryto use a different spring plate than
before.

Removeall parts from the piston rod.
Note

The following spring plates ( ompensationparts)
are available:
Allocation of the spring plat according to the
coil spring tolerance group ( ode B on the coil

When installing new parts, observe the allocation
according to the Spare Parts Catalogue.
Disassembleback-upring no. 4 and mount
no. 4A only in the case of replacement.
Lever out the mount with a small screwdriver.

spring / Fig. 352_99).
1 green line =

6.5 mmlthick
compen~ation
part.

1 white line

3.0 mmlthick

==

compen~ation part.

4
342_99

676_1_96
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Complete mount No. 4A, back-upring No.4
and spring plate No.5 (compensationpart).

911 Carrera 4 (996)

Distinguishing feature of coil springs and
dampers
Example:
A = Identificationof the running ear version
(spring constanVspring len th) by two
different coloured lines (for example,1 x
silver and 1 x purple).
Refer to the Parts Catalogu for the
allocation.
B = Identification of the coil Spri~ g
group

(load

group)

for

dete

compensation part (spring

340_99

1 white line =

tolerance

mination

of

the

late) thickness.

3.0 mm thic~
compensatio~part.

Fitprotectivebellowson additionalspring.

1 green line =

Observe the correct allocation (running
gear version) when installing new

6.5 mm thic~
compensatio~
part.

C = Colour dot (colour label)to ~ifferentiatethe

springs and/or dampers.

damper identifier.

Tension coil spring with spring clamp.

, 1.

Violetcolourdot

=

Istandardrunning
gear C4 RoW/USA

Red-purple
colourdot

=

sport-type running
gear C4 RoW

Orange colour dot

=

sport-type running
gear C4 USA

c

L__-1

352_99
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Front wheel suspension, drive shafts

Assembly
If the vibration damper has been replaced
or the spring seat loosened,align the
appropriate spring seat in the centre before

Slide the protective tub (additional spring
assemblyon the piston rod.
Slide the cup washer N .8 and stop plate
No.7 as far as they will go into the correct
position on the piston r d.

tightening.
The spring seat fastening screw must be
installed in the direction of travel when doing

this.
After the spring strut is installed,the position
of the spring seat must then be rechecked
and minor corrections may possibly be
made (see ServoNo. 40 85 19/Removing
and installing spring strut -Carrera 4).
Space constraints and the position of the
stabilizer mount are decisive factors.
The stabilizer mount must be free of tension
at complete right and left stops (ball heads
still movable).
339 99

Note
Spring seats for the right and left sides are
different.
The distinguishingfeature of the spring seat is a
cast lug on the left spring seat.
Also, a different cast number is stamped on the
bottom of the spring seat.

Place pre-tensionedCO
~'I

vibration

spring

on

the

damper.

Place the mounVback-u ring/spring plate
assemblyon the coil s ring.

Example:
996 343 50.8. 02 even number for right side.
996 343 5OZ 02 odd number for left side.

40
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Place the left or right spring strut mount on
the left or right section accordingly.
The "RE"or "LI" code and a positioning arrow
for installationin the correct position in the
vehicle are stamped on the top of the spring
strut
Place stop plate in the correct position on
the spring strut mount and screw a new
fastening nut onto the piston rod.

2047_40

Arrow -"RE" (right)or "LI"(left) code

343_99

Use a socket wrench insert open on one
side to tighten the fastening nut on the
spring strut mount.
In this way the specified tightening torque
can be adhered to exactly. It is also possible
to counter at the piston rod with special tool
9630 at the same time.
Never use an impact bolter to tighten
the fastening

nut!

8
40 -116
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45

Anti-Lock

Brake System (ABS)

Overview of PSM references

PSM (Porsche Stability Management)is standard in the 911 Carrera 4 (996).
PSM is an automatic control system to stabilise the vehicle in extreme driving situati ns.
PSM includesthe functions ABS, Traction Control (TC),ABO,MSR(enginedrag torq e control),
FZR(vehicle regulator) and EBV(electronic brake distributor).
Passiveswitching possibilityfor TC, FZRand MSRwith a switch (PSMbutton) in the entre console,
Driver's Manual

Service Information

911 Carrera (996) 911 Carrera 4 (996)
Vehiclewith

Technical

Manual

Repair
91 ~ Carrera 4 (996)

four-wheel
drive

x

PSM system description
(comprehensivedescription)
PSM system description
(customer oriented)

x

Display -lamp strategy

x

x

x

PSM component arrangement

ReJ.G~.45

Removing and installing
PSM components

ReJ.G~.45

Calibratingsteering
anglesensor

ReJ.
G;.45

Specificationfor

ReJ.G~.47

bleeding

45
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45

Overview of PSM references

PSM (Porsche Stability Management)is standard in 911 the Carrera 4 (996).
I
PSM is an automatic control system to stabilise the vehicle in extreme driving situatibns.
PSM includes the functions ABS,Traction Control (TC),ABD,MSR(enginedrag torq~e control),
FZR(vehicle regulator) and EBV(electronic brake distributor).
Passiveswitching possibility of TC, FZRand MSRwith a switch (PSMbutton) in the dentre console.

Driver's Manual
911 Carrera(996)
Vehiclewithfour-wheel
drive

Service Information
911 Carrera4 (996)

Technical Manual
Repair
911 Carrera4 (996)
i

PSM system description

x

(comprehensivedescription)
PSM system description
(customer oriented)

x

Display-lamp strategy

x

x

PSM component

x

arrangement

X

Rep.Gr. 45

Calibratingsteering
angle sensor

X

Rep.Gr.45

Specification
for bleeding

X

Rep.Gr. 47

45

Overview of PSM references
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4560

Anti-Lock

Brake System (ABS)

Calibrating steering angle sensor

Important notes

Important: Malfunctionsin~the
range

A steering angle sensor (arrow)is attached
to the steering column/steering shaft in
the 911 Carrera (996) with PSM(Porsche

if the

steering

angle

sensor

PSM

control
is not

calibrated or is calibrated i correctly.

StabilityManagement).
PSM is standard in the 911 Carrera 4 (996).
The steering angle sensor (arrow)supplies
information about the slip angle of the front
wheelsto the PSM control unit (intention
of driver in relation to direction of travel),

368_98

The steering angle sensor must be
calibrated after:
-A

new steering angle densor has been
installed.

I

The PSMcontrol device has been exchanged.
369_98

Steering angle sensor position

exchanged.

The angle steering sensor has no defined zero
position when new. The position for "straight
ahead"direction of travel must be programmed.
This is done by calibrating with the Porsche
System Tester 2 with the wheels in

Accident repairs
Suspensionalignment proceduresduring
which the previouswh~el alignmentvalues

straight-aheadposition.

45 60
Printed
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The steering gear and If or components
which changethe zero position of the
steering angle sensor have been

I
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The steering angle sensor actual value
must be checked:

Select vehicle type and then enter PSM
system. Entry takes place through the ABS
system (automatic status change after PSM).

-After
a suspension alignmentwhich resulted
in no changes being made to the wheel
alignmentvalues.

Selectsteeringanglesensorin the Actual
valuesmenu.

As a check after steering angle sensor
calibration.
Checking
value

the steering

Required display in the Tester display with
wheels in straight-ahead position 0° :!: 3°.

angle sensor actual

If the steering angle sensor actual value
deviates or is doubtful, recalibrate
the steering angle sensor on
the measuringplatform.

-Connect the Porsche System Tester 2
to the diagnostic socket (arrow).

Calibrating

steering

angle sensor

See previoustext (pages45 -103) for information
on when calibrationis to be carried out.

6

> Calibratesteering angle sensor
with wheels in straight-ahead
position on measuringplatform.

547_96

Checkthe steering angle sensor actual
value with wheels in straight-aheadposition
before calibratingthe steering angle sensor!
Onlyrecalibrate the steering angle sensor
on the measuringplatform if the steering
angle actual value lies outside the tolerance
or is doubtful.

,~
Q'-

i~

...

,

Important:
Malfunctions in the PSM control
range if the steering angle
sensor is not calibrated or
is calibrated incorrectly.

~
I/jj~

Ilj.J~.

625_96

8
4560
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Anti-Lock

Brake System (ABS)

Drive vehicle onto measuring platform. Affix
measured-valuepickups to all wheels.
Check wheel alignmentvalues and adjust
if necessary.
If the wheel alignmentvalues on the front
and rear axles are correct, calibrate the
steering angle sensor with the front
wheels in straight-aheadposition.
Calibrationdescription in following text.

Confirm

safety code input.

Important: The final possibilityto interrupt
the calibration is not to confirm the safety
code input.To do this, pressthe appropriate
function key for no.
Display in the Tester display after the
safety code input has been confirmed:
Steering angle sensor is being calibrated.

Note
Select the "Calibrate steering angle
sensor" menu with the Porsche System
Tester 2 in the PSM system.
Entry to the PSM system takes place
through the ABS system (automatic
tatus change after PSM).

The calibrationprocedure will be interrupted
if an incorrect safety code is entered.
This time-consumingprocedure ensuresthat
the steering angle sensor is not calibrated
unintentionally.
For safety reasons,read out the current
steering angle sensor actual value after
calibration.To do this, leave the PSM
system. Then call up PSMagain and
select the steering angle sensor in
the Actual values menu.
Requireddisplay in the Tester display:
00 :!: 30 when the wheelsare in straightaheadposition.

Confirm calibration start.
The procedure can also be interrupted.
Ensure that the wheels of the vehicle are
in straight-aheadposition.
Then proceed (continue).
The PST2 now requests the 4 digit
safety code.

Repeatthe calibration if the value is not
correct..

Note
This safety code must be retrieved in the
Actual values menu, Safety code submenu.
This safety code changes automaticallyeach
time provided that PSM is called up again.

Note
The steering angle sensor can be calibrated
severaltimes. The value (the zero position)
is stored in the steering angle sensor itself.

Enter the 4 digit safety code with the cursor
keys (4 keys centre right).
Then proceed with the Next key (»).

45 60
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45
Steering

Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

PSM component arrangement
angle sensor (Serv. No. 4560)

Lateral acceleration

The steering angle sensor is attached to
the steering column in front of the intermediate
steering shaft (arrow).

sensor (Serv. No. 4558)

The lateral accelerationsensor is installed on
the centre tunnel in front of the centre console.

371_98

369_98

Booster pump (Serv. No. 4564)

Rotation rate sensor (Serv. No. 4559)

The booster pump is located in front of
the brake booster.

The rotation rate sensor is installed underneath
the seat on the right.

367_98
372_98

45 PSM component arrangement
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Brake System (ABS)

911 Carrera 4 (996)

Hydraulic unit (Serv. No. 4530)

Relay (Servo No. 4552/4554)

Near the brake booster (see Fig. 367_98).
Same position as the ABS hydraulic unit
in the 911 Carrera (996).

The pump relay and the solenoidvalve relay
are attached to a holder behindthe PSM control
module.

Brake pressure

Switch for PSM (Serv. No. 4563)

sensor

The PSMOFFswitch (rocker switch) -to switch
PSMto passive/active mode -is located
in the centre console.

Is screwed in/integrated into the booster pump.

388_98

PSM control

module

(Serv. No. 4562)

The PSMcontrol module is installed underneath
a cover in the front~eft area of the luggage
compartment.
The control module connector can only be
removed after the control module has been
removed.

45 PSM component

45 -108
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45 60 19

j~nti-Lock Brake System (ABS)

Removing and installing steering angle sensor

Note

Removal

A steering angle sensor (C) is attached
to the steering column/steering shaft in
the 911 Carrera (996) with PSM

1. Removedriver's seat.
2. Disconnectbattery ground cable.

(Porsche Stability Management).
3. Turn front wheelsto straight-aheadposition.
Affix the front wheelsand the steering wheel
in this position.

The cover (0) remainsfitted during removal and
installation of the steering angle sensor (C).

4. Undo hexagon-headbolt on universaljoint A.
Detach universaljoint A from the upper
steering shaft and push into the lower steering
shaft (direction arrow).
Disengagecable guide B in the direction of
travel.

c
A = Universaljoint of steering shaft
C = Steering angle sensor
D = Cover

B

301_99

Important note on steering wheel position
for removal and installation

D

Turn front wheels to straight-aheadposition.
Lock the steering wheel and the front wheels
in this position and ensure that this position is
maintainedfor reinstallation.
The universaljoint A can now be detachedfrom
the upper steering shaft and and refitted in
the same position during installation.

A = Universaljoint of steering shaft
B = Cableguide
C = Steering angle sensor
D = Cover

302_99

If this is not done, the airbag contact unit
(spiral spring) can be damaged.
Also, the steering wheel can be crooked with
the front wheels in straight-aheadposition after
installation of the steering angle sensor!

45 60 19
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Anti-lock

Brake System (ABS)

5. Pull plug off of steering angle sensor
(direction arrow).
Important: Pull at the plug housing only.
Never pull the electrical connections.
Disengagesteering angle sensor C forwards.
To do this, press the sensor carefullythrough
the opening in the cover D (direction arrow).

911 Carrera 4 (996)

Note
If the steering wheel was not fixed before
the steering angle sensor was removed, the
position of the contact unit (spiral spring)
may no longer be correct.
In this event, remove steering wheel and move
contact unit to center position.
If this is not done, the spiral spring can be
damaged.

AC Jr

Important:
Driver's airbag does not function
if contact unit is damaged!

&

> Observemounting specifications.

3. Pushplugonto steeringanglesensor
4. Engagecable guide B and route cable to
cable guide B (Figure302_99),

C = Steeringanglesensor

303_99

D = Cover

5. Calibratesteering angle sensor with wheelsin
straight-aheadposition on measuring platform.
For calibration (adjustment),refer to Service
No. 45 60.

Installation

Note on steering angle sensor position

1. Insertandengagesteeringanglesensor.
Note

The steering angle sensor must audiblyengage.
2. Fasten steering shaft (universaljoint) in the
correct position on the upper steering shaft
(the same position as before removal).
In the correct position means: front
wheels, steering wheel and airbag contact unit
in the same position as before removal.
Use new fastening screw.
Use correct tightening torque.

45 -110

456019

The steering angle sensor has no defined zero
position when new. The position for "straight
ahead"direction of travel must be programmed.
This is done by calibratingwith the Porsche
System Tester 2 with the wheels in
straight-aheadposition.

&

Important:
I
Malfunctions in the PSM control
.range
if the steering angle
sensor is not calibrated or is
calibrated incorrectly!
> Calibratesteering angle sensor
with wheels in straight-ahead
position on measuringplatform.
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Anti-Lock

Brake System (ABS)

Removing and in!italling control module -PSM

5.3

Removal

Installation

1. Removeignition key,

1. Engagecontrol module connector in the
guide of the control module. Then push the
connector onto the connector strip and lock.

2. Open luggage compartment lid and remove
luggage compartment floor lid.

2. Fastenthe controlmodule.
3. Pull control module cover up and off.

3. Fitthe covers.
4. Unscrewfastening nuts (A).
4. Read out the fault memory with the Porsche
System Tester 2 and erase the fault memory
if necessary.
Note
If a new control module is installed,the steering
angle sensor must be calibrated
(see ServoNo. 45 60).

300_99

5. Removecontrol module from the holder (0),
Open locking clip and pull the control module
connector off,

456219
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Anti-Lock

Brake System (ABS)

Removing and installing relay for solenoid valves -PSM

Removal

5.3

3. Pull off solenoidvalve relay (1) on the back of
the control module holder with specialtool

1. Remove ignition key. Open luggage

9235.

compartment lid, remove luggage
compartment floor lid, collapsible wheel
and luggage compartment mat.

2. Undo hexagon-headnuts(8).
Pull control module holder (0) upwards
out of the retaining clips (C).
Note
The PSM control module remainsfitted
on the holder (0).

Installation
Install in reverse order

300_99

455219
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J~nti-Lock Brake System (ABS)

Removing and in~)talling relay for return pump -PSM

Removal
1. Removeignition key. Open luggage
compartmentlid, remove luggage
compartmentfloor lid, collapsiblewheel
and luggage compartment mat.

5.3

3. Pull off return pump relay (2) on the back of
the control module holder with special tool
9235.

2. Undo hexagorrheadnuts (8).
Pull control module holder (0) upwards
out of the retaining clips (C).
Note
The PSM control module remains fitted
on the holder (0),

1 = Solenoidvalve relay
2 = Return pump relay

224_99

Installation

Install in reverse order,
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Anti-lock

Brake System (ABS)

Removing and ins;talling transverse acceleration sensor

Removal

Note

1. Movethe front seatsinto the rear seat
position.

If the carpet is laid over the transverse
acceleration sensor, cut out the carpet in
this area.

2. Unclip the left and right side-panellining
in front of the centre console.
3. Remove nuts from the transverse acceleration
sensor No.1. Removeshield No.2 and
transverse acceleration sensor No.3.

4. Extendtransverse accelerationsensor and
pull off plug with the ignition switched off.
Do not pull the cable when doing this.

Installation
1. Install in reverse order,

2. After installation,
the transverseacceleration
sensormustbe checkedwith the Porsche
SystemTester2 (Serv.No. 45 5801).

,;

306_99

337_99

4558
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Checking transverse acceleration sensor

Notes on the test

The purpose of the test is to ensure the
following points:
correct installationposition of the sensor
functioning of the sensor

ConnectPorsche System Tester 2.
The diagnostic socket (arrow/Figure 625_96)
to which the Porsche System Tester 2 is
connected is located in the driver's footwell
(left-handdrive vehicles)or passenger's
footwell (right-handdrive vehicles)near the
fuse box.

2. Select the "Actual values" menu/
"Transverse accel. sensor" sub-menu
with the Porsche System Tester 2 in the
PSMsystem.
Entryto the PSM system takes place through
the ABS system (automatic status change
after PSM).
3. Check and note or store the value of the
transverse accelerationsensor in the normal
position of the vehicle.
Nominal value: 0.0 m/s2:t 0.4 mjs2.
Note

547_96

45 58 01
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Normal position means: Vehicleon level surface.
If the vehicle was raised beforehand,relieve
the wheel suspensionsif necessary(move
the vehicle a few meters as well as rocking it up
and down at the front and rear a few times).
If a value other than the nominalvalue is
displayed,an open circuit is present in the lead
route or the transverse accelerationsensor is
faulty.

sensor
C4_451 09
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Anti-Lock

Sensor function

4. Raisevehicle on the left at the jacking points
until approx. 100 mm ground clearance is
present at the left wheels.
Read off and note or store the value of the
sensor in the PST2 display.

To check the vehicle,raise it once on the left
and once on the right, approx. 100 mm each
time.
An exactly defined change from the transverse
accelerationvalue must take place.
The output value is used as a reference value
for vehicles placed on a level surface.

Note
Observethe safety regulationswhen raising the
vehicle.
5. Lower vehicle on the left again.
Then raise vehicle on the right in the same
manner until approx. 100 mm ground
clearance is present at the right wheels.
Read off and note or store the value of the
sensor in the PST2 display.

Nominal

Raisedon left approx. 100 mm =
0.55 m/s2 or greater
Raised on right approx. 100 mm =
-0.55

m/s2 or greater

display

Raisingthe vehicle on the left must result in a
positive value while raising it on the right must
result in a negative value, both with respect to
the outputvalue.
Nominalvalue: 0.55 m/s2 or greater.

6. Carry out evaluationaccording to the following
text. Eliminatefaults present if necessary.
Nominal value:

911 Carrera 4 (996)

Brake System (ABS)

Example:
=

Outputvalue
raised approx. 100 mm
on the left
raised approx. 100 mm
on the right

0.00 m/s2

= 0.58 m/s2
= -0.58

m/s2

If no change is detected by comparisonwith
the output value when raising the vehicle (right
or left raised to the same level),then the sensor
is faulty.
After fault elimination,read out the fault memory
with the Porsche System Tester 2 and erase the
fault memory if necessary.

8
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J~nti-Lock Brake System (ABS)

Removingand installing rate-ol-turn sensor -PSM 5.3

Removal

1. Removepassenger's seat.

2. Removecover of rate-of-turn
sensor.
3. Disconnectthe plug on the rate-of-turnsensor
with the ignition switched off I and pull off.
4. Undo rate-of-turnsensor at body (3 nuts).

372_98

Installation
Install in reverse order.
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Brakes -Brake

mechanics

Technical data

Designation

Notes, dimensions

Operating brake

Hydraulic dual-circuitbrake system with front
axle-rearaxle brake circuit distribution. Vacuum
brake boosterI internallyventilated and perforated
brake discs with four-pistonmonoblocfixed
caliper at front and rear axles.
PSM* (Eorsche.stabilityManagement)standard.

(foot brake)

Brake booster (vacuum)
Boost factor

~

10 inches
3.85

Brake master cylinder

13front

23.81 mm
23.81 mm
18/18 mm

13 rear

travel

Brake proportioning control * *

EBV.

Brakediscs

0 front
0 rear

318 mm
299 mm

Effectivebrakedisc

~ front

261.8 mm
247.4 mm

~ rear

Piston~ in brakecaliper

Brakepad area

Total brake pad area

Wear limit

front
rear

2 x 40 + 2 x 36 mm

front
rear

254 cm2
196 cm2

2 x 30 + 2 x 28 mm

450 cm2

Standard Porsche Stability Management(PSM)with ABS,Traction Control (TC),ABD, MSR
(engine drag torque control), FZR(vehicle regulator)and EBV(electronic brake distributor)
functions. Passiveswitching po~isibilityfor TC, FZRand MSR.
EBV = electronic brake distribu1:or(brake proportioningcontrol). As a result, no screw-in
brake proportioning valves are required.
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Bra~(es -Brake

Notes, dimensions

Wear limit

2 mm

rear

approx. 12.0 mm
approx. 10.5 mm

front
rear

28mm
24mm

front

26.6 mm
22.6 mm

Designation

Padthickness

Brakedisc thicknessnew

Brake discs
Minimumthickness* after machining

911 Carrera 4 (996)

mechanics

front

rear
Thicknesstoleranceof
the brakedisc,max.

0,02 mm

Lateralrunout
of the brakedisc,max.

0.03 mm

Lateral runout
of the wheel hub,max.

0.03 mm

Lateralrunoutof the brakedisc
wheninstalled,max.

0.06 mm

Peak-to-valley
surfaceroughness
of the brakedisc after machining,
max.

0.006 mm

2 mm

26.0 mm
22.0 mm

Pushrod play
(measured at the brake
pedal plate)

approx.1 mm

Parking brake (hand brake)

Drum brake acting mechanically
on both rear wheels

Parking brake drum .0

180 mm

Brake shoe width

25 mm

Brake lining thickness

4.5 mm

181 mm

2mm

* The brake disc must be reworked only symmetrically,i.e. from both sides evenly.
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Bleeding brakes (vehicle with PSM)
1st step:
Bleed brakes as usual

PSM (Porsche Stability Management)
is standard in 911 the Carrera 4 (996).

Fill reservoir to its top edge with new brake
fluid. Connect a bleeding device to
the brake fluid reservoir.
Switch on the bleeding device. Bleeding
pressure approximately2.0 bar.

Important notes
Use only new DOT4 brake fluid.
Observe brake-fluid

quality.

The brake-fluid change interval using
Super DOT 4 brake fluid is two years.
This brake fluid is available under
the following part numbers:
Containervolume 1 litre = 000.043.203.66
Containervolume 30 litres = 000.043.203.67.

Procedure

for bleeding

I

1st step: Bleed brakes as usual.
2nd step: Then bleed at front on right with

682_3.-96

running booster pump.

Note
This procedure is generallyrequired for bleeding.

Continuebleeding at the brake calipers
in the sequence:Rear right / rear left /
front left / front right.
Open each bleeder valve until clearJ
bubble-freebrake fluid emerges.
It must be noted that bleeding takes
place at both bleeder valveson each
caliper. Bleed the outer bleeder
valvefirst.
Use a collecting bottle to make an accurate
check on the escaping brake fluid for
cleanliness,lack of air bubbles and
to determinethe brake fluid used.

47 01 07 Bleeding brakes (vehicle with PSM)
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Brakes -Hydraulics,

After installing a new brake master cylinder
and/or a new hydraulicunit, do the following
while bleeding: Open the right rear bleeder
valves,then fully depress the brake pedal
severaltimes. Hold for 2 -3 seconds after
each depression,then release slowly.
Repeatthis procedure in the sequence
rear left / front left / front right.
This will remove all air bubbles.

regulator,

booster

911 Carrera 4 (996)

2nd step:
Bleeding at front on right with running
booster pump
Preliminarywork: Bleed brakes as usual
(Page47 -101/102).
Booster pump activation cannot be carried
out with the Porsche System Tester 2 until
after this has been done. Otherwisedamage
to the booster pump can occur.

Note
Also carry out this procedure
hydraulics
bleeding

was largely empty or if after
residual

by excessive
Important:

To bleed at front on right with running
booster pump the bleeding device remains
connected (switchedon).
Bleedingpressure approximately2.0 bar.

if the brake

air can be detected

brake-pedal

travel.

In vehicles with high mileage or

Connectthe Porsche System Tester 2
to the diagnostic socket.
Switch ignition on. Select the "Bleed"menu in
the PSM system. Entry takes place through
the ABS system (automatic status change
after PSM).

in old vehicles, double the pumping cycles and
use only half the brake master cylinder stroke
(damage to the brake master cylinder could
occur / primary boot damage),
Continue bleeding at front on right with
running booster pump (Step 2).

r

~
". 0 I

625_96

Openthe front right bleeder valve
(use collecting bottle).

47 -102
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Brakes -Hydraulics,

regulator,

booster

Press the Start button on the System Tester.
In this way the booster pump is activated.
Bleed until clear, bubble-freebrake fluid

emerges.
In addition (throughoutbleeding operation)
fully depress (pump)brake pedal as far as
the stop at least ten times.
Important: In vehicles with high mileage
or in old vehicles, double the pumpingcycles
and use only half the brake master cylinder
stroke (damage to the brake master cylinder
could result / primary boot damage).
189_a_96

Note

After a certain period of time has elapsed,
the Tester switches off automatically(leaves
the menu).
If necessary, continue the procedure after a
certain waiting time (select Bleed menu again.)
Close the right front bleeder valve. Then
immediately press the Stop button on
the System Tester. In this way pump
operation is ended.
Switch ignition off and disconnect
SystemTester.

Switch off and disconnectthe bleeding
device.
Correct the brake fluid level if necessary.

4701

07 Bleeding
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47 08 55
Important

Bra~,es-Hydraulics, regulator, booster

Changing brake fluid (vehicle with PSM)

notes

Continuebleeding at the brake calipers
(no special sequence).
Open each bleeder valve until clearI
bubble-freebrake fluid emerges or
the appropriate change quantityper
brake caliper has been reached
(approximately250 cm3). Make sure
that brake fluid is drained at both
bleeder valves on each brake caliper.

Use only new DOT4 brake fluid.
Observe the change interval and
the brake fluid quality.

Total brake fluid change quantity
approx.

1 litre.

The brake-fluid
in conjunction

change interval

is 2 years

with the Super DOT 4 brake

fluid.
Use a collecting bottle to accuratelycheck
the escaping brake fluid for cleanliness,
lack of air bubbles and to determine
the brake fluid used.

This brake fluid is available under the following
part numbers:
Container volume

1 litre = 000.043.203.66

Container volume 30 litres = 000.043.203.67

Procedure
-Fill

for changing

Some brake fluid is also drained off at
the bleeder valve of the clutch slave
cylinder (approx. 50 cm3),

brake fluid

reservoir to its top edge with new brake
fluid. Connect a bleeding device to

Switch off and disconnectthe bleeding
device. Correct the brake fluid level
if necessary.

the brake fluid reservoir.
Switch on the bleeding device. Bleeding
pressure approximately 2.0 bar.

/

/

/

/

/'/ / /
/

/
/

!
189_~96
682_~96
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